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The Evalitation of Yfave Foices on Seawalls - P.A. Blackmoxe 
Synopsis 
This Thesis i s divided into two paits, Pait A deals with the measuiement 
and analysis of wave piessuies on l e a l seawalls and Pait B deals with the 
lesxilting s t i u c t u i a l response of these seawalls. 
Theie have heen only thirteen pievious investigations to measuie f u l l 
scale wave impact pressures on coastal structures, and of these only fi v e 
were conducted with sensitive electronic measuring equipment. The 
infrequent occurrence of impact piessuies i n a l e a l sea has meant v e i y 
l i t t l e impact pressure data has heen collected hy these previous 
investigations. This investigation i s the f i r s t of i t s kind to he carried 
out i n the U.K. losing modern measuring,and recording equipment, the 
volume of wave impact data obtained (over 150 impacts recorded) i s 
significantly greatei than the combined lesults of a l l pievious f u l l scale 
investigations. 
The magnitude of the wave impacts measuied duiing this investigation weie 
geneially iowei than those measured by other investigations, the-maximum 
impact piessuie being of the oidei of seven times the hydiostatic 
piesstiie. The piessuies measuied weie found not to f i t any cuiient 
equations. The data has also shown that impact piessuies can occui 
simultaneoxzsly ovei laige aieas and aie not just localised events as 
pieviously thought. 
The most impoitant parameter i n the generation of wave impact pressuies 
i n a l e a l sea was found to be the peicentage of air entrained i n the 
breaking wave. None of the equations currently i n use for estimating wave 
impact pressures consider this parameter, which probably explains why 
these equations do not f i t the measured data. An explicit equation for 
estimating the maximtm impact pressure was not found but a method i s given 
whereby -the impact pressure i s related to local wave paiameteis including 
a coefficient based on the peicentage a i i entrainment. 
Pinite element modelling of the seawalls has shown that impact pressures 
can cax:ise a significant dynamic response i n the seawalls although short 
duration impacts (as measiired i n most model studies) have a negligible 
effect on response. 
i i i 

Komenclatuxe and abbreviations 
Area, 
Amplitude 
Bandwidth 
Half power point bandwidth 
Damping 
Wave celerity 
.Wave celerity at breaking 
Construction Industry Eesearch and Information 
Association 
V/ater depth at one wave length seaward of seawall 
Thickness of air cushion 
Water depth at seawall 
Deep water depth 
Modulus of el a s t i c i t y 
= Wave force 
CoefficiEnt 
Empirical coefficient 
= Frequency 
Natural frequency 
= Resonant frequency 
= Spectral density function 
Acceleration due to gravity 
= Wave height 
Wave height at breaking 
Mean wave height 
Maximum wave height 
Deep water wave height 
Significant wave height 
iv 
H(of) • = Transfer function 
h • = Height 
h' . = The height over which wave impact occurs 
K = Stiffness 
K' = Coefficient (dimensionless) dependent upon 
K" = Coefficient dependent upon l / l ^ 
= V/ave numher = 2 U / L 
k = Coefficient 
L = V/ave length 
= V/ave length at breaking 
1 = length 
l a = Virtual length 
M = Mass 
m = Mean 
LBDOF = Multi-degree of freedom 
n = Number of cycles 
P = Pressure 
Pj^ = Hydrostatic pressiare 
P^ = Atmospheric pressure 
P^ = Dynamic pressure 
p 
s = Static pressure 
P 
i = Impact pressure 
P(x) = . Probability density fmction 
Q = Volume 
Eo = Diaphragm radius 
R. .{j) = Auto-correlation function 
E (t ) = Cross-correlation ftinction 
S-;^(f) = Excitation spectral density PF 
S (f) = Eesponse spectral density 
• S t i l l watei level. 
Single degiee of freedom 
Time period 
Becord .length 
Time or diaphragm thickness 
water velocity 
Parameter of the Gumhel distrihution 
Telocity of wave propagation or voltage-
Wave particle velocity 
Yelocity of sound i n water 
displacement 
velocity 
acceleration 
A time history 
Eigen vectors 
Parameter of the Weihull distrihution 
Parameter of the Weihull distrihution 
Incomplete Gamma function 
Logrithmic decrement = 2tu^ 
Mean square error 
Bias error-
Random error 
Smoothness coefficient or eigen values 
Mean 
Parameter of the Weihull distrihution 
Damping ratio 
Density 
Standard .deviation 
Time period 
Angle 
Angxilar natural frequency 
Definitions 
Wave Height ( H ) i s the ve r t i c a l distance from the wave crest 
level to the trough level, for real seas the height 
w i l l vary for successive waves. 
Wave Length ( L ) i s the horizontal distance hetween successive 
wave crests or troughs. 
Wave Period ( T ) i s the time interval hetween successive wave crests 
(or troughs) passing a fixed point. The wave period 
is assumed to remain constant at a l l times, for a l l 
conditions of water depth etc. 
Wave Celerity (c) i s the velocity at which individual waves travel 
across the water surface, and i s a function of 
wave length and period, i.e. C = L / T . 
H 
?/ave Steepness (—) i s the ratio wave height/wave length. 7/ave steepness 
increases as a wave travels from deep to shallow 
water, the limiting value i s ahout 1/7 i n deep 
water and ahout 1 /10 i n shallow water. 
- v i i -
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IKTRODUGTION TO PART A 
The study of v/ave forces on seav/alls has heen a popular, subject 
for f u l l scale and laboratory studies dating back to before the start 
of this century. Like almost every activity i n C i v i l Engineering, 
there are- limited data on the loads that act on real seav/alls and 
the-behaviour of the walls under these loads, due mainly to the 
di f f i c u l t i e s involved with f u l l scale measurements and the relatively 
few occurrences of high pressure wave impacts i n a real sea state. 
This has meant that seawalls are s t i l l , even today, designed on an 
empirical basis v/ith l i t t l e attempt being made to correlate design 
assumptions.with the re a l i t y of the service conditions. This, although 
appearing to be satisfactory, probably produces an over design for 
the majority of these structures and an iinsafe design i n some cases, 
as evidenced by the failure, both progressive and sudden, of some 
seawalls. 
Information on the wave pressures that act on real seawalls was 
found to be very scarce i n the literature, so a computer aided search 
of publications was in i t i a t e d as part of a comprehensive literature 
review. This computer search was carried out under general headings 
such as ; wave forces, wave measurement, seawalls, etc. and produced 
over one thousand t i t l e s , although less than five percent.were 
-directly relevant to this investigation. -As a resiilt of this review 
thirteen f u l l scale investigations and almost f i f t y model studies 
were discovered, spanning the last one hundred years. 
The pressuies exerted on a seav/all by bretiking waves can be 
grouped into tv/o distinct types; (l) A slov/ly varying pressure of 
relatively long duration v/ith a magnitude of the -order of the 
standing v/ave pressure (i.e. hydrostatic) and (2) A short duration 
transient press-uie lasting from only a fev/ inilli-seconds i n the 
laboiatory to about two himdred milli-seconds at f u l l scale, but with 
a maximum pressure generally much greater than the hydrostatic 
pressuie. This short duration impact pressure only occurs for certain 
conditions of wave breaking, whilst the hydrostatic v/ave pressure . 
occurs for every wave that impinges on a seawall whether i t breaks or 
not. The magnitude of the hydrostatic pressure i s easily and accurately 
calculated from theory, whereas the magnitude of the impact pressure 
cannot yet be estimated entirely by theoretical analysis due to the 
highly complex (and as yet not f u l l y understood) mechanism of v/ave 
breaking. For this reason the equations currently used to estimate 
the impact pressure are semi-empirical and often based only on 
experience or 'rule of thumb •. 
The f i r s t attempts to physically measure the magnitude of wave 
impact pressures on real seawalls were made i n the Nineteenth century 
by Thomas Stevenson, the data obtained were unreliable due to his 
crude measuring apparatus which at the time v/as the state of the a i t . 
It was not xi n t i l the 1930's that wave impact piessuies were measured 
with reliable and highly sensitive electronic equipment (by Kouville 
et a l at Dieppe Harbour), since this time only foxix other such 
investigations have been attempted i n the f i e l d . The volume of 
reliable f u l l scale data amassed from these f i e l d investigations i s 
very slight considering the number of man hours expended and i s due 
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mainly to the infrequent occurrence; of impact pressures in a r e i l 
sea, (usually less than tv/o percent of a l l breaking waves, produce 
any impact pressures). 
The physical d i f f i c u l t i e s i n measuring wave impact pressures on 
real structures led to a large number of model scale laboratory 
investigations. In the laboratory under controlled conditions, waves 
can be caused to break on the model walls i n such a manner that 
impact pressures can regularly be produced, but these model scale 
pressures are generally far i n excess, of those measured i n the f i e l d 
on real structures. This i s because, real multidirectional shoaling 
seas cannot be modelled easily and parameters such as the percentage 
of entrained air cannot be scaled dovm to model size because of 
surface tension. Therefore whilst laboratory studies are useful for 
examining the phenomenon of wave impacts, suitable scaling laws are 
not available to allow model impacts to be related to f u l l scale 
structures. 
Thus there i s evidently a strong need for further f u l l scale wave 
pressure data to be collected to provide a basis for a rational 
approach to the estimation of wave impact pressures. 
Part A, of this thesis attempts to resolve some of the many 
di f f i c u l t i e s posed by the measurement and analysis of wave impact 
pressures on real seawalls, with the following specific objectives 
being; 
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(a)' To measure the wave impact pressures on the chosen 
seawalls along with the corresponding wave parameters 
such as; wave height, celerity and period 
(h) To measure the .structural response of the seawalls 
induced hy the wave loading 
(c) To correlate measured data with existing data and design 
methods and hence formulate a rational method for 
estimating wave impact pressures 
(d) To measure temporal and spatial pressure distributions 
on the seawalls and correlate with .tlesijgri-- pressure 
distributions 
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CHAPTER OFE 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
1.0- Intioduction 
The impact piessuies exeited hy waves hieaking against l e a l 
seawalls i s a l e l a t i v e l y unexploied subject aiea, to the authois 
knowledge only thiiteen such investigations have taken place i n the 
last 150 yeais, with only one i n B i i t a i n , at Penzance, i n the late 
1890's by P. Latham. 
T/hen an advancing wave fiont stiikes a fixed obstacle such as a 
seawall, impact piessuies aie geneiated i f the conditions (as defined 
la t e i ) aie favouiable. A typical piesstiie histoiy f o i a wave pioducing 
an impact piesstiie consists of a l e l a t i v e l y laige tiansient piessuie 
lasting, i n the oidei of milli-seconds, supeiimposed upon a longei 
peiiod lowei intensity piessuie. The tiansient piessuie i s due to the 
impinging of the wave fiont on the seawall, with the lowei intensity 
piessuie ( of the oidei of the standing wave) being due' to the upiush 
of the following body of the wave. Tiansient piessuies gieatei than 
ten times the standing wave piessuie have been meastned by Goda 
1 , 1 : P u l l Scale Testing 
In the eaily days of f i e l d measuiement (i . e . the late 1 9 t h centuiy) 
the majoi stumbling block 7/as how to capture on lecoid the shoit teim 
tiansient impact piessuies associated with bieaking waves. The f i i s t 
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successful f i e l d measurements of wave pressure were made with a spring . 
(2) 
dynamometer hy Thomas Stevenson ^ ' at Skerryvore Rocks i n the Atlantic 
Ocean between I842 and I844. The dynamometers Stevenson used consisted 
of circular steel discs from 75 to 225 mm i n diameter, attached to a 
spring system by measuring rods, as shown i n Figure 1 .1 . These 
instruments could not respond to short duration transient pressures 
because of their large mass and slow mechanical response and they 
could not measure hydrostatic pressures because of pressure- equalisation 
on either side of the disc. The other major disadvantage was that only 
a maximum pressiire was recorded for each measuring session. One important 
factor that emerged from Stevenson's investigation was that by far 
the greatest pressures were exerted at, or near s t i l l water level. 
An extensive series of wave pressure measurementswere subsequently 
carried out by Capt. D.D. Gaillard between 1890 and 1902 at 
various l o c a l i t i e s on the Great Lakes of North America, including a 
very detailed study on Lake Superior i n I 9 0 I using spring dynamometers 
similar to those used by Stevenson. Then i n 1902 Gaillard developed 
the f i r s t diaphragm dynamometer, this instrument was capable of 
meastiring both static and dynamic pressures which could be read 
directly for each wave. The pressures were transmitted hydraulically 
using water as the hydraulic medium and because of the long pipe 
lengths involved some attenuation was inevitable. These diaphragm 
dynamometers, which could respond to transients of less than one 
second duration, were the forerunner of modern strain gauge and 
electromagnetic pressure transducers. 
Gaillard also-presented some vertical pressure distributions measured 
on the South Pier of the Duluth'Canal, although the individual pressure 
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leadings were made on the same day i t was helieved that they did not 
occur simultaneously. However i t i s interesting to note that the 
maximum pressure again occurred near s t i l l water level (S.W.L.). 
Gaillards main conclusions were; 
(i) The impact of a wave does not at a l l resemhle that of a 
so l i d hody impact. 
( i i ) The limiting case for wave pressure i s the pressure exerted 
hy a jet of water of similar dimensions and velocity 
striking a plane surface at the same angle as the wave. 
The restats of three other wave pressure investigations, carried out 
hy F. Latham, H.H. Robert and C.H. McKinstry are also b r i e f l y reported 
by Gaillard see summary of results i n Table 1.1 . 
In 1905 to 1907 Hiroi made some measurements of wave pressure 
at Otaru Harbour and Cape Taito (Japan), he used modified spring 
dynamometers which' he described as a combination of diaphragm and 
spring dynamometers, mounted i n such a way as to be able to respond to 
hydrostatic as well as dynamic pressures. He also developed a wave-
dynamograph, a form of dynamometer capable of recording every impinging 
wave on a clock-work revolving cylinder. The maximum pressure Hiroi 
2 2 
measured was 344*8 KU/m ( 5 0 lbs/in ), arid he concluded that the 
maximum wave pressure occurs at S.W.L. and acts over a relatively small 
area. 
In 1915 Ivlolitor made a detailed study of wave pressures on 
breakwaters at Lake Ontario using spring dynamometers, included i n his 
compiehensive investigation are measuiements of a l l additional 
parameters which he thought might influence wave pressure,, such as 
beach slope, wind speed and direction etc. He later published a 
paper combining his results with those of Gaillard, i n which he 
proposed a method for evaluating vertical wave pressiire distribution. 
Only one v e r t i c a l pressure distribution i s presented using his own 
data and i t i s not clear how much additional data he collected. The 
maximum pressure shown i n his distribution i s 3 0 . 3 KS/m ( 4 . 4 lbs/in ) 
and occurs at S.\7.L. Molitors methods of analysis have been iised i n the 
design of breakwaters on Lake Ontario sucessfully, but i t i s doubtful, 
whether they would be applicable to structures subjected to ocean 
v/aves, because i n the ocean the wave pressures are potentially much 
larger than those possible i n the Great Lakes. This i s apparent by the 
very lov/ maximum pressures measured by Molitor compared to those of 
other investigations i n the ocean. 
In 1921 Professor Luiggi published a diagram showing the ve r t i c a l 
wave pressure distribution on a breakwater due to a 7ni high wave, and 
claimed the pressure distribution for a wave of any height breaking on 
a similar structure could be calculated by multiplying his pressure 
values by a factor' of H / 7 (where H = wave height). Luiggi devised his 
pressure diagram whilst engaged i n the construction of a breakwater 
at the Port of Valparaiso. He placed piles of graded stones of known 
masses on the breakwater and observed their behaviour under various 
wave conditions (the-stones weighed up to 28 tonnes), and hence was 
able to calculate the forces necessary to move them. Luiggi found that 
the maximum pressure necessary to move the stones was 322 KE/m 
( 4 6 . 7 l b s / i n ) and occurred at S.'ff.L., t a i l i n g off rapidly below and 
more slowly above S.W.L. (Pigure 1 . 2 ) . The pressures given by Luiggi 
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must be treated with some suspicion as they are only estimates and were 
not actually measured. 
The f i r s t major f i e l d investigation to measxire wave pressures on 
a coastal structure with modern'measuring and recording equipment was 
carried out by Houville, Besson and Petry "^^^ i n 1937 at Dieppe. 
Rouville et a l had three piezo-electric pressure transducers installed 
i n a v e r t i c a l array on the face of Dieppe Harbour wall, in. such a way 
as to give the pressure distribution over the height of the breaking 
2 
v/ave. The maximum impact pressure measured by Rouville was 689 KlT/m 
(lOO l b s / i n ) and i t was found that only two percent of the observed 
wave impacts resiilted i n pressures greater than hydrostatic. A typical 
impact pressure history of a wave producing a pressure much greater 
than hydrostatic (as measured by Rouville ) i s shown i n Pigure 1 . 3 . 
The investigation of Rouville lasted for three years but measurements 
were not made continuously during this period and l i t t l e impact 
pressure data was obtained, so i t was not possible to obtain conclusive 
evidence of anything other than the existence of high pressure wave 
impacts, ( the wave pressures measured by Rouville are the largest 
ever measured on a real structxrce). An attempt was made to sjmchronise 
photographs of a wave breaking with the pressure record, but v/ith 
l i t t l e success. The few published resiolts of ver t i c a l pressure 
•distribution (thoxight to be instantaneous, although i t i s not made 
clear), can not be made iise of because the position of S.W.L. i s not 
given relative to the transducers at the time of the impacts. 
Cot between 1951 and 1953 carried out pressure measurements 
Tosing five pressvire cells mounted on the face of the Le Havre breakwater 
i n a cruciform pattern. Like Rouville, Cot was able to measiire and 
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record transient wave impacts of the order of 10 milli-seconds duration, 
again very few transients were observed during the investigation. The 
2 2 
maximum pressure measured hy Cot was 56 KS/m ( 1 4 . 2 Ihs/in ), and 
was measured at a point helow S.V/.L. 
(9) 
Kurihayashi, TJdai and Muraki "^^-^  made a study of wave pressures on 
Hahoio Harhoirc breakwater (Japan), between 1557 and 1958 using strain 
gauge pressure transducers.'Although their main considerations were 
the classification of wave pressures by wave shape and frequency-of 
occurrence, they also gave the maximum measiired pressure as 110 KN/m 
( 1 5 « 9 l b s / i n ) and estimated the maximum possible pressure for si 4.511 
wave to be 150 KN/m^  ( 2 1 . 7 lbs/in^), no details of pressure distribution 
were given. 
In 1966 Muraki ^^ ^^  presented some restilts from a continuation of 
the above study, the only relev ?nt new information he presented was a 
relationship between wave height and wave pressure, (see Section 1 . 3 . 2 ) . 
The most recent investigation to y i e l d any data was carried out at 
Cape Cod, U.S.A. i n 1974 by M i l l a r , Leveratte, 0 'Sullivan, Tochko 
and Theriault Por this study five strain gauge mounted steel 
diaphragms we.re fixed, at 300mm centres, to a f l a t machined into one 
side of a 2m long aluminium cylinder. The cylinder was embedded i n the 
sand and stabilized \ising three anchor cables. The data was fed back 
to the shore through a cable slung from the top of the cylinder. • 
Millar found that the nature and magnitude of impact pressures was 
directly related to "breaker shape. Hence the breakers were categorised 
according to the impact pressures they produced as follows; 
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Boxe - formed after the collapse of a plunging, breaker, 
produced the maximum impact pressure. 
Pl-unging breaker 
S p i l l i n g breaker 
Hear breaking wave - produced the smallest impact pressure 
M l l a r correlated the wave shape with the resulting impact pressure 
by visually tracking the wave as i t approached, and f i n a l l y impinged 
on the transducers. The largest impact pressure measured by Millar 
2 2 
was 4 1 . 4 KN/m (6 l b s / i n ) produced by a bore, extreme shock pressures 
were absent. No information i s given on the angle of incidence of the 
waves so i t i s not known whether the waves approached normal to the 
transducers. The average wave heights encountered by M i l l a r were 
approximately GCP/o lower than those occurring at Dieppe (Rouville et a l ) . 
This combined with the unusual method of mounting the transducers 
accounts for the large difference i n the maximum pressures measured, 
i.e. 
6 8 9 . 7 KN/m produced by a 2 .5m wave (Rouville) 
2 
4 1 . 4 KN/m produced by a"0.9ni wave (Millar) 
The most recent published f i e l d study of wave pressures on coastal 
structures, at the time of writing, i s that at Geno, Ita l y , carried 
(•\2) 
out i n 1975 by Marchi, Raiter, Scarse and Stura ^ ' o f the University 
of Geno. Marchi et a l used a ver t i c a l array of five pressure transducers 
to measure the wave impacts, i n a manner similar to that adopted by 
Rouville et a l . 
Two types of pressure transducer were used during this investigation; 
( 1 ) Differential inductive type 
and ( 2 ) strain gauge type 
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(a) 
(b.) 
(c) 
(d) 
The f i r s t f i e l d measurements were made in early 1975 and although 
no storms producing impact pressures occurred before publication, 
two records of swell conditions recorded i n March 1975 are included i n 
the report, These records of swell indicate that the dynamic pressure 
occurring along the base of-the cassions due to the waves, i s 
everyv/here uniform and not influenced by the wave motion. 
This was the f i r s t investigation to employ an automatic data 
collection system. An automatic station for collecting and amplifing 
data from the transducers was located i n a cassion of the breakwater, 
i t was provided with a lo g i c a l circuit to identify storm waves and 
automatically transmit' the wave pressure data by telemetry to the 
receiving station at the Institute of Hydraulics i n Geno. This system 
represents the state of the art of wave pressiore data collection. 
1.2 -Model Studies 
" ^ Vhereas full-scale studies are notably lacking, there are numerous 
reports of model tests to measure v/ave impact pressures. These range 
from experiments on seawall models (Eefs 1 and 13 to 5 0 ) , to dropping 
plates onto the water surface (Eefs 5 1 , 52 and 5 3 ) , to tests on model 
cassions, cells, and sluice gates (Eefs 54 to 5 8 ) . As the literature i s 
so extensive and this research vis more concerned with ful l - s c a l e 
studies then only a brief summary of some of the many model studies i s 
included herein, for more details the reader i s directed to the 
references mentioned above. 
Bagnold ^^ ^^  i n 1937 'to 1939 was probably the f i r s t to carry out 
extensive seawall model experiments using vertical concrete walls i n a 
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wave tan]:. These experiments were designed to complement the f u l l 
scale study of Rouville et a l . Like Rouville, Bagnold found shock 
pressures occurred randomly and varied greatly for similar waves. He 
found the timing of the wave was c r i t i c a l and had to he such that the 
wave front was parallel to the wall at the instant of impact before 
consistent shock pressvires were produced. This compares with Millar 
who measured the largest pressures for waves with near v e r t i c a l front 
faces, (i . e . the bores). Bagnold surmised from his work that impact 
pressures resulting from breaking waves were due to the retardation 
of the water mass by the entrapment of a thin lens of a i r which 
becomes compressed (adiabatically) and 'explodes' causing the shock 
pressures. Bagnold observed peak pressures i n excess of ten times the 
normal hydrostatic pressure, up to a maximum value of 552 iCR/m 
(80 lb s / i n ). He concluded that these model pressures when scaled up 
to f u l l size sea waves 3m high would represent pressures i n the order 
of 69QO KN/m (1000 ib s / i n ). The reason given to account for this 
large difference between predicted and me'asured full-scale pressures 
was that, i n the laboratory studies the fresh water waves tended to be 
smooth and regular and not provide a true representation of real sea 
waves. This conclusion i s also borne out by Denny '^'^ ^ who found 
pressure was heavily dependant upon the smoothness of the wave front. 
Denny states,- "when the waves carried ripples-only four per cent of 
the wave height the shock pressures were nearly halved". He also found, 
l i k e Bagnold, that the product of pressure and duration (the impulse) 
for a t r a i n of waves was much more consistent than the pressures 
themselves, i.e. the greater the shock pressure the shorter the 
duration. As can be seen from Pigure I . 4 the shock impulse tends to a 
f i n i t e maximum 7;hich corresponds closely to that for a solitary wave. 
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Denny later found from his model studies that although the shock 
pressures -were variable for similar -naves the highest recorded pressure 
for a given wave seemed to be substantially proportional to the wave 
height (Figure I . 5 ) and the maximum pressure exerted by a wave was 
dependent upon the smoothness of both the seawall and the front"face 
of the wave. 
Carr^^^^ ( l 9 5 l ) considered i t to be wasteful to design seawalls 
using the value of the impact pressure, he substantiated this from 
his resxilts by showing that the impulse ( l = fp dt) of the impact 
pressure was no'more than 1(^ & of the impulse of the total wave 
pressure. In his conclusion Carr suggests that designs be based on 
what he calls the persistent force component (the relatively long 
duration low pressvire part of the impact history), of a breaking 
wave. He also states that by inclining the seawall 30** shore->vard from 
the v e r t i c a l i t halved the forces produced on the wall. 
Koss^-^^^ i n 1954 drew the same general conclusions from his 
experimental work as did Bagnold^^^^. The wave pressures m'eastired 
by Boss were esdtemely variable, ranging from zero to a maximum of 
147.6 m/m- ( 2 1 . 4 lbs/in^) for a wave of 12.5cm. 
Boss made the following additional conclusions; 
(1) Impact press-ores occur when a wave with a ve r t i c a l front 
face strikes a wall also with a v e r t i c a l face. 
(2) Impact pressures occur from the top of the wave to some 
distance below S.W.L. 
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(38) 
In 1958 V/eg.gel ^ ' from his experimental v/ork classified ii^pact 
pressures into tv/o groups, termed ordinary and significant pressures. 
This classification was hased on the magnitude and area of application 
of the pressure, significant pressures were those which occurred most 
frequently and acted overicelatively large areas and-were-therefore -
important i n the design of the structure, whilst ordinary pressures 
were the localised high pressure impacts. These conclusions are 
(39) 
similar to those made hy Carr^ The maximum pressure recorded hy 
Weggel Was 80.7 KN/m^  ( 1 I . 7 Ihs/in^) and had a time history very 
similar to that i n Figure 1 .3 . 
Delmont ^^ "^ ^ i n 1972 set out to find a formula for predicting the 
forces exerted on a seawall hy breaking waves. To do this he 
examined s i x theories from independent authors which related directly 
to his investigation. He reviewed these theories and compared them 
with his own experimental data obtained by measuring the total force 
oh model seawalls i n a wave taiik. Delmont concluded that 'the formula 
(16) 
presented by Homma and Horikawa ^ , i s the most useful one for toe 
depths less than about three inches', for depths greater than three 
inches Delmont recommends further research to find a suitable 
formula because none of those tested was found to be v a l i d i n these 
conditions. Delmonts own data show considerable scatter with a 
2 2 
maximum value of 205*5 KN/m (29.8 lb s / i n ) this data i s shown i n 
Figure 1.6 along with the equation of Homma and Horikawa. 
Nagai has carried out a large number of experimental investigations, 
mainly concerning wave impact pressures 'on composite- breakwaters (Eefs 
25, 26,1 27 and 30 ) , although, he also investigated the pressures due to 
standiiig and part i a l l y standing waves (Eefs 28 and 29) • 
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Some of bis conclusions are; 
(i) The pressures exerted by breaking v?aves -will not reach 
the Y/ater hammer pressure, this observation was based 
on experimental data which was found to have a magnitude 
substantially lower than that predicted by the water 
hammer expression. 
( i i ) . Impact pressures are not due to the compression of an 
air pocket as siiggested by Bagnold. 
( i i i ) The ve r t i c a l pressure distribution i s dependent upon the 
type of breakwater investigated, the maximum pressure was 
found to occiir from S.V/.L. to the base of the wall 
depending on the breakwater type. 
Other notable experiments were carried out by Hayashi and Hattory 
Itltsuyasu^^^^'^^^^ Larras^^°^ and Rungren^^-^^. 
In a l l of the f u l l scale and many of the experimental investigations 
reviewed, the main objective has been the measurement of wave impact 
pressures, i n many cases the equally important wave characteristics 
of height, celerity, period and length have been neglected. There i s 
then no way i n which these wave pressures can be related to the sea 
state which produced them. 
The other major problem apparent i n f i e l d investigations i s that 
authors "do not clearly define how or y/he're the wave parameters were 
measured, so i t i s often not clear whether the wave heights and 
celerities were measured i n deep or shoaling water. For these reasons 
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i t i s d i f f i c u l t to'be sure, when comparing data from different 
investigations, that l i k e is. being compared with l i k e . 
1.3 Development of IVave Theories 
1.3.1 Long and Small Amplitude \(aves 
The analysis of non-breaking water waves lends i t s e l f to 
mathematical solution and many such solutions have been derived for 
particular types of wave i n deep and shoaling water, (Eefs. 59 to 70 ) . 
The following i s intended as a brief introduction to the history of 
modern wave theories, with mention given only to some of the more 
important theories. 
There are two main families of waves, Oscillatory and Translatory. 
The oscillatory wave i s assumed to have zero mass transport, 
whereas the translatory wave (such as a t i d a l bore) w i l l always have 
a net mass transport. The Cnoidal wave i s considered oscillatory even 
though there i s a very small net mass transport, but the limiting-
case for the Cnoidal wave, known as the Solitary wave, i s wholly 
translatory. 
The two general approaches to wave, theory are from small amplitude 
and long wave theory. The small amplitude theory i s essentially 
linear and the equations, tend to become exact as the motion tends to 
zero, (providing the convective in'^ef.i^ia terms are neglected). The 
water particle motion i s usually considered as being irrotational 
and altho-ugh theoretically based on small wave lengths i n deep water 
i t can also be applied to relatively large waves i n shallow "water 
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quite successfully (Eef 7 9 ) . 
The foundations f o i small wave theoiy as we know i t today v/eie 
l a i d hy P.V. Geistnei i n 1802. In his appioach Geistnei assumed the 
wave shape to-he desciihed hy a- tiochoid-,- and the- watei paiticle-
oihits c i i c u l a i even f o i shallow watei waves. In I844 A i i y developed 
the Geistnei theoiy to include e l l i p t i c a l watei p a i t i c l e oihits i n 
shallow watei. A i i y assumed that the s t i l l watei level maiked the 
mean point hetween wave ciest and tiough, as this is-only? true f o i 
small amplitude waves,"then Aiiy's theoiy i s only s t i i c t l y applicable 
to small waves. In 1880 G. Stokes published a papei based on Aiiy's 
woik but modified to pioduce a steeper and higher wave crest and a 
wave trough more shallow and f l a t . Stokes theory has now been 
expanded i n H / L (wave height /wave length) power series to include 
f i f t h and even higher order terms, iiodifed forms of the small 
amplitude theory have been produced to describe v/aves generated by 
tsunami's, underwater explosions and bodies dropping on to the free 
water surface. 
. The long wave theory i s essentially treated by numerical methods, 
as opposed to the analytical methods used for small amplitude waves. 
The theory is. applicable when the relative depth i s very small, the 
equations are nonlinear so the solutions are limited to particular 
cases only, such as Cnpidal, Solitary and waves i n t i d a l estuaries. 
The classification of water waves i s a d i f f i c u l t task because 
there are so many possible categories such as linear/nonlinear, 
shallow water/deep water, oscillatoiy/tianslatoiy, rotational/ 
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l i r o t a t i o n a l , these categories are not clear cut and so some over 
lapping can he expected. In Tahle 1 .2 the most relevant theories are 
classified under small amplitude and long wave theories, some of the 
wave profiles given hy these theories are shown i n Figvire 1 .7 • 
1 . 3 . 2 Breaking and Standing Waves 
The preceeding wave theories are mostly highly theoretical and 
model the wave profile and boundary conditions to a high degree of 
accuracy within their own limits of applicability. The water particle 
velocities and accelerations and hence the pressures and forces can 
be predicted using these theories so long as the wave stays reasonably 
regular and stable. This i s generally the case for offshore 
applications i n deep water, but the coastal engineer i s faced with the 
problem of standing and breaking waves for which cases the prece-;ding 
theories f a l l down. 
Standing waves can be dealt with by a simple, adaptation of linear 
Y/ave theory by .superimposing an image tr a i n of waves of identical 
characteristics but travelling i n the opposite direction to the 
incident wave, which results i n ; ^ " ' • 
cosh K(2 -f d) "/ N 
where P = pressure variation with depth at instant of 
maximum amplitude. 
K = wave niimber = 4^ 
L = wave length 
.d = water depth.at v;all 
H = wave height 
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Or, the method most frequently used hy coastal engineers i s to 
employ one of the semi-empirical formulae due to Nagai (^^)>(^^)j 
Sainflou "^^ ^^  and others, 
e.g. from Sainflou 
cosh 2^a/L ^  pg-d (H+6d+d) (1.2) 
where F = total wave force per unit length of wall 
H = wave height 
• d = water depth at -wall . 
2 
5d = rise i n mean water level = — coth 
Breaking, waves are a much more complex prohl.em, at present there 
i s no theoretical solution for calculating breaking wave forces. 
Although, there are theories .available .derived from empirical f i t t i n g 
to experimental data by; Bagriold Hiroi Benny ^^ -^ ^ 
Hayashi^''^^ M o l i t o r N a g a i ^ ^ ' ' ^ Minikin^"^^^' ^ "^ ^^  and many others. 
, Molitor and Gaillard^'^^ derived solutions of the form 
P. =11(7 + Vo)2 (1.3) 
where P^ = wave impact pressure at S.W.L. 
CO = -unit weight of water 
T = velocity of wave propagation 
Vb = water particle orbital velocity 
f = empirical coefficient 
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G a i l l a i d gave a limiting value f o i f of 2 , whereas Molitor 
suggested f was proportional to the wind speed and gave a value of 
1.8 for ocean waves. 
Due to the problems of measuiiiig the o i h i t a l velocity of equation 
1.3 i n a l e a l sea, Hayashi et al^^"^^ and later Millar et al^^^'^ 
dropped the Vo term and changed f accordingly as shown helow. . 
7^  - ^ 1 0-4) 
where = impact pressure of breaking wave 
C = wave celerity 
f = 4 (Hayashi) 
f = 1.6 to 2 (Mdllar) 
These preceeding empirical equations do,.not include a wave height 
term directly (celerity i s related to wave height" by f i r s t order 
solitary wave theory, C = ^ d ( l + ^ ) ), some authors such as ELroi^^^ 
•and Miiraki^^^^ assumed that wave height had a direct beaiing upon 
the wave impact piessuie and so gave the following equations; 
H i i o i :- P^ = k H • ( l . 5 ) 
wheie- k i s a constant = 1 . 5 
Muiaki :- P^ = k H^ ...' (I . 6 ) 
wheie k i s a^coefficient which vaiies fiom 1 to 1.43 
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Homua and Hoiikawa^^'^^proposed the following equation for the 
total wave force exerted against a ve r t i c a l seawall, based on data 
gained from their model studies; 
P = 4.18 d^ w ( 1 . 7 ) 
where P = total wave force per unit width of wall (including the 
hydrostatic pressure) 
d = height of S.W.L. at the wall 
the following limitations apply to this equation 
(a) d> 0.2H ( H = wave height at seawall) , 
(b) beach slope must be > 1 : 30 
(c) waves must break i n front of, and not right on the seawall. 
Delmonte^ '^ '^ ^ found this equation to be quite accurate within the 
limits of application when applying i t to his own experimental data, 
as shown i n Pigure 1 .6 . 
Nagai^^^^'^^^^ proposed the following equations; irr S.I. un i t s 
for average impact pressure :-
P , N = 96 (0.008 + d ^ ) (1 .8 ) 
max(ave; ^ d^ L'' ^ ' 
and for maximum impact pressure:-
rITT V 3 
P = 103 ( 0 . 0 1 + d-jS^) ( 1 . 9 ) 
max ^ d^Lr ^ 
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v/here H = unobstructed wave height at breakwater 
L = wave length at breakwater 
d = water depth at wall 
d^ = water depth at toe of rubble mound 
Equations 1.8 and 1.9 were developed for composite type breakwaters 
and as such might not be applicable to pressures on seawalls. 
Bagnold^^''^^ derived the basis for what i s probably the most widely 
used formula for predicting the pressures of breaking waves. Bagnold 
produced a mathematical model of a wave impact by considering the 
wave as a 'piston' moving i n a 'cup of a i r ' , as shown below. 
cup of a i r 
of 
thickness 
B. reduced 
to 
thickness 
X after 
impact 
TJ 
water mass of 
length k moving 
with velocity TJ 
The following expression resulted; 
(P - P ) 
^ max 
_ k p 
- 2 - 7 J) (1 .10) 
where i.^^^^ - - maximum impact pressure 
As i t stands equation 1.10 cannot be used because of the unknown 
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dimensions' of k and D . 
Bagnold found that the aiea xondei the pressuie time curve, (the 
impulse) from his experimental data approached hut never exceeded a 
definite value, which equalled the momentum destroyed. In equation 
foiffl vvritten as; 
k • p U = P dt 
= 7f 
Prom his model tests Bagnold obtained a value for k of 0.2H, which 
when substituted into equation 1.10 gives; 
P. = 0 . 54 pU^I (1.12) 
Y/hen Bagnold compared equation 1.12 with the f u l l scale data of 
E o u v i l l e ^ h e found that i n 2 out of 7 cases the impulse measured 
from the pressure time curves exceeded his calculated value- of pTJk . 
This led him to suggest k might actually be slightly greater than 0.2H. 
It i s s t i l l not possible to use Bagnolds equation (l.12) for f u l l 
scale waves because of the d i f f i c u l t y i n evaluating the thickness of 
the a i l cushion (D) . To oveicome this pi oblem Minikin^' modified 
Bagnolds equation to the following ; 
P^ = 2TEd / L D ^ pBg { -^ ) l b s / f t ^ (I . I 3 ) 
this simplifies to the following (in S.I. units) 
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= 1 0 1 . l w | d ( | - + l ) KN/m' 2 (1.14) 
where P^ = impact pressure 
H = wave height at the wall 
L = wave length at toe of icuhhle mound 
= water depth at toe of ruhhle mound 
d = water depth at seawall 
The maximum dynamic pressure i s assumed to act at S.V/.L. with a 
parabolic distribution above and below this level as shown i n Pigure 
1'.8 . The t o t a l wave pressvire i s obtained by including the hydrostatic 
component, given by; 
itlnikins equation was originally derived for composite breakwaters 
founded upon rubble mounds, but has since been adapted i n Eef. 74 
use on v e r t i c a l seawalls. L^ now becomes the water depth at one wave 
length seaward from the seawall, and L now becomes the wave length at 
this depth. The bed slope limitation for this revised formula i s of 
the order of 1 : 15 • 
Prom this section i t i s evident that there i s no consensus of 
opinion as to the location and value of the maximum impact pressure 
acting at S.V/.L. (1 .15) 
and 
P, = 0) (-^  + d) acting at depth d (1 .16) 
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on seawalls subjected to breaking waves.- Gaillard, IJolitor and 
Hiroi a l l measured maximum impact pressures at S.V/.L., Cbt measured 
maximum pressures below S.V/.L. and M i l l a r found the location could 
vary depending upon the wave type. This i s therefore an area which 
requires further investigation, and i s discussed further i n 
Chapter Three.-
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B 
Figure 1,1 Stevenson's spring dynamometer (after G a i l l a r d ^ ^ ) 
( A ) Circular disc 
( B ) Spring 
(C) Measuring.rods coated -sfith a paraffin/wax mixture; as the 
rods move inwards due to waves impinging on disc ( A ) the wax 
mixture i s scraped off, maximum pressure during any period 
of measiirement can he determined knowing the stiffness of 
spring ( B ) and the length of rod (c) scraped .clean. 
Figure 1 .2 Luiggi pressure diagram 
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s i m i l a i waves (af t e i Denny, 1951) 
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FIG. 1.6 Experimental Data of Delmonte Compared with the Formula 
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Airy wave in deep water 
(b) Sioke's V a v e in deep water 
(c). Cnoidal wave 
(<*) Solitary wave 
KLguie -1,7 Some common-wave profiles 
Pm + Ps 
Pigure 1.B Minikin wave pressure diagram. 
Table 1.1 Restilts from a l l known investigations to measure wave pressures on seawalls and breakwaters 
Investigator Location of Measurements 
Maximum Pressure 
Measured 
KN/m^ (lbs/in^) 
Average Pressure 
Measured 
KN/m^ (lbs/in^) 
Wave 
Height 
m 
Presstire 
Measuring 
Appara-fcus 
T. Stevenson 
Skerryvore Rocks, 1843-44 
B e l l Rock 
Dunbar Harbour, 1858 
Buckie 
291 (42.2) 
145 (21.0) 
375 (54.4) 
322 (46.7) 
Summer 29 (4 .2 ) 
Winter 100 ( I 4 . 5 ) 
6.1 
6.1 
Spring Bynamometer 
II II 
11 II 
It II 
P. Latham Penzance Harbour, England 96 (13 .9) Spring Dynamometer 
H.M. Robert Oswego Harbour, N.York, 1884 45 (6 .5 ) .24 (3 .5 ) 4.3 - 5.5 Spring Dynamometer 
C.H. McKinstry Milwaukee Bay, ^2:2-1894 68-. 
.165 (24 .0) 
-
4 .0 Spring Dynamometer 
D.D. G a i l l a r d 
St. Augustine, P l a . 1890-91 
Lake Superior, S. Pier 1902 
" S. P i e r 1902 
" E. B'water 1902 
Black Rock, 1902 
' 32 (4 .5 ) 
113 (16.4) 
79 (11.4) 
121. (17.5) 
99 (14 .3) 
-
1.8 
4 .9 
4 .0 
Spring Dynamometer 
II II 
Diaphragm Dynamometer 
Spring Dynamometer 
II II 
D.A. Molitor Lake Ontario, Canada, 1915 30 (4 .4 ) - 2.8 Spring -Dynamometer 
I. H i r o i Otaru Harbour, Japan, 1920 345 (50.0) - - Spring Dynamometer 
Table 1,1 (continued) 
L. Luiggi •• Port of Valparaiso, I92I 322 (46.7) — • 7 
M,A. Rouviile 
P. Besson 
E. Petry 
Dieppe, France, 1937 690 (100 ) - 2 . 5 
Piezo-electric 
Pressure 
Transducer 
P.D. Cot Le Havre, France, 1954 98 ( 1 4 . 2 ) - 2 .5 
1 
Pressuie Cells 
T.Kuiibayashi 
Y. Muraki 
G. Udai 
Habere Harbour, Japan 
1957 to 59 110 (15.9) - 4 . 5 
Straingauge 
Piessuie, 
!PransduGer 
R.L, Mill e r 
S. Leverette 
J. 0 'Sullivan 
Cape Cod, America, 1974 41 (6 .0 ) 19 (2 .75) 0 .9 
Straingauge 
Pressure, 
Transducer 
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CHAPTER T'.TO 
INSTRUlviEmTION AKB MOIQTORII^ OP SOIffi SEAV/ALLS 
2 .1 Introduction 
This investigation originally started with the instrumentation 
of a seawall at Teignmouth i n South Devon, funded jointly hy the 
S.W.W.A. and C.I.E.I.A. The f i r s t pressure measurements were made i n 
late November 1978 j tut hy the end of January 1979 after only two 
recording sessions, the heach level had risen i n places hy over 3m 
completely hurying the pressure transducers and making further wave 
pressure measurements impossible. This prompted a search for additional 
seawalls v/ith which to continue the investigation, the instrumentation 
was (originally) designed to be installed i n s i t u i n the seawalls so 
this limited the choice of wall to those either undergoing construction 
or major repair. The second wall to be instrumented (during the 
summer of 1 9 7 9 ) was about three miles to the East of the 'feignmouth 
seawall and formed part of the Brunei seawall owned by B r i t i s h B a i l . 
Additional funding became available at this time, so two more' seawalls 
at Ilfracombe (North Devon) and Seaford (East Sussex) were included. 
The following i s a brief description of the four chosen seawalls; 
( 1 ) Teignmouth seawall - a 5 ' 5 c i i n s i t u concrete wall with a 
curved re-entrant face with b u l l nose. 
( 2 ) Brvmel seawall - a 3 .5ni s l i g h t l y inclined f l a t faced 
block v/ork wall 
( 3 ) Ilfracombe seawall a 7«5GI precast concrete block v/all with 
a curved re-entrant face -with b u l l nose 
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( 4 ) Seaford seawall - a 5ui i n s i t u concrete wall with a 
combined stepped and curved face with 
b u l l nose. 
The. impact pressures were measured by means of strain gauge mounted 
stainless steel diaphragms, this measuring system v/as originally designed 
to be fixed insitu into the seawalls to afford the greatest degree 
of protection and for the convienience which would allow measurements 
to be made-simply by plugging i n the transducer outputs. 
Seawall accelerations were also measured by means of accelerometers 
bolted to the walls. This data gives an insight into the behaviour 
of the seawalls under wave loading and also allows the seawall 
displacements to be calculated. 
The layout of the pressiire transducers on each seawall face v/as the 
subject of much discussion, the major problem was i n deciding on the 
spacing i n the horizontal and ve r t i c a l planes. After consiilting a l l 
available literature on f u l l scale testiiig, the only investigation 
found to contain any. reference to the measurement.of horizontal 
pressure distributions was that of Cot^ but even this paper gave 
l i t t l e information on the reasons for his choice of layout. The 
transducer layout -used by Cot at Le Havre i s shown below 
1.5m 
2m 2m 
2 . 5 m 
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The maximum number of transducers that could be installed i n any 
•.vail for continuous measxirement v/as limited to seven. This was the 
number of data recording channels available at the time, additional 
recording f a c i l i t i e s became available only after a l l installations 
v/ere completed". 
The v e r t i c a l pressure distribution v/as considered the more important 
therefore the majority of transducers were concentrated i n this plane 
near M.H.W.S. level, the actual vertical spacing being decided by the 
local features of each'wall. Because data concerning the horizontal . 
spacing of transducers was so scarce and the resources were not 
available for model testing, the ideal configuration of. transducers 
could not be assertained. So where possible a horizontal group of 
closely spaced transducers with additional transducers at larger 
spacings were incorporated into the walls. This seemed the best 
compromise because the closely spaced group would provide data on the 
horizontal extent of any wave impacts, whilst the larger spacing would 
enable any change i n pressure along a wave front to be measured. As 
four seawalls were instrumented a different horizontal spacing could 
be employed.on each, ranging from 100m at Teignmouth to 0 . 7 5 m at 
Ilfracombe. 
2 . 2 Seawalls (Location and Instrumentation) 
2 . 2 . 1 Teignmouth Seawall 
( 7 5 ) 
Teignmouth i s a small port on the South coast-of Devon^' ', about 15 
miles from Exeter, Figure 2 . 1 . A new seawall was b u i l t here to replace 
an existing masonary v/all which fronted the town centre, the- existing 
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wall was continually being breached during heavy seas leading to 
flooding of the town. The new wall is of mass concrete construction 
some 5 ' 5n i high with a curved re-entrant face, as shown i n Figure 2 . 2 
and Plate 2 .1 . 
Provision was made during construction for the installation of 
five pressure transducers i n the wall face. To measure the vertical 
wave pressure distribution three transducers were grouped i n a ve r t i c a l 
array, the middle transducer was positioned on the vertical section 
of the wall at level 3 ' 4 6 m A.O.D., and the remaining two transducers 
were spaced at 0 . 75m centres above and below this point at levels 
4 . 2 1 m and 2 . 7 1 D I, (Figure 2 . 3 ) . The horizontal transducer array 
consisted of two transducers at level 3 .46m A.O.D., spaced 30m to the 
West and 100m to the East of the vertical array. 
Three manholes, immediately behind the seawall,- were bui l t during 
construction of the wall, one was located behind the vertical 
transducer array and the other two behind the single transducers. The 
cables from each transducer were fed through ducts cast into the wall 
to the manholes behind, the transducer cables were then a l l fed back 
through ducts to the central manhole (behind the vertical transducer 
array), which y/as used as the data recording station. This manhole 
was about 2 .5m x 2m'x 2m high and had a mains ele c t r i c i t y supply 
and provision for heating and lighting, access" was through a manhole 
cover on the promenade 1 . 5 G I from the front of the wall, Figtire 2 . 2 . 
Because of this close proximity to the front of the wall, entry to 
the manhole .was not possible during rough' weather because of over­
topping waves and spray. This also meant that i f the manhole was 
occupied when waves were over topping then i t had to be evacuated 
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because the cover could not be made v/ator tight due to the risk of 
suffocation. The manholes had no provision for drainage so 
consequently they needed to be pumped out periodically to prevent the 
transducer cables becoming jvaterlogged... 
Tv/o accelerometers were used to measure seawall acceleration and 
were fixed to brackets on the back of the seawall i n the recording 
station at approximate levels of 3 .5m and 1 .9m A.O.D. 
Construction of this seawall was finished i n late 1977 at which 
time the beach level was near the base of the wall at level 1.5m, 
but during the severe winter storms of 1978-79 the beach level rose 
to about 4'5^1 completely covering a l l five pressure transducers 
making further wave pressure measurements impossible for the 
duration of this investigation. 
2 . 2 . 2 " Brunei Seawall 
.The. instrumented section of the Brunei seawall i s actually a short. 
(40m long)' breakwater running parallel and about 35^ infront of the 
main seav/all, Pigure 2 . 1 , Plate 2 . 2 , i t s original purpose was to 
protect a lifeboat slipway, now obsolete. 
The wall i s about 3 ' 5n i high and 3 .5n i wide at the base tapering to 
2m at the top (Figure 2 . 4 ) i t i s bviilt of large granite blocks with 
a rubble' and mass concrete heart. During the 1 9 7 8 - 7 9 winter storms 
this wall was extensively damaged (Plate 2.3)> this allowed the 
ins t a l l a t i o n of pressiire transducers during i t s reconstruction i n the 
summer of 1979* Only three transducers were b u i l t into this wall 
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because the type of construction allowed no more, two transducers 
were arranged i n a ver t i c a l plane 800mm apart, with the third 
transducer 8m to the Y/est at the same level as the upper transducer 
of the v e r t i c a l array. Figure 2 . 5 - Levels were not measured relative 
to O.D. because there were no bench marks within easy reach. 
The transducers were mounted flush with the front face of the wall 
and the cables were passed through to .the back face of the wall i n 
ducts. Flexible armoiired conduit was then fixed to the back face of 
the wall and led up to the recording station, the transducer cables 
were then fed through i t . Fixing the armoured conduit to the wall 
proved a problem because of i t s granite construction, so the conduit 
had to follow the softer mortar joints. The conduit was eventually 
secured with galvanised saddles at 300mm centres attached to the wall 
by 50mm galvanised nails f i r e d from a percussion gan. 
The recording station at this s i t e was the old lifeboat shed ixsed 
for storage by i t s owners.British B a i l . There was no mains el e c t r i c i t y 
available so a l l equipment, (including lighting) was operated from a 
static inverter powered by lead acid batteries. Because of the exposed 
location of the wall and the problems with access at high water, no 
measurements of wall acceleration were made. 
In November 1979 the project was expanded to include the seawalls 
at Ilfracombe and Seaford, because of the doubling of the work load 
lie. A . Tsiaras was employed to take over the monitoring of the 
Brimel and Teignmouth ( s t i l l non operational) seawalls to research 
into programming and digitisation of wave pressure records. Any wave 
pressure data collected was s t i l l made available to this research project. 
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2 . 2 . 3 Ilracombe Seawall 
Ilfracorribe is. a small holiday and fishing port .on the Worth Devon 
coast about I.5 miles -from Barnstaple,. Figur.e 2...6 . iDhe existing 
seawall was backed onto by a row of houses and shops (Plate 2 . 4 ) and 
had been standing for over a hundred years, v/ith only localised 
repair and strengthening. The new seawall constructed from pre-cast 
concrete blocks, (Pigure 2 . 7 ) runs approximately 20m seaward of the 
existing wall, i t ' i s up to 7 ,5m high with a curved reentrant face. 
The area between the existing and new walls was i n f i l l e d to form a 
promenade and catchment area for over topping waves. This new wall 
was chosen for instrumentation because i t i s -usually subjected to 
very severe seas during the winter months and as i t was undergoing 
construction i t allowed the insitu i n s t a l l a t i o n of the pressure 
transducers. Nine transducers were installed i n this wall, five were 
positioned to measure the vertical pressure distribution at levels 
1 . 6 l m , 3 .21m 4 . 2 1 m , 5«21m and 6 .36m A.O.D. The remaining four 
transducers were installed at level 3«21m, spaced at 0 . 7 5 m and 1 9 . 5 I D 
either side of the v e r t i c a l array (Pigirce 2 . 8 ) . Only seven of the nine 
transducers could be monitored at any one time (six i f an accelerometer 
was used) . u n t i l the end of 1980 by which time additional recording 
f a c i l i t i e s were obtained, allowing recording on up to fourteen 
channels simultaneously. 
Transducer blanks were cast into the blocks along with cable ducts 
at the casting yard,then on delivery to the s i t e the blanks were 
removed and the transducers, screwed on complete with ample lengths of 
20mm diameter flexible- armoured conduit. Seawall construction 
progressed layer by layer, each layer being backfilled with i n s i t u 
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mass concrete as i t was l a i d . It was not possible to be on site at 
a l l times during backfilling so the armoured conduit was routed up 
the back face of the seawall by the contractors. This caused problems 
because the conduit was bent through sharp angles with the consequence 
that new transducer cables (needed for the reasons explained i n 
Section 2 . 4 ) could not be pulled throtigh. 
The recording station was set up i n a bedroom of No. 4 , The Quay, 
Ilfracombe, overlooking and about 35m behind the new seawall. This was 
an ideal location as i t gave good access under a l l sea conditions, 
had a mains el e c t r i c i t y supply and provided a good view of the 
seawall (Plate. 2 . 5 ) . 
To measure horizontal wall accelerations a plate was cast into the 
top of the wall, onto which an accelerometer could be bolted, a 
specially made bolt-on cover was made to protect the accelerometer 
from overtopping waves and spray. Plate 2 . 6 shows the wave conditions 
which frequently occur during the winter months. 
2 . 2 . 4 Seaford Seawall 
Seaford i s a residential town on the East Sussex coast about 4 
miles from Kewhaven,. Pigure 2 . 9 , the seawall here i s about 5^ high 
with a combined stepped and curved prof i l e , Pigure 2 . 1 0 . 
The deep water close inshore and the shingle beaches i n the area 
produce an extremely abrasive enviroment, eroding the seawalls by up 
- . 4 1 -
to 35miii a yeax resulting i n regular v/all failure on approximately a 
15 year cycle (Plate 2.7). The last major f a i l u r e at Seaford occurred 
i n the mid-sixties after v/hich i t v/as extensively repaired, hy the 
late seventies erosion had exposed, considerahle areas of reinforcing 
steelwork, so to prevent a possible fa i l u r e the wall was refaced i n 
late 1979- This wall v/as not an ideal choice hut was selected for 
instrumentation by the project steering committee. 
Five pressxire transducers were bui l t into the wall during the 
refacing, three i n a ve r t i c a l array at levels 2 .95m, 3 .5m and 4.1m 
with, the remaining two transducers 1.5m either side of this array at 
level 2 .95D1- The transducer cables protected by armioured conduit were 
cast into the wall and routed through a drainage hole i n the wall 
to a junction box at the back of the promenade. After only one month 
i n the wall the transducers were so badly damaged by the shingle 
carried i n the waves that they were rendered tiseless (Plate 2.8). 
By May -1980 two of the five transducers had been eroded from the wall, 
and the general condition of the wall i n the v i c i n i t y of the 
transducers was poor. Therefore the whole section .where the transducers 
had been cast-in was refaced resiolting i n the loss of the remainiiig 
transducers. Portvmately i t was possible to i n s t a l l a second batch 
of transducers just 20m to the East of the original batch. This 
second batch whilst incorporating the same basic transducer, were 
designed so that they could be bolted into place on the face of the 
wall only when they were requafed thus they were not exposed 
unnecessarily (Plate 2.9)• Ten transducer mounting points were cast 
into the seav/all i n Jxme 1980, three at level 2 .7m, three at level 
2 . 9 5 m , three at level 3 .5m and one at level 4.1m, ( a l l levels 
referred to O.B.). At levels .2.7m, 2.95m and 3 .5m the horizontal 
spacing v/as Ira centre to centre as shown i n Pigure 2.11 . 
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These ten mounting points allowed various transducer configurations 
to he tried, although a l l ten mounting points could not he used 
simultaneously due to lack of data recording channels. By December 
1-930 a l l of the lower mounting points were eroded from the wall so 
this s i t e was then abandoned. 
Seawall accelerations were measured at Seaford by bolting the 
accelerometer to a heavy steel block and relying on i t s weight to 
keep i t i n continuous contact with the seawall whilst measurements 
were being made. ITo cover was available so the accelerometer had to 
be removed i f there was a chance of wave overtopping. 
The recording station at Seaford was a private underground carpark 
immediately behind and about 20m from the seawall. The transducer 
cables terminated i n a junction box at the back of the promenade, so 
an additional length of 'cable was connected by means of a multiway 
plug and l a i d across the road into the xmderground carpark. The 
cable was protected by specially made wooden ramps, as shown i n 
Plate 2.10. The underground carpark had a major disadvantage i n that 
the seawall could not be seen when recording, therefore for a l l -
vi s i i a l measurements of wave height, celerity and period i t was 
necessary to go up to road level. This was impossible during bad 
weather becaus.e of the spray and shingle over topping the wall, so 
i n these conditions no visual measurements were made. 
2.3 Instrumentation 
A main reqiiirement of this investigation was the measurement of 
wave pressures, including any high pressure transients,and the 
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simultaneous measuiement of wall acceleiations i n Older to build up 
a complete picture of the structural behaviour of the walls. The pressure 
measurements were made using strain gauge mounted diaphragm pressure 
transducers: and -horizontal wall accelerations were measured using 
servo-drive accelerometers, a l l data was stored on magnetic tape 
using multichannel F.M. tape recorders. 
2.3 .1 Pressure Transducers and Amplifiers 
\7hen this investigation started there were no commercially-
available pressuie transducers suitable for f i e l d use i n seawalls, 
and capable of responding to the dynamic high frequency wave 
pressure transients expected. Due to financial constraints, suitable 
transducers could not be commissioned commercially, hence they were 
designed and manvifactured at Plymouth Polytechnic. 
The pressuie tiansduceis installed i n the Teignmouth and Biunel 
seawalls, now l e f e i i e d to as type 1, consisted of foui p a i a l l e l wire 
strain gauges (Technimeasure PLIO) bonded to a stainless steel disc 
120mm diameter and 2mm thick (Figure 2.12, Plate 2.1l). The disc was 
attached to i t s housing by means of a clamping"ring as shown i n figure 
2.32. These transducers and associated amplifiers proved unreliable 
i n use for two reasons, f i r s t l y the clamping ring tended to introduce 
additional strains into the diaphragm as i t was tightened thereby 
altering the calibration, (on sit e calibration was not possible 
because the calibration equipment could not be attached to the 
transducers i n s i t u ) . Secondly the strain gauges -used were not well 
s-oited to this application becavise they were only capable of 
responding to changes i n radial strain due to the oiientation of the 
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stxain gauge wires, yet they were necessarily positioned,near the 
region of zero radial strain, (Figure 2.13). This inevitahly led to 
minimal signal output -under normal operating pressures, hence the 
amplifiers had. to operate at near maximiim gain, resulting i n .signal 
i n s t a h i l i t y drifting and noise of the order of 50 m i l l i - v o l t / v o l t 
hridge supply, (v/here the calibration was 1 volt = 138 KN/m (20 lbs/in ) ) . 
To overcome these problems the complete system of amplifiers and 
pressure transducers was redesigned. The new transducers (Figure 2 . 1 4 , 
Plate 2 . 1 2 ) , now referred to as type 2 , were also manufactured at 
Plymouth Polytechnic. The type 2 transducer incorporates an integral 
diaphragm as part of a one piece construction, thereby eliminating the 
need for a clamping ring. The transducers were designed to accept a 
25nmi diameter circular f o i l strain gaiige made especially for this 
type of application by Technimeasure (pattern No. FD PP - 24 - 1 ? ) . 
This strain gauge employed both radial and tangential components 
(Figure 2.15) to give a maximum change i n strain for a given pressure, 
i t s coefficient of thermal expansion matches as nearly as possible 
that of the stainless steel diaphragm to minimise any effects of 
differential thermal expansion. • 
The type 2 amplifiers were designed by G.I.L. (Creative 
Instrumentation Limited) speci f i c a l l y for strain gauge bridges, they 
were built at the Polytechnic from commercial k i t s . A c i r c u i t was 
incorporated to sense voltage drops i n the power cables due to the 
long lead wires used and to compensate for any drop to maintain a 
constant bridge voltage. This improved transducer/amplifier system 
as used at Ilfracombe and Seaford performed very well giving excellent 
s t a b i l i t y and r e l i a b i l i t y . Signal s t a b i l i t y was checked by leaving 
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the transducers iand amplifiers running i n the lahoratory for twenty 
four hours, with the transducers hoth submerged i n water and i n the 
dry, d r i f t was monitored on a chart recorder. Any d r i f t occurring 
was almost entirely due to temperature effects which were measured 
hy a thermal couple attached to the transducer diaphragm. One degree 
centigrade was found to cause a change i n voltage output of less than 
0.2 m i l l i - v o l t s . 
After reviewing previous work and discussion with engineers involved 
2 
i n seawall design (who -generally use a dynamic pressure of 100 M/m for 
seawalls in. U.K. waters), the transducers were designed to measure 
pressures upto 300 KW/m with a linear response, although the 
normal working pressure was expected to he ahout 20 KK/m . The 
2 
calibration used f o i the type 2 transducers -was 0 . 1 volts = 1 0 0 KN/m 
2 
(l mY s 1 KU/m ) for reasons of amplifier s t a b i l i t y and ease of data analysis.
The transducer output at a pressure of 100 KN/m was calculated 
from the following^"^^^; 
0.82 (1 - v^)-
X 10^ mY/V (2.1) e 
o 
where e voltage output mY 
applied pressure N/mm' 
o 
P 
E diaphragm radius mm 
o 
t diaphragm thickness mm . 
Youngs Modulus N/mm E 
V Poissons ratio 
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thus 
e = 0 .B2 . 0.1 . 13^ . (1 - 0 .285^) ^ ^ / ^ 
° 1^ . 210 . 10^ 
= 0.061 mV/v 
Theiefoie to achieve the lequiied calihxation of 100 iCK/m = 100 mV 
an oveiaXlgain of appioximately I650 i s lequiied. This was. 
obtained hy using a hiidge voltage of 5 volts and an amplifiei gain 
of 330, this compaiitively low amplifiei gain was chosen hecavise 
i t gave the optimum compiomise hetween the noise level, s t a b i l i t y , 
d i i f t and amplification. At this oveiall amplification the noise 
level was leduced to the oidei of 1 mV/V as shown i n Piguie 2.16 . 
No two tiansduceis weie identical because they weie a l l hand 
machined so theie weie always slight vaiiations i n the diaphiagm 
thickness, slight vaiiations also occuiied between amplifieis and 
between s t i a i n gauges although to a lessei extent. Theiefoie the 
theoietical output voltage (e^) was nevei acheived with a gain of 
1650, but was geneially within 1C^ of the lequiied value. This meant 
a s l i g h t l y diffeient amplification was necessary f o i each tiansducei, 
so the tiansduceis and amplifieis weie numbeied and calibiated i n 
matched paiis. A shunt l e s i s t o i was-used to set the calibiation 
coiiectly, by knowing the voltage output of the shimt when the 
tiansduceis weie coiiectly calibiated, i t was simply a mattei of 
switching i n the shunt and adjusting the.amplifiei gain to give the 
same value as befoie. Thus the tiansduceis could be calibiated on 
site befoie and aft e i each lecoiding session to ensuie no malfunctions 
had occuiied duiing the lecoiding. Biidge voltage was also checked on 
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s i t e with a voltmetex. 
Both types of transducer were calibrated s t a t i c a l l y lising a 
pressure chamber, a separate pressure chamber was built for each type 
of transducer, and byi/nmersion i n a water tank using various 'heads' 
of water. Dynamic calibration was carried out by dropping a steel b a l l 
onto the transducer diaphragm from varioiis heights, and vi-ewing the 
response on an oscilloscope combined with a transient recorder. From 
these tests the system was found to be able to respond to transients 
of less than ImS duration (Figure 2 . 1 7 ) , this seems satisfactory as 
no previous f u l l scale investigation has measured impacts with 
durations of this order. 
The natural frequencies of the transducers were calculated from 
Eef. 77, as follows; 
= H. , (2 .2 ) 
where f ^ = natural frequency 
Y = specific weight of diaphragm material 
thus 
Hz f ^ 0.471 . 1 /9815 . 210 ."lO^ 
^ 13^ V8.28 . 10"^ . (1 - 0.285^) 
f^ = 15406 Hz (for type 2 transducer) 
So theoretically the type 2 transducer i s capable of responding to 
transients of the order of (15406)"^ seconds, which i s O.O65 mS 
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this i s a shorter duration than even those transients measiired i n 
model studies, so the type 2 transducer should he capahle of measuring 
any transient pressure that occurs i n the f i e l d . The natural frequency 
of the type 1 transducer was also calculated from equation 2 . 2 and 
had a natural frequency of 4720 Hz. 
2.3»2 • Accelerometers 
Because of the size and stiffness of the seawalls and the low . 
frequency of the impinging waves (of the order of 0.2 Hz = 5 
second period), the response frequencies of interest were expected 
to he quite low. Therefore to measure the horizontal wall accelerations 
at these low frequencies a linear drive servo accelerometer was 
used (Sefs. 78, 79 and 80). The type chosen was model numher A220-0001 
(linear drive) supplied hy Schaevitz em Ltd., with an. operating 
range of + 1g, where g i s the acceleration due to gravity. The 
horizontal wall acceleration at any frequency, can he converted to 
the equivalent horizontal wall displacement hy using the following 
expression; 
Displacement = ^ . ^ — : ' x ^ (2.3) 
amplifier gain ^^ 2^ 
where V = accelerometer output i n volts (r.m.s.) at the 
frequency considered 
U) = 2TCf 
f = the frequency under consideration 
As displacement i s inversely proportional to frequency squared, 
then frequencies ahove ahout 500 Hz produce negligible displacements 
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of the seav/all, of the oxder of 10~ mm. Foi this reason- the amplifiers 
had a cut off frequency of 600 Hz. This was- considered j u s t i f i e d 
hecause from pieliminaiy analysis hoth hy hand and computei (see 
Chapteis Six and Seven), the f i i s t mode of vihiation of the seawalls 
was of the order of 10 Hz with the second modes ranging from 60 to 
100 Hz. 
2 . 3 . 3 Ancillary Eqiiipment 
The output signals from the tiansduceis and acceleiometeis weie, 
aft e i heing- suitably amplified, stoied i n analogue foim on magnetic 
tape. Two tape decks weie tised, hoth weie fiequency modulated ( F . M . ) 
models with seven data channels, model numheis 7D and 7DS manufactuied 
hy Eacal Theimionics Ltd. 
The fiequency lesponse of the tape decks was dependent upon tape 
speed, at the fastest speed the lesponse was d.c. to 20 KHz (at this 
speed the tape would only last f o i 7 '5 minutes), at the slowest speed 
the lespohse was d.c. to 200 Hz (the tape would last f o i 8 houis at 
this speed). The data was geneially lecoided at the slowest speed 
to allow the maximum data to he stoied, a lesponse of 200 Hz would 
allow tiansients of duration to he captuied which fiom Chaptei 
Thiee i s seen to he moie than adequate f o i f u l l scale wave impacts. 
The data i n this foimat suited the analogue piocessing and analysis 
techniques, whilst also heing the cheapest and most convenient method 
f o i stoiing the data, and also allowed repeated viewing. 
The whole system of amplifiers, tape decks, oscilloscopes and 
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lighting weie f u l l y poitahle and could he operated at isolated sites 
using a st a t i c inveitei supplying 24O V a.c. This gave appioximately 
8 houis continuous • opeiation fiom a heavy duty 7I amp houi 12 volt 
lead acid hatteiy at maximum output. Some piohlems-weie encounteied 
with inteifeience fiom the inveitei i n the foim of voltage spikes 
which weie o i i g i n a l l y confTosed with wave impacts, this piohlem was 
la t e i eliminated hy the use of suitable suppiessois. 
2.4 S t i a i n Gauge Installation and Protection 
The s t i a i n gauges i n the type 1 tiansduceis weie simply bonded 
.to the diaphiagm and sealed along with the lead wiie connections, 
by applying a quantity of epoxy potting compound, (Plate 2 . 1I). 
This successfully sealed the installation but the added mass of the 
potting compound on the diaphiagm alteied i t s lesponse chaiacteiistics to 
an indeteiminable degiee. To oveicome this pioblem the type 2 tiansduceis 
had the s t i a i n gauge bonded to the diaphiagm and sealed with a veiy 
thin layei of epoxy l e s i n , a peispex disc was then f i t t e d 3nmi cleai 
of the diaphiagm to allow the diaphiagm to deflect. The soldeied 
connections to the lead wiies weie made vising soldei tags attached 
to the peispex disc, the connections weie then sealed with epoxy 
potting compound. The seal between tiansducei and housing was made 
by grinding a fine f i n i s h to both contact surfaces and applying a 
•film of s i l i c o n rubber. 
This method of protection worked successfully during t r i a l 
recording sessions at Seaford and Ilfracombe but after about four 
weeks most of the transducer output signals became vmstable, the 
cause was found to be the ingress of moisture into the transducers. 
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v/hen the potting coaipound was hioken out the strain gauges were 
seen to he badly corroded, this had the effect of changing the 
resistance of the gauge making i t impossible to balance the bridge. 
The other problem this moisture caused was to short circuit the 
gauges allowing the signals to leak to earth. 
Upon close examination i t was found that the water was entering the 
transducers through the seal between the transducer and i t s housing 
this was happening because tiny particles of sand were being trapped 
between the faces during on-site assembly. Once inside of the 
transducer housing the water could seep through to the strain gauge 
by capillary action i n the gaps between the lead wires and the potting 
compound. As a result, every transducer from both Seaford and 
Ilfracombe had to be replaced, even those vmits which appeared to be 
functioning correctly were replaced as a precaution with new units. 
The revised method for sealing the transducers was to gently warm 
the units, after bonding and coating the s t r a i n gaxages, to drive off 
any moisture present. The perspex disc was then f i t t e d and sealed with 
s i l i c o n rubber and instead of the i n f l e x i b l e potting compound, a 
mineral wax was used becavise i t was f l e x i b l e and thxis maintained a 
water tight seal even i f some movement of the lead wires occurred. 
Si l i c o n crystals were incorporated into the transducer to absorb any 
moisture remaining or subsequently entering, and as a f i n a l precaution 
the mineral-wax was sealed v/ith a f i l m of epoxy resin. A rubber '0' 
ring was f i t t e d to the transducer to effect a good seal between 
transducer and housing and so eliminate the effects of sand between 
the mating surfaces. This revised method of sealing i s shown i n 
Pigure 2.18 . • 
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The cahles hui l t into the seawalls v/ere seen to he corroded at the 
transducer end and possibly throiigh out their length, althoiagh this 
could not be assertained because, the sharp bends i n the protective 
armoured conduit prevented the old cables from being pulled out and 
consequently prevented new cables from being inserted. Therefore a 
new self contained system of transducers and cables, complete with 
water proof conduit, .was designed to be fixed to the face of the 
seawalls held i n place by tensioned steel cables, (Plate; 2 . 1 3 ) . This 
system had the advantage of being detachable, so i t could be removed 
after each recording session, thus allowing checks and calibration to 
be carried out i n the laboratory. This system was also checked on 
site before and during recordings (to ensure water had not entered the 
transducers or cables) by vising a Heggameter to measure the earthing 
resistance, i.e. the resistance between the strain gauge and housing. 
2 . 5 Wave and Poreshore Characteristics 
The most important of the wave characteristics (after the pressirce) 
v/ere judged to be wave height, wave celerity, and wave period, hence 
these were the only parameters (other than pressure) which were 
measured at Ilfracombe and Seaford. These parameters were chosen 
because they generally feature in" most equations for estimating the 
wave pressure (see Section 1 . 3 - 2 ) . The only other parameter necessary ' 
is wave length which i s d i f f i c u l t to measure but can he calculated by 
knowing the wave celerity and period. 
2 . 5 . 1 Wave Height 
At Seaford v/ave height was measured by a type 2 transducer fixed to • 
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groyne No. 36 about 50in seaward of the wall, the cable was routed 
back along the groyne and into the seawall through armoured ducting. 
This installation had to be.abandoned when the wall was refaced, and 
instead a type 2 transducer (with a baffle f i t t e d for protection) was 
fixed to groyne No. 36A, 20m seaward of the wall. This time the 
cable was tied to a stainless steel wire slung between the transducer 
and the top of the seawall. 
At Ilfracombe no natural features existed on which tO' attach a wave 
height transducer, so a type 2 transducer was fixed to a threaded 
stainless steel rod cast into the rocky beach 14 .4m i n front of the 
wall (Plate 2 . I 4 ) . The cable was again tied to a stainless steel wire 
slung between wall and transducer. 
As an additional visual check on wave height, graduated wave staffs 
were fixed to the beaches at Seaford and Ilfracombe (Plate 2 . 1 5 ) ' 
These wave staffs were erected before the beach transducers were 
installed, so a l l wave heights measured upto November 1980 (Seaford) 
and December 1980 (ilfracombe) were from wave staffs only. 
The visual wave height was measured generally for five minutes i n 
every thirty minutes. It'was d i f f i c u l t to obtain a comparison between 
transducer measured and visually measured wave heights because 
visually the smaller waves or waves with poorly defined crests tended 
to be ignored, whereas a l l waves were measured by the transducer,^ 
(attenuation was not a significant problem because water depths were 
generally less than 2m at the transducer when wave impacts occurred at 
the T/all, see figure 2 . 1 9 ) - Significant wave heights calculated from 
transducer records generally showed, f a i r agreement with the average 
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wave height measured visually, as shown helow, and so allowed cross 
checking to identify any gross 'errors i n the wave height measurement 
hy either system. 
Tape 
No. 
Date Site Significant.wave height from 
transducer record 
Average wave 
height from 
visual ohservation 
11 21-10-80 Seaford - 0.90m 
• 3 27-11-80 Seaford - 1.20m • 
14 21-1- 81 
pm 
Ilfracomhe 0.78m 0.85m 
14 22-1-81 
am 
Ilfracomhe 0.69m 0.80m 
15 22-1-81 
pm 
Ilfracomhe 1.04m 1.00m 
16 3-2-81' Ilfracom'^e - 1.3bm 
16 • 4-2-81 Ilfracomhe 1.10m 
17 9-3-81 Ilfracomhe 0.97m 0.90m 
It has heen found from the analysis of wave records that the height 
measured visually i s often equal 'to the significant wave height as 
calculated from theory^ ,^ (significant wave height i s defined as the 
highest third of a l l waves present). The visual wave height measurement 
is used i n calculations i n Chapter Three for the ahove reason and for 
consistency hecause transducer measured heights were not available at 
the start of this investigation, also with visual measurements 
reflected waves (from the seawalls) can he ignored whereas these are 
automatically included i n the transducer measurements. 
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Video filming of waves breaking on the Ilfracombe seawall was carried 
out on two occasions and was used as a qualitative check on wave height. 
No serious correlation between individual wave heights and impact pressure 
was possible because the video film was not synchronised with the 
transducer pressure record.-This method has tremendous potential for 
detailed examination of wave action at the instant of impact with the 
seawall and should allow correlation between breaker type and impact 
pressure, providing the film can be synchronised with the. pressure record. 
This method i s only really viable at sites with regular waves where the 
breaker shapes can be clearly defined, thus there i s l i t t l e potential 
with the highly confused sea state at Ilfracombe. 
2 . 5 . 2 V/ave Celerity 
V/ave celerity was measured at both Ilfracombe and Seaford by timing a 
wave between two points a known distance apart. At Ilfracombe this was 
the distance between the wave staff and seawall and at Seaford two staffs 
were used originally and when the second batch of transducers was installed 
then the distance v/as taken between a wave staff and the wall. Measurements 
were taken for five minutes i n every thirty, as for the wave height 
measurements. This method of measuring celerity was prone to errors due 
to the d i f f i c u l t y i n locating the exact point of the wave crest as i t 
passed the wave staff. Per this reason two additional pressure 
transducers were fixed to the beach at Ilfracombe (Pigure 2 . 2 0 ) , from 
which i t was hoped to be able to measure wave celerity. 
The exact location of the beach transducers was governed by the local 
topograghical features of the beach, because of which they had to be 
sited close to rocky outcrops which generated turbulence and .created 
numerous problems with the interpretation of the transducer records. 
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Fiom the three heach transducers at Ilfracomhe i t i s theoretically 
possible to obtain wave celerity and the angle of incidence of the 
wave crest, although i n practise this was not possible because of the 
very confused sea state at Ilfracombe, which caused the waves to break 
and reform between transducers. Thus when viewing the outputs from 
the transducers on a chart recorder i t was very d i f f i c u l t to follow a 
particular wave crest as i t traversed between transducers because i t 
would often just disappear. 
An approximation of wave celerity was obtained from the shallow 
water relationship, taken as C = (gd)^ to a f i r s t order of approximation 
although for steep waves the Solitary wave theory ( C = (gd(l+ H/d))^) 
gives better results^^-^^ Calculating wave celerity by this method 
relies heavily on an accurate estimate of the v/ater depth d. At 
Ilfracomhe the beach levels stayed almost constant because there was 
very l i t t l e loose beach material here but an estimate of the average 
water depth could not easily be made becatise of the very rocky seabed, 
as shown i n Figure 2.21. Whereas at Seaford the shingle beach could 
change level by over 1m i n a single tide again making any estimate 
of water depth very approximate. 
The visual measurement of wave celerity did not compare very well 
with the value calculated from C = (gd)^, as shown i n the table over 
the page. The reason for this i s clear at Seaford with i t s variable 
beach level,-and at Ilfracombe the probable reason i s the rocky seabed 
which would theoretically mean the wave celerity would be changing 
rapidly with the change i n seabed level,- but i n practise the wave 
cannot respond instantly to changes i n "depth and so i t does not see the 
smaller peaks i n the seabed and tends to assume the celerity, for the 
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average v;ater depth, although large changes i n depth over a small 
horizontal distance cause the wave to become unstable and i t often 
breaks. 
Therefore the average wave celerity measured visually was considered 
more reliable than the calculated value, so i t i s this visual value 
which i s used i n calculations i n Chapter Three. 
Tape 
No. 
Date . Site Y/ave celerity 
calculated from 
, C = (gd)* 
Y/ave celerity 
measured 
visually 
11 21-10-80 Seaford - 3 . 6 4 m/S 
3 27-11-80 Seaford 5.18 m/S 4 . 2 2 m/S 
1 4 21-1-81 Ilfracombe 4 - 9 5 m/S 4 . 7 1 m/S 
14 22-1-81 
am 
Ilfracombe 4 - 9 5 m/S 4 . 0 7 m/S 
15 22-1-81 „ pm Ilfracombe 5 . 1 9 m/S 4 . 1 6 m/S 
16 3-2-81 Ilfracombe 4 - 4 3 m/S 4 . 6 7 m/S 
16 4-2-81 Ilfracombe - 4 . 2 9 m/S 
17 9-3-81 Ilfracombe 3 . 9 6 m/S 3 . 5 6 m/S 
2 . 5 . 3 Wave period 
Wave period was measured visually by timing the interval between 
successive waves passing the wave staff. "This method suffered from the 
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same problem as the measurement of the wave celerity because of the 
d i f f i c u l t i e s i n locating the wave crest i n the confused sea. Wave 
period could not easily be measured from the beach transducer outputs 
for the same reasons as the celerity could not be measvired from them. 
An indication of average period can be obtained from spectrum density 
plots and from correlograms as discussed i n Sections 3 . 2 . 3 and 3 . 2 . 4 . 
Y/ave period estimated from these methods was generally quite close to 
that measured visually so some confidence can be placed on the visual 
measurements and consequently the visual measurements are used i n 
calculation i n Chapter'Three. 
2 . 5 . 4 Beach Characteristics 
The foreshore: at Ilfracombe (Plate 2 . 4 ) i s very rocky, the rock i s 
mostly shale rising i n places to seven or eight metres above beach 
level, the beach slope i s d i f f i c u l t to determine but an average slope 
is probably between 1 : 15 and 1 : 4 0 , although there i s very l i t t l e 
of what could be called "a beach i n the v i c i n i t y of the transducers. 
Seaford foreshore has a steeply shelving beach mostly of shingle 
(including f l i n t ) i n the size range 5 "to 30 mm, a typical •sieve 
analysis sheet i s shown i n Pigure 2 . 2 2 . The beach level and slope 
i s constantly changing depending upon the t i d a l conditions, the slope 
i s generally v/ithin the range 1 : 6 to 1 : 1 5 . Measurements of beach 
slope were made at Seaford during most recording sessions and samples 
of beach material were also taken to monitor any changes i n composition 
or size. No samples of beach material were taken from Ilfracombe 
because there was very l i t t l e loose material available to sample. 
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2.6 Vi'ind Speed and Direction 
Advance meterological reports of wind speed and direction were 
regularly obtained during the winter months for the Ilfracombe and 
Seaford areas, this gave an indication of the l i k e l y sea conditions at 
each s i t e and so allowed forward planning of recording sessions. The 
largest steepest waves occvirred at Ilfracombe when the wind was 
North Westerly, wind from the South or East generally produced 
smaller seas due to Ilfracombe's sheltered position i n the Br i s t o l 
Channel. At Seaford, because of i t s relative exposure, winds from any 
direction other than Northerly produced good recording conditions. As 
Ilfracombe i s on a North facing coast and Seaford on a South facing 
coast i t was on only very few occasions that storm conditions occurred 
simultaneously at both sites. 
A report on the general prevailing weather conditions was obtained 
from local Meteorological offices at R.A.E. Mountbatten (for the 
Ilfracombe site) and Brighton (for the Seaford s i t e ) , copies of 
weather reports arid synoptic charts were also received from the South 
Y/est Y/ater Authority Storm Report Station at Exeter. This information 
was useful for providing a general idea of the wind conditions at each 
si t e , but the.actual wind conditions on si t e varied according to the 
local topography. So to check the general forecast a Vector Instruments 
rotating cup annemometer (model number D600) was -erected on si t e on 
some occasions, a typical trace appears i n Pigure 2.23. The wind speed 
and direction measiired with the annemometer was almost always different 
from the meterological office forecast, (the annemometer was regularly 
serviced), the forecast for the day on which Pigure 2.23 was recorded 
was Westerly force 2 or 3* 
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2 . 7 Damage to Instrmnentation at Seafoid 
Damage to instrumentation was confined to the tiansduceis at Seafoid 
due to the combination of lough weathei, a steeply shelving beach (which 
allows laige waves to appioach close to the wall befoie breaking), and a 
loose shingle/pebble beach material. This combination of factors 
resulted i n at very harsh abrasive environment, sufficient to deform 
stairiless steel diaphragms after only three weeks expostire. The 
central 'deformation of the diaphragms, was 3mm (the l i m i t of travel) 
with a generally smooth parabolic deformed shape, although small 
indentations caused by individual pebbles could be seen, Plate 2 . 1 6 . 
Every transducer was damaged i n this way, the most severe damage 
occurring at, or below S.V/.L. lessening ftirther up the wall. To combat 
this problem grilles were used to deflect the shingle, these g r i l l e s 
were manufactured from 6mm aluminium plate with various diameter d r i l l e d 
holes. The size of the holes was a compromise between maintaining the 
strength of the grille^ keeping most of the shingle out and allowing 
as much of the wave through as possible. The eventtial configuration 
of holes i s shown i n Plate 2 . 1 7 and consists of 19 Ho. 6mm diameter 
holes arranged i n a circular pattern. 
The g r i l l e * provided the required level of protection but the wave 
impact no longer occurred over a single front, but acted as 19 separate 
jets of water. This made any analysis nearly impossible because of 
the d i f f i c u l t y i n c o r r e l a t i i ^ the measured pressure with that of the 
unobstructed wave, pressure, consequently g r i l l e * were no longer "used. 
As the next step new transducers were ma'mifactured with a diaphragm 
thickness increased from 1mm to 2mm, this led to a reduced output 
voltage (by a factor of '4 because voltage i s inversely proportional 
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to thickness squared, Eq. 2 . 1 ) . This increased thickness helped to 
reduce the level of damage i n the short term although after a matter 
of -weeks extensive damage s t i l l occurred. In a f i n a l attempt to reduce 
the damage, a new pressure measuring system was designed.to he holted.. 
into place on the wall when measurements were required and removed 
immediately afterwards thus reducing the risk of unnecessary damage. 
Transducer damage s t i l l occurred hut was carefully monitored and 
replacement was effected as soon as they f a i l e d to hehave. with a 
linear response. 
If , when recording, the transducer outputs showed any signs of 
hehaviour out of the ordinary, the tape footage was noted and the 
tape treated with caution u n t i l the exact cause was determined. 
A f i n i t e element analysis of the tiansducer diaphragm was carried 
out (chapter Seven) to give an indication of the pressure necessary 
to cause the deformations found at Seaford. 
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Figure 2.1 Map of Teignmouth showing location of seawalls 
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P L A N ON T R A N S D U C E R B A S E P L A N ON T R A N S D U C E R 
' Pigmee 2^15' "Technlmeaa-uxW EDEP - 24 - 17 s t i a i n gauge 
as tised i n the type 2 tiansducer. 
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Figuie 2.19 Attenuation of wave piessuie head with depth 
(aftei Silvestei ( s i )) 
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CHAP^ 'ER THREE 
DATA ANALYSIS.AM) RESULTS 
3 .1 Intioduction 
Seawall design, even today, i s s t i l l often based on 'lule of thumb' 
empiiical methods f o i deiiving design wave piessuies, as evidenced by 
Y/atei Authoiities who geneially use a design piessuie f o i wave impact 
of 100 KK/m^ , this value being based on pievious expedience. It i s 
tiue that these methods legulaily pioduce adequate stiuctuies at most 
locations but the occasional fai l u i e s , both piogiessive and sudden 
(such as the Biunel seawall) give cause f o i concern. Y/hat i s needed i s 
a unified , lational design method which w i l l estimate a design wave 
piessuie based on measuied local wave paiameteis. This Chaptei attempts 
to c l a i i f y the situation by combining pievious and piototype data to 
pioduce a lational method f o i estimating wave impact piessuies. 
Piobably the best known and most widely used semi-empiiical equation 
(72) 
f o i obtaining tha maximum wave impact piessuie i s that by Minikin^' ' 
(equation 1 .12) , a modified veision of v/hich i s lecommended f o i use i n 
seawall design by the U.S. Shoie Protection Manual^"^^^. Vaiious 
equations f o i estimating wave impact piessure (including Minikin's) 
are investigated i n this Chapter, and compared with the prototype 
impact pressuie measuiements made at Ilfiacombe, Seafoid and Teignmouth. 
3 . 2 Desciiption of Data 
Ocean waves aie i i i e g u l a i , being a combination of many wave components 
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with differing heights, celerities, periods, etc. and as these waves 
enter shoaling water transformation takes place at a different rate 
and a different depth for each of the various component waves. There 
are also the effects .of .reflection .and-refraction to ..he considered, -hoth 
of which add to the irregularity of the seastate, especially at 
Ilfracomhe with i t s rocky outcrops and irregular seahed. 
The cumulative effects of the ahove factors i s that hy the time the 
waves reach the seawalls they are essentially.random, hence the pressures 
on the walls are also random especially as'pressure i s also dependent 
on where the wave hreaks i n relation to the wall. Therefore the v;ave 
pressure data i s of a non-deterministic nature so i t i s not possible 
to describe i t xising explicit mathematical relationships, thus the 
analysis methods are necessarily s t a t i s t i c a l . 
As a f i r s t order of approximation and for ease of analysis, the 
data can be regarded as stationary and ergodic, on this assumption 
the data lends i t s e l f to specific types of analysis. The three basic 
types of s t a t i s t i c a l analysis used are, (power) spectral density, 
probability density and correlation analysis. These three fTuictions 
furnish information i n the frequency, amplitude and time domains 
respectively.' 
The wave pressure data can be divided into two distinct quantities; ^ 
( i ) the slowly varying long duration pressure of a hydrostatic nattire, 
and ( i i ) the short duration transient pressure produced by breaking 
waves. The hydrostatic pressures are produced by every wave impinging 
on the wall, whilst the short -duration transient pressures are 
produced by only about 2fo of the waves striking the wall. The 
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occurrence of transient pressures depends upon the orientation of 
wave front at the moment of impact, as a general rule a vertical wave 
front w i l l produce impact pressures hut a non-vertical front v / i l l 
not^^-^^''^-^^^ The magnitude of the hydrostatic pressure measured hy 
the pressure-transducer is-'dependentTipon the "wave height and water 
depth ahove i t . The magnitude of the transient pressures are much more 
d i f f i c u l t .to determine, heing dependent upon wave steepness, volume 
of air entrained i n the wave, wave celerity, period, etc. From data 
collected so far, transient pressures of up to seven times the 
hydrostatic pressure have heen measured, although under ideal 
(52^ 
conditions Von Karman^ ' suggests that the theoretical maximum 
pressure could reach the water hanuner pressure. 
Wave pressure data was recorded on 37 separate occasions (totalling 
450 hours of data, see Tahle ^ ' l ) , yet impact pressures were only 
measured on 8 of these occasions. This yielded a comhined total of 
ahout 190 impacts from hoth Ilfracomhe and Seaford although only ahout 
160 were considered reliable, (summarised i n Table 3.2 and given i n 
f u l l i n Tables 3.3 to 3 . 1 1 ) . Some early transients mainly from Seaford 
were not included because numerous 'spikes'were encountered on the data 
tapes, these spikes were due to mains interference and switching surges 
and could not easily be distinguished from wave impact transients, 
therefore the whole tapes were discarded. Later amplifiers contained 
mains f i l t e r s which effectively solved the problem by eliminating this 
interference or reducing i t to an insignificant level. 
It i s extremely d i f f i c u l t to carry out" any useful s t a t i s t i c a l 
analysis with data containing both transient and hydrostatic pressure 
components because the transient pressures occur so infrequently that 
they become lost i n the bulk of the data. Therefore the data is-edited 
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so that each type of data can he analysed separately. 
The hydrostatic pressure component has a non-zero mean hecause of 
the rise and f a l l of the tide which introduces a positive d.c. component, 
this t i d a l component-is generally much larger than the pressure 
exerted hy the wave height. Figure 3-1. Therefore the hydrostatic 
pressure due to the t i d a l effects ohscures the smaller fluctuations 
i n pressure caused hy the wave height. So ideally this d.c. t i d a l 
component should he f i l t e r e d out, hut hecause the t i d a l rise and f a l l 
i s not linear (see Figure 3'l) this requires complex non-linear 
analogue f i l t e r s which were not available. Therefore the analysis was 
carried out on the data i n i t s raw state, this caused some problems 
as w i l l be seen i n Section 3.3.4' I't i s possible to remove a l l d.c. 
components from the data by using a.c. coupling which acts as a high 
pass f i l t e r with a cut off frequency set fractionally above zero Hz. 
There i s some danger when using a.c. coupling of losing any wave 
components with very low frequencies, i t was for this reason that 
a.c. coupling was not available for correlation analysis when the 
data of interest contained frequencies below 1 Hz. , 
3.2.1 Establishing a Sample Length for S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis 
In order to carry out any s t a t i s t i c a l analysis on the wave pressure 
data to a predetermined degree of accuracy, the length of the sample 
must be established. 
Before the record length can be established some basic assumptions 
must be made as-to the nature of the expected data. As already stated 
the data i s of a random nature, and as a f i r s t approximation the data 
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is assumed to be from a stationary ergodic process. This allows the 
properties of the data to be determined s t a t i s t i c a l l y , and further more, 
any time averaged properties computed from different samples of the same 
data should,^be, the same, -^provided -the orandom process i-s--continuous and- -
the factors i n i t i a t i n g the process remain constant. In this particular 
case i t means the average wave period, height and celeritj' remain 
constant, this was found to be the case over the relatively short 
recording periods of two to three hours, but not i n the long term from 
day to d.ay. 
Having assumed the nature of the data i t i s now possible to estimate 
the sample length required from s t a t i s t i c a l error, theory as given by 
Bendat and P i e r s o l ^ ^ ^ \ Bevington^ ®^ ^ and Chatfield^^"^^. 
The sample length required to acheive a desired degree of accuracy 
can now be calculated, but however, the estimate includes factors 
which are unknown prior to the data collection. Therefore certain 
assximptions about the nature of the expected data must be made. The power 
.spectral density w i l l . i n . most, cases require a longer time record to 
acheive a specified degree of accuracy than w i l l other s t a t i s t i c a l 
f u n c t i o n s T h e r e f o r e the normalised mean square error (e^) bf the 
spectral density estimate is,.used to estimate the length of record required. 
e can be approximated by 
. 2 _ } _ \ _ 
^ " Bg T' 576 
This equation can be resolved into a random error component (e ) and 
G^"(f)' 
( 3 . 1 ) 
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a Mas eiipx component (E, ) as follows; 
e 
B 4 G "(f) 2 
S =" sfe - ( ^ ^ . ) (3.3) 
where- E 
B = lesolution hand width 
e 
T' = xecord length 
G (f) = powex spectxal density function 
G.^"(f) = second dexivative of G (f) with xespect to f 
X X 
The xandom exxox £ i s a measuxe of the vaxiance of the estimate and 
X 
i s dependent upon the resolution bandwidth (B^) and the xecoxd length 
( T ' ) and so i s a function pximaxily of the analysis paxametexs xather 
than unknown data paxametexs. The bias exxor i s a measure of the 
systematic error inherent i n the estimation procedure and includes 
the effects of non-linear system parameters and noise at the system 
input. 
One way to estimate the bias error i s to approximate the system 
to a simple second order model, the bias error i s then a function 
of band width ratio B J'S>^ (where B ^ i s the half power point bandwidth 
of the system). This i s shown i n graphical form below^^^^. 
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0.8 
band width ratio B 
B^ cannot be measured u n t i l the data has been analysed but can 
be approximated by; 
\ = 2 g (3 .5 ) 
where § = damping ratio 
= resonant frequency 
At this point some prior knowledge of the seawall response and wave 
characteristics i s required to decide upon the lowest resonant 
frequency of interest. The degree of accuracy must now also be decided 
upon. 
Assuming an average wave period of four seconds, (this i s about the 
average wave period measured at Ilfracombe and Seaford), this i s a wave 
frequency of 0.25 Hz which i s taken as the lowest frequency of interest 
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(f^ )« Assuming a maximum allov/able bias erxox of 0.1 and. a' maximum 
allov/able xandom error also of 0 . 1 . This then only leaves the. damping . 
ratio to be estimated, from Ref, 82 a suitable value for a mass concrete 
structure would appear to. be about 0 . 0 5 . 
Values of and hence T' can now be found as follows; 
From the figure on the previous page, 
B 
for = 0-.1 ~ = 0 .5 
• and as B = 2 E f 
r ^ r 
then Bg = g f^ = 0.0125 Hz 
T' can now be estimated from equation 3*2 rewritten as; 
T' = seconds (3 .6 ) 
B E 
e r 
T' = = 3555 S = 59 minutes 
(0 .0125)(0 .1) '^ 
Therefore a minimum record length of approximately 59 minutes i s 
required to" achieve" adequate resolution of frequencies down to 0 .25 Hz. 
This value i s arrived at through numerous approximations and 
assumptions and so i s only taken to indi'cate the order of record length 
required. 
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Fxom the apcelerometer data the higher frequencies•of the power 
spectrum are of interest hecause the f i r s t mode of vibration of 
the seawalls occurs at about 10 Hz (see Chapters Six and Seven)-, 
therefore frequencies below about 5 Hz are of no.particular significance 
To achieve adequate resolution at 5 Hz would require a record .length 
of less than 3 minutes, with the sample length becoming proportionately 
less for higher frequencies. 
3.3 Data Analysis Techniques 
. Because the impact pressures occur so infrequently (approximately 
one i n every two thousand, waves recorded produced any impact pressure), 
i t i s not possible to analyse them using spectral density, probability 
density or correlation techniques because each of these methods 
i s s t a t i s t i c a l and requires a relatively long continuous sample to 
give, adequate resolution. Therefore only the hydrostatic pressure 
component i s analysed by these methods. 
To locate the wave impact pressures was a very tedious process, 
becatise a l l impacts had to be located manually. This meant that a l l 
recorded data (45O hours of i t ) had to be viewed by the.author to pick 
out the transients. The data tapes were played back on a chart recorder 
at eight times real time (wave impacts did not shois up at speeds- faster 
than t h i s ) , transients and other points of interest were marked and 
viewed at real time using a transient recorder connected to an 
oscilloscope. The transient"recorder was only single channel therefore 
simultaneous wave impacts at more than one pressure transducer could 
only be viewed, synchronised i n time, on a multipen chart recorder 
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f i t t e d with a compensating device. 
3 . 3 ' 1 Pxohahility Density Function (p.d.f.) 
The principle reason f o i caiiying out a piohahility density analysis 
is to establish a prohahlistic desciiption f o i the instantaneous 
values of the data i n the amplitude (piessiue) domain. The piohahility 
density plots may he used to deteimine the type of data, i.e. 
sinusoidal oi landom, and also fpi- distinguishing any non-lineai 
effects. 
A simple desciiption of a f i i s t oidei piohahility distiihution 
i s to considei a landom piessuie histoiy lecoid, as i n Figuie 3 ' 2 . 
The piohahility of x(t) lying hetween and at any instant i n 
time may he found hy summing the time inteivals A t . ^ , A t g ? • • • • • A t , 
n 
duiing which time x(t) f a l l s inside the lange to x^ and dividing 
this value hy the lecoid length T. This l a t i o t ^ T appioaches an exact 
piohahility desciiption as T appioaches i n f i n i t y . The piohahility 
density function p(x) i s defined as; 
X.J < X < x ^ + A x T A x (3 .7 ) • 
assuming A t and A x tend to zeio. 
As piohahilities of mutually exclusive events aie additive the 
piohahility that x(t) f a l l s hetween x^ and x^ i s ; 
x^< x< x^ 
X , 
p ( x ) dx (3 .8 ) 
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Fui/thexmoie, since the prohahility of x(t) lying hetween, ± i n f i n i t y 
i s .unity, then the area under-the prohahility distrihution curve 
i s also unity, that i s ; 
->.^  CO 
p(x) dx = 1 . . . . . . . ' ( 3 . 9 ) 
-Cx? 
To carry out this analysis manually would he extremely time 
consuming therefore the data i s analysed using a Hewlett Packard 
Correlator (model Ko. 3721A) where the analogue data passes through 
an A-D converter and the ahove operation i s then performed d i g i t a l l y . 
As already mentioned the t i d a l effects are much larger than those due 
to the wave heights thus when the ahove analysis i s carried out, the 
ti d a l effects completely ohscure the true prohahility density 
distrihution of the wave heights. To demonstrate this effect a two 
hour sample of pressure data was analysed rising the Hewlett Packard 
Correlator, the same samiple of data was then analysed i n 20 minute 
records, Figure . 3 . 3 - The prohahility density plot of the whole pressure 
record has- no recognisahle distrihution due to the influence of t i d a l 
effects. The t i d a l range i s from 1 to 2 metres, which represents a 
pressure of ahout 10 to 2 0 KN/m , whereas the average wave height on 
this occasion was ahout gm which represents a pressure of ahout 5 KM/m 
The individual 20 minute records a l l have prohahility density curves 
which quite closely approximate to a gaussian p.d.f., this is hecause 
i n the short term the wave height i s the dominating factor and t i d a l 
effects have l i t t l e influence. Each 20 minute record has a similar 
prohahility density cvave which suggests that the original assumptions 
that the data was stationary and ergodic are prohahly correct. 
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The distiihution of wave heights i s krit'wn to he gaussian (Wi^gel^-^ ''), 
so the distiihution of hydiostatic piessH^e due to wave height should 
also he gaussian hecause hydiostatic pie^suie i s piopoitional to wave 
height. This i s seen to he the case i n t^B^^ 3 -3 wheie the individual 
20 minute samples of data quite closely MPP^oximate to the 
theoietical gaussian cuive (Piguie 3 - 4 ) ^ V^-i- of the 
hydiostatic piessuie can he assumed to h# gaussian, given as; 
P(x) = -T~ e 
(2TT;cr)^ 
wheie m = mean 
a = standaid deviation 
( 3 . 1 0 ) 
3 . 3 . 2 Spectial Density Analysis 
The (powei) spectial density function /jives the geneial fiequency 
composition of the data i n teims of the ^ pectial density of i t s mean 
squaie. value .{^x?^{^)-•).- The main use f o i such an analysis i s to establish 
the fiequency composition of the data, ytP^o^ i n "^ ^^ ^ heais an 
impoitant lelationship to the hasic chaif^c'l^eiistics of the physical 
system. Poi example, a spectial analysis" of '^'^^ "ave foices on the 
wall measuied hy piessuie tiansduceis wi-?-l provide data on the 
fiequency composition of the waves pioduV^^i^S those foices, i.e. the 
excitation spectial density Sj^(f)., Whil^* a spectial analysis of 
acceleiometei data w i l l furnish" the spe6-bial density of seawall 
lesponse S ^ ( f ) • I"fc i s shown, i n Chaptei (Six how the spectial density 
of wall response can he'ielated to the srpeoiixal density of wall 
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\ 
exci-tation by use of a tiansfei function. 
Spectial density analysis i s essentially an application of Fouiiei 
analysis, although modified f o i stochastic lathei than deteiministic 
piocesses, (Fouiiei analysis i s coveied i n moie detail i n Chaptei 
Six, Section 6.3.2). A geneial spectral density function can be defined 
as; 
r CO 
S-nn,(f) df (3.11) 
0 
wheie Sj^(f) i s the single sided spectial density function i n teims 
of cycles pei second (Hz) with typical units of Y ^ / H Z 
X (t) i s the mean squaied time histoiy 
Spectial density analysis can be best undeistood by consideiing 
analogue data analysis techniques outlined by the following 
pioceduies, 
(a) The piessuie lecoid i s fiequency f i l t e i e d using a 
• - naiiowiband-pass f i l t e i of bandwidth Hz. 
(b) The instantaneous f i l t e i e d signal i s squaied. 
(c) The squaied signal is aveiaged ovei the lecoid length. 
(d) The mean squaie output i s divided by the'bandwidth B 
The squaie loot of the aiea undei the spectial density cuive w i l l give 
the i.m.s. value .of the signal being analysed between the fiequencies 
consideied. 
Spectial density estimates weie obtained f o i piessuie and 
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acceleration data on the Ilfracomhe and Seaford seawalls, using a 
Hewlett Packard Spectrvim'Analyser (model No.. 3582A). The 3582A accepts 
data i n analogue format, digitises i t and computes the spectral 
density function hy means of the Past Fourier Transform ( F F T). The 
FPT i s a modified version of the standard Fourier series procedure 
wherehy the total numher of computations i s reduced hy a factor of 
10^, (see Cooley and Tukey^^^^). The 3582A has a frequency range of 
20 mHz to 25 .5 KHz with a resolution handwidth down to 20 mHz, the 
handwidth cannot he directly selected hut i s a result of selecting a 
span width and f i l t e r shape. Three different frequency domain f i l t e r s 
are availahle; (i) f l a t top, ( i i ) Harming and ( i i i ) uniform, these 
f i l t e r s represent a.trade off hetween amplitude uncertainty and 
frequency resolution; The f l a t top f i l t e r i s optimized for amplitude 
measurements, the uniform f i l t e r i s hest for frequency resolution 
and the Banning offers a compromise hetween the two. 
A sample of pressuie data from Ilfracomhe, due mainly to regular 
swell and standing waves, -was analysed via the Spectarum Analyser. The 
spe.ctial dens_ity plot...is .shown i n Figuie 3*5, most of the. eneigy i n 
this lecoid i s contained i n the 0.1 to 0 .3 Hz fiequency hand, this 
compaies qiiite closely with the visual measuiements of waye peiibd 
.obtained on this occasion, which weie found to lange between 3 and 7 
seconds (0 .33 to 0.143 Hz). Foi compaiison, a sample of data taken 
fiom a piessure .transducer at Seaford was analysed, this sample was 
recorded on a day with strong on-shore winds and a very confused 
seastate which made i t d i f f i c u l t to distinguish and follow the "progress 
of individual waves. The spectral density plot of this record i s shown 
i n Figure 3 . 6 , from this figure i t i s seen that the energy level i s 
almost uniform over the frequency range 0.1 to 1.0 Hz (10 to'1 second 
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wave period) at a level of about -65 dbV. This shows that there were 
no predominant wave periods because similar energy i s contained "at 
a l l frequencies from 0.1 to 1 Hz, whereas for the standing, wave data 
at Ilfracombe there i s very l i t t l e energy contained by waves outside 
of the predominant periods. A comparison between visual wave period 
measurements and those indicated by< spectral density analysis i s given 
i n Table 3 . 1 2 . Samples of the pressure histories used to produce 
Figures 3 .5 and 3 .6 are given i n Figures 3 .7 and 3 .8 respectively. 
In both Figures 3 .5 and 3*6 a peak occurs at ahout O.75 Hz, this peak 
has a very narrow bandwidth characteristic of a sinusoidal signal. 
The exact cause of this peak i s not known, but i t i s definitely 
generated by the recording and amplifing system and i s not a 
characteristic of the forcing function (i . e . the wave pressure). The 
cause of this spurious signal was isolated to the recording and 
amplifing equipment by running the pressure measxiring system 'dry* i n 
the laboratory, where this peak v;as s t i l l found to occvx with the 
same order of magnitude. This signal was only generated with the tape 
deck and amplifiers botla running, i t was not produced by either tape 
deck or amplifiers running on their own. This indicates some form of' 
cross excitation between the tape deck and amplifiers. Thus even 
thoiigh this signal could not be eliminated, (band pass f i l t e r i n g was 
not p r a c t i c a l due to the very narrow band width of the signal) i t can 
be disregarded as being a system parameter and not a characteristic 
of the forcing function. 
Seawall accelerations measured by accelerometers was also analysed 
via the Hewlett Packard Spectrum-Analyser. Pigure 3*9 shows a spectral 
density plot of acceleration data measiored at Seaford at low water 
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v/hen the v/aves were approximately 20m from the wall. Thus this plot 
i s not due to 'direct v/all excitation hy v/aves hut i s the. result of 
general background excitation such as vehicles driving along the 
promenade, wind and the transmission of wave energy through the heach 
to the wall. The hulk of -the energy i n Figure 3 ' 9 is contained hetween 
100 and 400 Hz with a peak at 264 Hz, this spectrum can he regarded as 
the 'signature' of the Seaford seawall any additional wall excitation 
hy direct wave action w i l l he simply superimposed upon this signature -
spectrum; ^ 
Figure 3 .10 shows a spectral density plot of the Seaford seawall 
response with direct wave action on the wall. I f Figures 3 .9 and 3.10 
are compared, the spectral densities ahove about 100 Hz are almost the 
same and both have a peak at 264 Hz of almost the same magnitude. The 
majority of the energy i n Figure 3 .10 i s concentrated at the lower 
frequencies -nith a peak at about 10 Hz. Therefore i t seems that direct 
wave action on the seawall adds very l i t t l e to the response at 
frequencies above about 100 Hz due to the low frequency content of the 
wave forces but i t adds greatly to the wall response at frequencies 
below about 30 Hz, (the response at these low frequencies becomes-the 
dominant feature i n Figure 3.IO). To examine the response at these 
low frequencies i n more detail. Figure 3 .10 i s expanded over the range 
0 to 50 Hz as shown i n Figure 3 « 1 1 . In this Figure i t can be seen that 
the peak occurs at 10.3 Hz and i s the v/all response at i t s fundamental 
/ 
bending mode of vibration. A similar spectral density plot was. produced 
for the Ilfracombe seawall (Figure 3 . 1 2 ) , i n this figure the fmdamental 
mode of vibration occxu;s at 8 .9 Hz. Peaks occurring i n the spectral 
density plots at 50Hz and i t s harmonics (e.g. 100 Hz, 200 Hz, etc.) 
are due to the 50 Hz mains supply and so can be disregarded,-the 
- I l l -
amplifieis v/ere later modified to suppress this mains interference^ 
Spectral density plots produced for a wide frequency range, such as 
Figures 3 .9 and 3 .10, are l i k e l y to give poor estimates of the spectral 
density at specific frequencies, this i s because the resolution bandwidth 
is necessarily large so the average energy within this bandwidth i s plotted 
at a single point on the spectral density curve causing smoothing and a 
loss of localised peaks. In Figure 3.10 the energy le v e l at a frequency 
of 10 Hz'is -30 dbV (resolution bandwidth of 6 Hz), whereas for the 
expanded plot of Figure'3 .10 (i.e. Figure 3 .11) the energy level at a 
frequency of 10 Hz i s -44 .1 dbV (6.25 mV)(resolution bandwidth of O.3 Hz). 
The acceleration of a seawall at any given frequency can be converted 
to a displacement, by knowing the accelerometer scale factor, as shown 
below; 
The displacement at a frequency of say 10.3 Hz (Figirre 3 .11) i s 
found as follows; 
the spectral density at 10.3 Hz i s 6.25 mV 
amplifier gain = 1 0 
accelerometer scale factor = 5 V/g 
therefore acceleration = ^'^^ ' ""^  ^ ' ^'^^ = 1.23 x lO"^ m/s^  
5 . 10 ' 
and displacement = ""'^ ^ . 10 ^ ^ "'•23 . 10 ^ ^ 
(2Ti:f)'^ (6.28 . 10 .3) 
= 0.29 X 10"^ m 
A sample of the acceleration/time history from which Figures 
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3.10 and 3.11 v/eie produced i s shown i n Figure 3.8 synchronised with 
a sample of the corresponding pressure/time history. 
It i s d i f f i c u l t to interpret conclusively, spectral density curves 
such as those i n Figures 3.11 and 3 .12 hecause the seawall response 
i s generated hy random forced vibrations caused by the random wave 
loading. So the small peaks i n these figures could be due to the 
forcing function or the wall response, or they might be due to-the 
analysis methods, (such as representing the spectral density by 1024 
discrete points instead of by a continuous function).. 
3 . 3 . 3 Auto-Correlation Analysis 
Auto-correlation i s a useful aid i n determining the nature of data, 
i.e.. whether i t i s random or deterministic. A deterministic time 
series w i l l have an auto-correlation function which persists over a l l 
time displacements, whilst random data w i l l tend to zero for large time 
displacements. An auto-correlation estimate i s made by sampling a 
discrete time series x(t) at time t and t +T , taking the product of 
these two values and averaging over the observation time T. As T 
approaches i n f i n i t y an exact auto-correlation function can be 
written as; " 
R (X) = limi t 1 
r T 
x(t) . x(t +T ) dt (3 .12) 
Technically the auto-correlation function supplies no new information 
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over the spectral density function, i t just presents the data in the 
time instead of frequency domain and as such i s more useful for certain 
applications. The auto-correlation function i s related to the spectral 
density function via the Fourier transform pair (see Section 6 .6) as 
given helow ; ' . 
Sj^(f) e^^^"" df 
" E J : T ) e - 2 5 ^ d r 
I f an auto-correlation function is calculated for a time series with 
trend (such as the hydrostatic pressure measured on the seawalls where 
the trend i s caused hy t i d a l effects), even i f the data i s completely 
random the auto-correlation function w i l l only diminish to zero for 
very large time displacements. L i t t l e useful information can he 
inferred from a correlogram of this type hecause the trend dominates a l l 
other features. To demonstrate this effect, a 90 minute record of 
hydrostatic pressure measured on the Ilfracomhe seawall was analysed 
using the Hewlett Packard Correlator. The resulting correlogram i s 
shown i n Figure 3« 13(h), as expected no useful information i s displayed.' 
To ohtain a sample of data without trend the signal sho;ild ideally he 
f i l t e r e d , or alternatively a sample can he taken at the turn of the 
tide when for a short time there i s no trend. This second method was 
used to ohtain a sample of data for analysis, the resulting correlogram 
i s shown i n Pigure 3 .13(a). Well defined peaks occur i n this correlogram 
at ahout 2.6 second intervals, with succeeding peaks gradually reducing 
i n amplitude and widening as the degree of correlation decreases with 
increasing T . These peaks i n the correlogram of hydrostatic pressure 
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are caiised by the wave period v/hich i s seen to be f a i r l y consistent 
at about 2 .6 seconds, the visual measurement of wave period v/as foimd 
to be 2 .67 seconds during the recording of this pressure record. 
Auto-correlation of wave, pressure on the seawalls can therefore 
provide an indication of the average v/ave period, although the -goodness 
of f i t to the visual measurement of wave period i n the case above i s 
the exception rather than the rule, as can be seen from Table 3 . 12 . 
3'3«4 Cross-Correlation Analysis 
The cross-correlation function i s an extension of the auto-correlation 
procedure, whereby the relationship between two sets of data i s 
established. An estimate of the cross-correlation function i s made by 
sampling x.j(t) at time t and x ^ C t ) at time t + T and averaging the 
product over the-observation time T, i n equation form written as ; 
1' 2 T-*oo 
. x . , ( t ) . X g C t + x ) d t . . . (3 .13) 
I f the cross-correlation function equals zero then no correlation 
exists between the samples x.,(t) and x>-(t), but i f R ( T) i s f i n i t e 
' , Xg 
then there is-some dependence of x.j(t) on x ^ C t ) . 
The cross-correlation function i s used to establish the correlation 
between hydrostatic wave pressures on" adjacent transducers, this 
supplies information on the time taken by a wave front traversing 
between transducers. Cross-correlation between transducers i n a 
horizontal plane w i l l allow the angle of incidence of the wave front to 
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be estimated by knowing the distance between transducers and the wave 
celerity. Cross-correlation between transducers i n the v e r t i c a l plane 
w i l l allow the angle of the wave front (to the vertical) to be estimated, 
i f both transducers i n the vertical plane are below the trough of the 
wave then hydrostatic pressure w i l l always occur simviltaneously giving 
the impression of perfect correlation. 
Cross-correlation could only be carried out on the data from 
Ilfracombe because this was the only s i t e at which simuI:taneous 
horizontal and v e r t i c a l pressures were measured. 
Pigur.e 3 .14(a) shows a typical cross-correlogram for transducers 1 and 
3 i n the vertical.plane, the largest peak occurs at zero time lag and 
seems to indicate that impacts occurred simultaneously at transducers 
1 and 3 ' Peaks also occur at about 2.6 second intervals as i n the 
auto-correlogram for the same data (Pigure 3 ' 1 3 ) , although for large 
values of T the peaks become irregular indicatixig a lower degree of 
correlation. To investigate whether impacts actxially do occur simultaneously 
at transducers 1 and 3 , thex scale of Pigure 3.14(a) was expanded to 
show the time lag from zero to 1 second i n greater detail, (Pigure 3 ' 1 4 ( ^ ) ) ' 
?/ith the better resolution i t seems that some correlation exists at zero 
time lag, although the greatest correlation occurs at a time lag of 
approximately 0.08 seconds. An estimate of the average angle (to the 
vertical) of the wave front can now be made, providing the wave 
celerity and distance between transducers i s known. 
-2 
e.g. wave celerity = 4 . 7 1 ms 
distance between transducers 1 and 3 = 1.6m 
X = 0.08 seconds 
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I 
4 - 7 1 . O.OB - 1 therefore angle of wave front 9 = ( ' \. \ — )tan 
V 1 • 0 
% = 1 3 . 2 5 ° 
This assumes a completely plane wave front and ve r t i c a l seawall, when 
in a real sea the wave front w i l l he curved and irregular therefore this 
angle can only he very approximate, as shown i n Figure 3 . 1 6 . 
Figure 3 .15(a). shows the cross-correlogram hetween transducers 3 and 4 
(in the horizontal plane), again a peak occurs near zero time lag. The 
degree of horizontal correlation hetween pressures i s less than the 
ve r t i c a l correlation hecause at Ilfracomhe the rocky heach sets up 
reflected wave trains v;hich run parallel to the seav;all therehy reducing 
the degree of horizontal correlation i n the long term. The T scale of 
Figure 3 . 1 5(a) i s shown expanded i n Figure 3 . 1 5(h), where i t i s seen 
that maximm correlation occurs at a time lag of 0 . 1 5 seconds, this 
represents an angle of incidence of approximately 2 5 ° , (Figure 3 . 1 7 ) . 
Both Figxires 3 .14(h) and 3 .15(h) contain numeroiis small peaks 
superimposed upon the main peaks, these secondary peaks are due to the 
correlation of high freijuency noise i n the system. 
3 . 4 Current Empirical Equations for Predicting Wave Impact Pressures 
Before a seav/all can he designed a maximum wave pressure and vertical 
pressure distrihution must he obtained, these are usually found, for 
coastal structiires, hy calculating a maximum (design) wave for a given 
return period (Shore Protection Iilanual^'^^'^ T/iegel^^^)^ Kinsman^^^^). 
The total-.pressure for this design wave i s then calculated from one of 
the maiiy availahle empirical-equations such as Llinikin^''^^^ ('or any of 
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i 
the equations given i n Section 1 .3 -2 ) . Host hooks on coastal engineering 
also give a method for estimating breaking v/ave pressures (Eefs. 83 and 
90 to 9 6 ) . 
Thus the engineer i s faced v/ith a multitude of equations for estimating 
breaking wave pressures, most of which have not been proved against 
reliable f u l l scale data. These current empirical equations are based 
mainly on one of three assumptions, ( i ) breaking wave pressures are 
similar to those produced by a jet of water striking a f l a t plate, or 
( i i ) breaking v/ave pressures are caused by the compression of an air 
cushion, or ( i i i ) breaking wave pressures are proportional to the v/ave 
3 ' 4 ' 1 EqTiating Breaking Wave Pressures to the Stagnation Pressure 
This i s probably the most frequently used approach to explain breaking 
water of uniform cross-section with velocity Y striking a f l a t plate. 
: .The maximum_r.esulting pressure.._v/ill be the .stagnation presstire given 
Obviously a breaking wave does not have a uniform velocity gradient or 
act over a constant area, therefore a coefficient f i s added to equation 
3.14 to take account of this. Eearranging Eq. 3 .14 into a velocity and 
pressure head gives; 
height. 
wave pressures and assumes that a breaking wave i s similar to a jet of 
(3.14) 
P 
m (3 .15) 
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is the maximum impact pressure froni the hreaking wave, and velocity 
Y is often taken as the v/ave. celerity C. The coefficient f ranges from 
1.6 (Millar et al^''"'^), to 80 (Salih-ICirkgos(36)^^ 
(17) -
Hayash'i and Hattori^ ^ demonstrated how thirteen independent 
formulae could he reduced to the form of equation 3 . I 5 . They also 
attempted to find a value for the coefficient f using model seawalls, 
they concluded that impact pressures did not even f i t equation 3 .15j 
hut the hydrostatic pressure closely followed the f = 4 l i n e . 
A l l known f u l l scale data, including data from this investigation, plus 
some model scale data i s plotted i n Pigiore 3.18 as pressure head versus 
velocity head. HThere authors have measured more than one value of impact 
presstire for the same wave celerity, only the maximum value given i s 
plotted. In Pigure 3'18, v/ave celerity i s the c r i t i c a l parameter hecause 
i t i s squared, therefore the value needs to he accurately measured. 
During this investigation celerity was measured visually and from heach 
transducers as described i n Section 2.4, the visual measurements were 
used i n producing Pigure 3*18 and are presented i n the form of histograms 
i n Figtire" 3»19' The wave celerity tended to he f a i r l y consistent over 
the l e l a t i v e l y short measurement periods of two to three hours, with a 
mean value generally 15 to 20^ less than estimated hy f i r s t order theory, 
(see Section 2.55 Tahle 2.2). Wave celerity and impact pressure ( i f any) 
were not measured for each individual wave, so the average wave celerity 
during each period of measurement was plotted i n Figure 3*18 against 
the maximum impact presstire for that session. Maximum impact pressure was 
used instead of the average hecause the other data i n Figtire 3.18 i s also 
i n terms of maximum impact presstire .for a given velocity head. 
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Llost of the early f u l l scale data in Figure 3.18 tends to follow the 
f = 2 line whilst the recent f u l l scale data i s more scattered. This i s 
prohahly hecause the early investigators used transducers incapahle of 
measuring impact pressures, so their results represent hydrostatic 
pressures, whereas the more recent investigations (including this one) 
measured true impact pressiires. The model scale data i s extremely 
variable hoth hetween different investigations and within each 
investigation, the coefficient f ranges from 4 (Hayashi(^'^^) to 80 
(Salih-Kirkgoz^^^)), rpjj^ g ^.^ seems, that equation 3*15 does not 
adequately f i t either f u l l scale or model scale wave impact pressure 
data. 
3 ' 4 « 2 Bagnold's Yfave Impact Pressttre Model 
Bagnold assumed that wave impact pressures were generated hy the 
compression of an air cushion trapped hetween the wave front and the 
seawall, (this assutaption was later taken up and developed even further 
hy Mitsuyasu^^^)). Bagnolds original equation (see Section 1 . 3 . 2 ) i s 
given helow; 
B i s the thickness of the enclosed air cushion and L i s the length of 
the hypothetical piston. Bagnold found L was proportional to wave 
height (H), and assumed L = H / 5 , thus Bagnolds original equation can he 
7/ritten as; 
P. = A pC^ H 
^ B 
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(3.16) 
-.'/here P. = (P - P ) = impact pressure 1 ^ max o' r r 
'C = v;ave celerity 
A = unknown coefficient 
The impact pressure (Pr) i s seen-to vary-inversely with-the-thickness 
of the enclosed air cushion (D), which i n turn i s dependent upon the 
surface roughness of the seawall. Equation 3.16 suggests that i f the air 
cushion were ahsent then i n f i n i t e pressures would result. However, 
Bagnold found from his research that this was not the case, and infact 
negligihle pressures were produced when the a i r cushion was ahsent. 
Therefore for each seawall there must he a minimm air cushion thickness 
for which a maximum impact pressure results. The air cushion thickness is 
governed hy the physical properties of the seawall such as surface 
roughness, profile etc., and on the smoothness of the wave front. Thus 
for similar seawalls i n similar environments the value of B . (minimum 
mm ^ 
air cushion thickness) w i l l prohahly he of the same magnitude, therefore 
when considering the maximum wave impact pressure on real seawalls i t 
should he possible to assume B . i s a constant. 
min 
therefore equation 3*16 w i l l become; 
P^ = B p G^ H 
max 
V^here B = 
min 
Equation 3 .17 i s displayed graphically i n Pigure 3 .20 , there i s a 
f a i r l y large degree of scatter i n the data with no correlation between 
full-scale and model-scale-data. The early f u l l scale data along .v/ith .. . 
most of the data from this investigation displays a reasonable f i t to the 
(3 .17) 
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following quadratic curve; 
2 
= -5 .78 X 10"3(pC^H) + 5-95(pC^H) + 0 .4 (3.18) 
max 
(7) 
althoiigh "tihe data from Houville^'^ does not f i t this ctirve, neither does 
the model scale data. 
There i s a definite separation hetween model and f u l l scale data 
along the l i n e P^^ = 6 pC H. The model scale data generally has a larger 
value of the coefficient B than does the f u l l scale data, this i s to he 
expected hecause B i s proportional to 1 / B . , and as B . for models i s 
^ ~ ' mxn' mm 
ohviously smaller than B . for f u l l scale stxuctuxes then the value of B 
mm 
w i l l he coxxespondingly highex fox the model data. Figure 3.20 indicates 
2 
that impact pressures might he related to pC H hut the xelationship does 
not seem to apply to a l l data prohahly hecause the value of B^ .^^  i s not 
the same for a l l data." It seems therefore that regarding B . as a 
^ mm 
constant i s unsatisfactory and would he d i f f i c u l t to evaluate for real 
structures. 
The major disadvantage with Bagnold's equation i s that i t includes the 
parameter B (the thickness of the a i r cushion), to overcome this problem 
(72) 
Minikin^' ' modified Bagnolds equation i n an unclear manner to produce 
the following equation, (equation 1.12 from Section 1 . 3 . 2 ) , 
P. = '^''l^P^ d(i + |) KN/m2 
But this, equation i s s t i l l not generally applicable to f u l l scale data 
(as seen later i n Section 3 ' 6 ) . ' • . " 
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3.4-3 Impact Piessuie as a Function of V/ave Height 
A l i n e a l lelationship hetween impact piessuie and wave height was 
f i i s t pioposed hy H i i o i ^ ^ ^ i n 1920, his equation i s shown helow; (Eq. 1.5 
fiom Section 1 . 3 . 2 ) . 
P^ = FpgH 
max 
wheie F i s a constant = 1 . 5 
An equation of this type was pioposed as lecently as 1966 hy Miiiaki^'"^^ 
as shown helow; (Eq. 1.6 fiom Section 1 .3 .2) 
P. = F' H 1 o 
T/heie F' = an empiiical coefficient langing fiom 1 to 1.43 
H^ = in i t ia l wave height 
To test the va l i d i t y of these equations a plot of impact piessuie 
veisus wave height was pioduced using a l l known f u l l scale data (Piguie 
3 . 2 1 ) . The eaily f u l l scale data exhibits a l i n e a i lelationship hetween 
impact piessuie and wave height lepiesented hy the line F = I 6 . The 
model- scale and l a t e i f u l l scale data (consideied moie l e l i a h l e than 
eaily f u l l scale data) do not appeal to f i t these simple l i n e a i 
equations as pioposed hy H i i o i and i'luiaki. 
Aftei investigating the v a l i d i t y of the cuiient empiiical equations 
used at piesent to estimate wave impact piessuies, i t can he said that 
no equation applies to the geneial case of hoth model and f u l l scale 
data, although some eqiiations appeal to f i t paiticulai cases of f u l l 
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scale data. Theiefore a more fundamental approach i s called for, as 
adopted in Section 3»5 • 
3.5 The Impulse Momentum Equation _ 
The equations so far considered result from the assumption that a 
v?ave can he approximated to a steady uniform Jet of water, or can he 
related to the wave height, or that impact pressures are- the direct 
result of rapid compression of a thin lens of a i r , (as suggested hy 
Bagnold). I t was found that these equations did not adequately f i t the 
measured data, hut as Bagnold's eqtiation forms the basis for many of 
the equations currently used i n seawall design (Refs. 72 and 74) i t was 
decided to investigate his basic assumption. To do this the f i r s t type 2 
pressure transducers were mounted flush i n the seawalls whilst the 
second generation (type 2) transducers were mounted proud of the 
seawalls on 100 x I50 x 25mm thick stainless steel blocks (Plate 2 .9(b)). 
If Bagnold's air cushion hypothesis applied to real sea waves then the 
block mounted transducers would measure only hydrostatic pressures, 
because any ai r cushion piesent would leak to the sides of the block 
under the action of the advancing wave fiont. Poi waves of similai 
chaiacteiistics both the flush motinted and block mounted tiansduceis 
measuied impact piessuies of the same oidei. This was obseived on thiee 
diffeient seawalls so i t seems l i k e l y that impact pressures i n a l e a l 
sea aie not dependent upon compiession of an a i l cushion, but aie the 
direct lesult of the wave fiont impacting against .the seawall, a view 
also held by Hayashi^''^^ Nagai^^O) Jipss^^^h 
I f this i s the case then the gioss kinematics of the wave impact 
pioblem can be defined by Kewton's second law. 
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(3 .19) 
rewriting Eq. 3.19 as; 
V 
P dt = M dv (3 .20) 
and integrating both sides, 
pt=t. • 
1 
P dt = 
Jt=0 
M dv (3 .21) 
This i s the momentum impulse relationship, where M i s the mass of 
f l u i d moving at velocity v resulting i n a force P on the wall, the l i m i t 
0 •< t ^  tj_ i s the time interval over which the f l u i d velocity is reduced 
from a value v.|^  before impact to zero, (see definition sketch below). 
Equation 3.21 assumes the tot a l wave momentum i s destroyed at impact 
with no losses due to turbulence etc. 
time 
As an oscillatory wave travels through shoaling water i t becomes 
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steepex u n t i l at .bxeaking each wave of the t r a i n can he assumed to he a 
mutually exclusive event and. hence may he. desciihed, appioximately, hy 
solitary wave theoiy. This appioach was used hy Caii^^^)^ Denny^^^) 
and Ross(35)^ appioximated the S.H.S. of equation 3.21 to ; 
Impulse = p Q C,^  ' ..' (3-22) 
2 H ~ 
wheie Q = volume of s o l i t a i y wave = 4d ( 
0-^= c e l e i i t y of s o l i t a i y wave = ( gd(l. + "g) )' 
H = wave height at hieaking 
d = watei depth at wall 
Using the limiting case when H^ d^ = O .781 which i s the maximum l a t i o 
of wave height to watei. depth i n shoaling watei hefoie hieaking occxus^^S)^ 
equation 3 .22 leduces to; 
Impulse = 55 .5 Hjj^/^ (3 .23) 
Equation 3*23 i s i n impeiial units (ih.sec/ft), i n S.I. units 
equation 3.23 hecomes; 
Impulse = 15-8 E^^^^ (3 .24) 
V/hen the data fiom this investigation i s f i t t e d to equation 3 .24 
(Figure 3 . 2 2 ) , the scatter i s consideraole with no data near the line 
5/2 
I "= 15.8 ' . This stiggests that impulse cannot he reduced solely to 
a function of 7;ave height for the general case of random wave impact. 
The waves encountered during this investigation had troughs helow S.W.L. 
and so were not trTilyr.r s o l i t a r y waves, so i t i s not surprising that they 
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do not f i t equation 3 . 24 . 
Therefore returning to equation 3.21 and rewriting the E.H.S. for the 
general case i n terms of easily measurahle parameters. Assuming the 
horizontal water particle velocity at impact can he replaced hy.the wave 
celerity at impact (C^^), and assuming the f l u i d i s incompressihle, (Salih-
Kirkoz^^^) found the effects of f l u i d compressibility were negligible 
during wave impact). 
Integrating the E.H.S.' of equation 3 . 2 1 ; 
gives -M (3 .25) 
dropping the -ve sign because the pressure on the wall i s of .interest 
and assuming the mass M remains constant throughout the impact, then 
equation 3.25 can be written as; 
. V o l p C ^ (3 .26) 
where p and Yol are density and volume- respectively 
Considering only unit width of wave crest, Vol can be replaced by 
the equivalent height and length of the water mass involved i n the 
impact. The height of the impinging mass of water cannot be greater than 
Hj^ , but the length of the impinging water mass i s not a measurable 
quantity hence i t i s often referred to as the v i r t u a l length^^^^ an 
id e a l i s t i c representation of vi r t u a l leng'th i s shown below; 
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1 ( v i i t u a l length) 
Salih-Kirkgoz(36) f^^g^ -the v i r t u a l length to he 0.211^ ^ at S.W.L. 
although different at other levels. I f the v i r t u a l length i s assumed 
to have an average.length 1 over the height of the wave, then 
Si 
equation 3•26 becomesj 
1 c, 
a h 
(3 .27) 
The average v i r t u a l length i s some fraction of the tot a l wave length 
at breaking (l ^ ) dependent to a large extent on the local wave steepness 
E^/\' Weggel et al^'^'^^ foiind 1^ varied between 0.02H|^  and 0.1 Hj^  
depending on the wave steepness at breaking. 
Thus 1^ may be replaced by' K' L^ ,^ where K' i s a dimensionless 
coefficient dependent upon wave steepness, equation 3*27 now becomes; 
(3.28) 
Wave period T i s generally easier to measure than yave length, so 
j^ewriting equation: 3.28 i n terms of wave period gives; 
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K ' pHj^ T C^^ KlT.s/m (3 .29) 
Equation 3.29 gives the momentum per unit width of wave crest at 
impact.. 
The L.H.S. of equation 3.21 i s now considered, 
x.e. 
•t=t. 
t=0 
E dt 
This i s the time integral of force on the wall, or impulse. Prom 
ohservation of numerous impact pressure histories on the Ilfracomhe 
and Seaford seawalls, a linear (or very nearly linear) relationship has 
heen found to exist hetween rise time and pressure over the time interval 
0 ^ t ^  t^ , duiing which time the pressure on the wall rises from zero 
to a maximum (P. ) as shown i n the sketch on page 125. 
ijmax' . ^ 
Q?herefore the relationship hetween P and t can he written as; 
p 
P _ i,max 
t = t . 
P. 
(3.30a) 
• or P = . t , v . - ( 3 . 3 0 h ) 
X 
I f P (the force on the wall)- i s replaced hy a pressure P acting over 
a constant area A, and equation 3.30h i s comhined with the L.H.S. of 
equation 3.21, the following equation results; 
ij^max 
t. 
t=0 
. A . t dt (3.31) 
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Again only considering unit width of wave cxest, the area A may he 
replaced hy h^, the height over which the impact occurs. 
Equation 3-31 hecomes; 
P. 
~ t — ^ i 
X 
rt=t. 
X 
t=0 
t dt (3 .32) 
v/hich v/hen integrated hecomes; 
P t 
i , max i , / 
—^-"2 h^ KN.s/m (3 .33) 
This i s the impulse per metre width of wave crest at impact. 
Equation 3-33 predicts a hyperholic xelationship hetween P. and 
X J max 
t ^ (as the impact pxessure increases the rise time decreases), this i s 
seen to he the case i n Pigure 3^23 where pressure versus rise time i s 
plotted for the Ilfracomhe data. This relationship seems intui t i v e l y correct 
hecause as previously shown, maximum impact pressure occurs for maximum 
wave steepness and as one wo\ild expect a steep wave w i l l he hrought 
to rest quicker than a less steep wave hecause the transfer of 
momentum occurs proportionately quicker. 
I f equations 3.33 and 3.29 are eqiiated a revised form of the 
momentum impulse equation results; 
^ i ^ ^ - ^ i = K.pH,TC , 2 (3.34) 
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(the height ovex v/hich impact occuxs) is the only parameter i n 
equation 3 '34 which can not he easily measured, so i f h^ ,^ i s assumed to 
equal the breaking wave height (HJ^), the v a l i d i t y of this assumption i s 
tested .in the following pages, then equation 3 '34 i s i n a usable form 
and becomes,* 
* ^ i , m a x \ = K'pTC^^ ^ ^3^3^) 
The L . H . S , of eqviation 3 .35 can be obtained directly from impact 
pressure histories on the seawalls, (Tables 3.3 to 3.II). A value for 
the coefficient K' can be obtained by plotting values of P. t . / 2 
i,max X' 
2 
agaxnst values of p T , as i n Piguxe -3.24. 
It has not been possible to measuxe wave paxametexs fox each 
individual wave impact, thexefoxe average values of T and Cj^  are 
plotted i n Pigure 3.24,- the figures i n parenthesis indicate the number 
bf individual wave impacts averaged to produce each point. Pigure 3 .24 
also contains additional data fxom Ross^35) and Eouville^'^^ these were 
the only papeis to give values of the impulse on the wall, the values 
from Rouville were scaled from impact pressuie histories given i n his 
papei. 
It has been assumed that the coefficient K' i s a function of wave 
steepness (E^/L^), so to test this assumption values of K' calculated 
fiom equation 3.29 weie plotted against coiiesponding values of E^/L^, 
(Piguie 3 . 25 ) - Theie i s some scattei i n Piguie 3.25 but a definite 
lelationship between wave steepness and K' i s appaient, the best f i t 
being the l i n e K' = 0 .3I E^/\' Theiefoie this value of K' has been used 
to calculate the lines of vaiying wave steepness shown on Piguie 3 .24 . 
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In equation 3 . 2 9 i t v/as assumed that h^ = H^ , thus equation 3 . 2 9 
can he ivritten as; 
* ^ i , m a x * i = ^"PSfaTC^" ( 3 - 3 6 ) 
v/here K " = ( 3 - 3 7 ) 
As E' i s 'a function of v/ave steepness, and h^ i s piopoitional to Hj^, 
then K " i s simply a function of I / L J^, v/heie L^^ i s the v/ave length at 
breaking. T^hen values of K " (calciilated from equation 3 . 3 6 ) are plotted 
against corresponding values of (Figiire 3 . 2 6 ) , the f u l l scale data 
displays a good f i t to the li n e K " = 0 . 3 / L J ^ J scatter i n Figure 3 -26 i s 
mainly confined to the model data of Boss. So the assumption that K " i s 
a function of I / L J ^ seems to he satisfactory. 
I f the expressions for K ' and K " are substituted back into equation • 
3 . 3 7 j "febe result i s ; 
n ^ 0 -31 H. 
or • H, = 0 . 9 7 h. 
this indicates that the impact pressure occurs over approximately the 
entire wave height, (as i s also found from the measured data i n 
Section 3 . 9 ) . 
Equation 3 . 3 6 i s presented graphically i n Figure 3 . 2 7 , where i t can 
be seen that as the wave length increases, the resulting value of the 
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impulse decreases. 
Figiores 3.27 and 3-24 are both rather short of data to be conclusive 
but one encouraging point i s that both model and f u l l scale data appear 
to f i t these equations quite closely." Equation 3.35 (Figure 3.24.) can be 
further substantiated by adding the K' values obtained by Carr ( O . I I ) , 
Denny (0 .07) and Bagnold ( O . O I 8 ) from their model studies. In these 
cases K' v/as taken to be a constant calculated from solitary v;ave 
theory (Eq. 3 '26) v/hich equalled the percentage of v/ave momentum 
translated into impulse 'energy. Carr and Denny foxrnd that K' approached 
a definite maximum value from their model studies and so assumed this 
maximum value to be a constant v/hich could be applied to any size v/ave. 
From Figure 3 '25 i t i s apparent that K' i s not a constant but 
dependent upon the local v?ave steepness Hj^/l^' The maximum value of K' 
from Figure 3*24 i s O . O 4 3 , 'which corresponds to the limiting value of 
wave steepness of 1/7 E^/'^' Carr and Denny obtained maximum values 
slig h t l y greater than this (0 .07 and 0.11 respectively) but the solitary 
v/ave theory iised by these authors would tend to over estimate the value 
of K'. This i s because they took the v/ave height to be the depth 
limited value ( l = 0 . 7 8 d ) , which when substituted into the equation for 
the volume of a solitary wave; 
Q = 4cL^  / H/3d • 
gives; 
Q = 4 ( 1 . 28H)^ y H / 3(l . 2 8 H - ) ' 
or Q = 3 .34 
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so v/hen v/aves smaller than this l i r a i t i n j value occur (for. the same 
depth of water), then H/d w i l l be reduced to a lower value. Therefore 
taking H to be say 0 .6d 
then; 
Q =.4(1 .67H)^ / H / 3 ( 1 . 6 7 H ) ' 
. o-x Q = 4 .98 
Thus as H/d reduces, the volume of the solitary wave ( Q ) decreases with 
the effect that waves of less than the limiting depth ( H/d =0.78 ) w i l l 
have smaller values of K'. 
Bagnold gave an average value of K' as 0.018, which corresponds qtiite 
closely to the f u l l scale 'data measured during this investigation. 
3.6 Proposed Equations for Estimating Wave Impact Pressure 
A method of relating impact pressure to easily measurable wave 
parameters is now required, i n Pigure 3.18 i t was seen that when the 
stagnation pressure of a jet impinging on a f l a t plate (P= g-pV ) was 
taken to represent the v/ave impact pressure then considerable scatter 
occurred. This made i t very d i f f i c u l t to select a suitable value of the 
coefficient f, and indicated that some other parameter might be 
influencing the wave impact pressure .generation. 
Returning to Pigure 3 .24 , there i s good correlation between impulse 
(P^t^ /2 ) and momentum (pCj^ T), yet the only additional parameters 
between Figures 3.18 and 3 .24 are wave period (T) and rise time ( t ) . 
Wave period does not change sufficiently between model and f u l l scale 
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v/aves to cause the degree- of scatter i n Figure 3.18, but rise time, does 
(as shov/n i n Figure 3.28). Thus rise time seems to be the important 
parameter missing from current equations for estimating the v/ave impact 
pressure. 
Therefore although v/ave impulse can be estimated vjith a reasonable 
degree of accuracy (from equation 3 . 3 5 ) , v/ave impact pressure cannot 
because for a given impulse the pressure can vary enormously depending 
upon the rise time. The ris e time i s the time taken for the transformation 
of v/ave momentum into impulse energy, which i n turn i s dependent on the 
percentage of air entrained i n the v/ave. Figure 3 .29 , after 
(21) 
Lundgren^ \ shows how, for just 1<fo a i r entrainment, V f a l l s from 
s 
1450 m/s to 100 m/s. 
In Figure 3 .24, model scale wave impulse i s about an order of 
magnitude less than wave impulse from this investigation, yet model rise 
times are approximately two orders of magnitude less than rise times 
measured during this investigation, (Figure 3•28). These proportionately 
qmcker model rise times indicate a faster transformation of momentum. 
This occtirs because model waves are generally smooth, regular and 
unidirectional, whilst real sea waves are often random and influenced 
by numerous factors which contribute to caxise 'white water' and sb 
increase a i r entrainment. This demonstrates a major inconsistency 
between model and f u l l scale wave impacts, and indicates that linear 
scaling of impact pressures between model and f u l l scale studies, as 
suggested by Bagnold^^''^^. Denny^^^)^ Ross(35) gj^^ others, i s invalid 
and could lead to'gross over estimations of the impact pressure. 
Although i t appears that linear scaling of the wave impulse i s 
possible. 
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So xetmning to equation 3 .35 ; 
P. . t . / 2 = K' pC,^ T i,max x' b 
This xelationship between impulse and momentum was shown i n Figuie 
3.24 to be satisfied by both model and f u l l scale data, being dependent 
only on the dimensionless paiametei of local wave steepness. Hence to 
examine the- effect of l i s e time, P^ was plotted against pO^ ^ T, these two 
quantities aie lelated by a coefficient ( X ) with units of sec"^ which 
depends upon l i s e time and wave steepness, e.g. 
\ = X P V T (3 .39) 
Equation 3.39 i s shown giaphically i n Figuie 3 .30 , as expected theie i s 
a definite separation between model and f u l l scale data, although some 
f u l l scale data from Rouville has a X value similai to model data. 
Othei fvll scale data fiom Gaillaid^^)^ Cot^^^ Kxxcibayashi et a l ^ ^ ^ and 
M o l i t o i ^ ^ ^ and model scale data fiom Hayashi et al^^"^^ and Mitsuyaso^*^^^ 
aie also included i n Figuie 3 . 3 0 . 
Most f u l l scale data i n Figuie 3.30 i s enveloped between the X = 0.1 
and 0 .5 lines, whilst the model scale data geneially l i e s between the 
X = 1 and 10 lines. As alieady mentioned, l i s e time i s piopoitional to 
the volume of a i i entiained i n the bieaking wave, which, i n turn i s 
lelated to the beach slope, type bf seabed, degiee of wave lefl e c t i o n and 
othei factois which cause white watei and so inciease a i i entiainment. 
The degiee of a i i entiainment i n a l e a l sea i s due to the culmination of 
the above factois and can not be measuied, but would seem to be indicated 
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by the smoothness of the v/ave front. The smoother the v/ave front then 
generally the less entrained ai r , thus X can be regarded as a wave front 
'smoothness coefficient'. Model waves generally have a smooth front face 
resulting i n X values between 1 and 10 (Figuxe 3 .30) whilst the 
irregular and p a r t i a l l y broken waves at Ilfracombe have X values between 
0.1 and 0 . 2 . The Teignmouth and Seaford data generally had X values 
greater than those at Ilfracombe (0 .2 to 0 . 5 ) , this was as expected 
because at these two sites the sand and shingle beaches caused less wave 
disturbzirice (and hence air entrainment) than the rocky Ilfxacombe beach. 
Eouvilles data has X values between O.7 and 2 . 5 , the reason fox these 
xelatively high f u l l scale values i s pxobably because this investigation 
/ 
was caixied out on a haxboiix wall i n xelatively deep watei so the incident 
waves would tend to be moie stable than those i n shoaling watei, 
consequently theie would be less cause of a i i entiainment. 
Thus values of X can be tentatively assigned to seawalls depending 
on the smoothness of the pievailing incident waves- as follows; f o i 
seawalls i n shoaling v/atei with unobsti-iicted sandy foieshoies a X value 
of 0 .5 might be adequate, whilst f o i walls with veiy locky beaches 0 1 
subjected to bioken waves X = 0.1 might be suitable, and f o i walls i n 
deep watei X = 1.0 i s suggested. 
It should be possible to use equation 3 .39 for both breaking and 
bioken waves by the judicious selection of the coefficient X . The 
piessuies estimated by equation 3*39 aie compaied with the widely used 
equations given i n the Shoie Piotection ifenual^'^^^ 
e.g. The Shore Protection Manual equation for breaking waves 
i s ; 
H, d^ 9 
P. = 101 pg jf- ^ ( D + dg) KN/m'^  
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and the Shore i'rotection Lsanual equation for broken waves i s ; 
(see Section 1 .3 '2 for explanation of terms i n the above equations) 
Three hypothetical waves with the foUovdng parameters were chosen for 
comparison (waves encountered during this investigation generally l i e 
between waves number 1 and 2 ) . 
T h ^s ' D H 
Wave No. 1 3 m/s 4 sec 12 m 1 m 1.6 m 0.78 m 
Wave No. 2 5 m/s 6 sec 30 m 2.6 m 4-1 m 2.03 m 
Wave No. 3 7 m/s 8 sec 54 m 5 m 7.7 m 3.9 m 
the bed slope i s taken to be 1 : 20 
The results are as follows; 
Pigure 3 .30 S.P.M. Pigure 3 . 3 0 S.P.M. 
( X = 0 . 5 ) /breaking \ ( X = O.I) /broken \ 
^ waves ^ ^ waves ' 
Wave Ko. i 
Wave No. 2 
V/ave No. 3 
18 KN/m^  104 KN/m^  3 . 6 p/m^ 4 .5 lOj/m^ 
75 KN/m^  285 KN/m^  15 KK/m^  12.5 KIT/m^  
196 KE/m^ 590 KN/m^  3 9 K N/m^ 24 .5 KN/m^  . 
The Shore Protection Manual equation for breaking waves (based on 
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jiiinikin's equation^ ') ovex estimates the wave impact thxoTighout the 
range of waves considexed,. by ovex five times for wave No. 1, decreasing 
to three times for wave No. 3 . Minikins equation i s based on Bagnold's 
air cushion hypothesis, which has been shown i n earlier sections to be 
unsatisfactory, therefore this large difference i n impact pressuies i s 
vmdexstandable. 
The Shoie Piotection l!ianual equation f o i bioken wave piessures (i.e. 
the stagnation pressure) i s i n f a i r agreement with the pressures 
estimated from equation 3 .39 (with \ = 0 . 1), so i t seems l i k e l y that 
equation 3 '39 can be used to estimate breaking or broken v/ave pressures 
depending on the selection of \. 
3*7 The Limiting Case of Impact Pressure 
(52) 
The limiting value of wave impact pressure was suggested by Yon Karman^ 
to be the water hammer pressure given by; 
where Y^ i s the velocity of sound through the wave 
is the density of the air/water mixture 
JJ^ is the water particle velocity at' impact 
There has been considerable disagreement as to whether the water 
hammer pressure can occur during wave breaking, .Bagnold^^^^ and Nagai(3'^) 
both concluded i t was unlikely that water hammer pressures would occur, 
whilst Mitstiyaso(^3) Eoss(35) -thought that under certain circumstances 
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the water hanimer pressure might he developed. These conclusions were 
a l l hased on the results of model studies. 
In equation .3'40» V, i s the critical-parameter,., as, .already .seen from 
Figure 3 -29, where ^fo of entrained air w i l l reduce V from 1450'ms~^ to 
100 ms \ In Figure 3 .29 , f a l l s to a minimum value at ahout 30fo air 
entrainment {Y^- 20 ms~^ ) then rises again as the percentage of entrained 
air increases. Hence from equation 3.4O, the minimum water hammer pressure 
Td l l occur for 30ffo a i r • entrainment and can he found as follows, asstuning 
the water particle velocity can he replaced hy. wave celerity. 
e.g. taking = 20 ms~ , = 4 ms~ and p^^ = 1025/2 kgm ^  
then . = 1025 . 20 . .4 lim, man — 
Pn,„ = 41 KNm~^  lim,mxn 
the maximiM water hammer pressure occurs at zero air entrainment, 
-1 -1 -3 
therefore taking = 1.450 .ms , C, = 4 ms and p = 1025 kgm 
S D ID. 
then P,. = 1025 . 1450 . 4 lim,max ^ n 
^lim,max = 5945 l^m^ 
Thus i f the water hammer pressure i s developed during wave breaking, 
then the impact pressure data from this investigation would he expected 
to f a l l hetween the limits ahove. But on only one occasion i n over 150 
impacts did the pressure even reach the lower l i m i t , (Tables 3.3 to 3*11) 
and i n the majority of'cases the pressure was of the order of'10 to 15 OTm" 
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It i s physically impossihle for pressuies as low as this to exist from 
equation 3 .40 given the wave cel e i i t y measuied duiing this investigation. 
Theiefoie i t seems unlikely that watei hammei piessuies aie developed 
duiing wave hieaking i n a l e a l sea. 
- r 
3.8 Level of Confidence i n Wave Paiametei Measuiement 
The wave impact piessuies weie measuied f o i each individual impact to 
_2 
an accuiafcy of 0.1 iQIm , the instiumentation was calihiat.ed and checked 
hefoie and a f t e i each lecoiding session, thtis a high degiee of confidence 
may he attiihuted to the wave impact piessuie measuiements. 
The othei wave paiameteis of cel e i i t y , height and peiiod weie a l l 
measuied hy at least two independent methods. The degiee of coiielation 
hetween these vaiious, methods was geneially pooi with as much as 25?fc 
diffeience i n the values obtained, (see Chaptei Two f o i f u l l details). 
Thus moie confidence may he placed on the accuiacy of the wave piessuie 
measTiiements than on the measuiement of the othei wave paiameteis. 
Values of wave celerity, height and peiiod weie not obtained f o i each 
individual wave, theiefoie i t was not possible to coiielate impact 
piessuie to the exact paiameteis of the wave pioducing that impact. 
Instead, some s t a t i s t i c a l measuie of c e l e i i t y , height and peiiod had to 
be used. Wave height was piesented i n teims of significant height (H ^ ) . 
s 
and c e l e i i t y and peiiod weie expiessed i n teims of t h e i i aiithmetic 
means (C^ and"!"lespectively). This was not a veiy satisfactoiy way of 
piesenting this data because i t was found that on aveiage only one wave 
in eveiy 2000 pioduced an impact piessuie, theiefoie the paiameteis 
• H ,"C, and "T weie obtained mainly fiom waves which did not pipduce 
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impact pressures yet these parameters were used as estimates of waves 
which did generate impact pressures. 
Thus when the average impact pressure (^) i s plotted, as i n say 
Figure 3 O 0 , the upper and lower limits are known exactly hecause P^^ 
i s a deterministic quantity actually measured for every wave impact. 
ViTiereas when terms containing H , "cT or T are plotted, again as in say 
S D 
Figure 3 . 3 0 , the upper and lower limits are not known exactly, and 
even i f these limits are estimated the values obtained are l i k e l y to he 
misleading hecause so few waves i n the sample actually produced an 
impact pressure that i t i s highly improbable that these few waves would 
l i e at the upper and lower extremes of the sample. 
3 .9 Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Impact Pressures 
on the Seawalls 
A s.eawall w i l l generally be subjected to both breaking and reflected 
(standing) waves during i t s lifetime. The v e r t i c a l pressure distribution 
(71' 
for a standing wave i s easily calculated from the theory of Sainflou^ • 
but the v e r t i c a l pressure distribution for a breaking wave i s less well 
documented although potentially more important to the designer due to 
the larger pressures exerted. 
The pressure/time history of a standing or non-breaking wave can be 
identified by i t s slow rise time and relatively low intensity, (Pigvire 
3 . 3 1 ) , i t s v e r t i c a l presstire distribution w i l l be largely hydrostatic 
having i t s greatest pressure intensity at the seabed. The pressure/time 
history of a breaking wave i s characterised by a fast rise time and 
often a high intensity transient pressure followed by a longer duration 
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pressure of the order of the standing wave pressure (Figure 3 . 3 2 ) . 
There has heen much specifkation as tO'the v e r t i c a l pressure distrihution 
of a breaking wave, the Shore Protection Manual recommends that the 
maximum pressiire he taken at S.Y/.L., decreasing paraholically ahove and 
helow this level (Figure 1.8). I n l l a r et a l ^ ^ ^ ^ suggest the location of 
the maximum pressure i s dependent on the type of breaking wave, with a 
plunging breaker exerting i t s maximum pressure above S.W.L. and a bore 
exerting i t s maximum pressure below S.V/.L. 
Impact pressures can only occur over the height of the breaking wave 
so as the S.W.L. rises and f a l l s , so too w i l l the location of the impact 
pressure on the seawall. Therefore impact pressures can only be measured 
when the pressure transducers are within the region of the breaking wave. 
At Ilfracombe M.H.W.S. i s 4.4m A.O.D. and beach level at the toe of the 
wall i s about 1m A.O.D., therefore the largest potential wave (depth 
limited) which can reach the wall without breaking i s about 3m. V/ith this 
i n mind the pressure transducers were concentrated about M.H.V/.S. at 
levels 3.2m, 4.2m, 5'2m and 6.3m with one transducer near the base of the 
_wall at. l e v e l 1 ..6m. But ..due to a mild winter the average wave height at 
Ilfracomhe was only of the order of 1m and no-where near limiting 
steepness, therefore impacts occurred mainly at the lower transducer when 
the water depth at the -wall approximately equalled the wave height, (depth 
limited breaking). So simultaneous impacts occurring at two or more 
transducers i n a vertical plane were only measured on I7 occasions, 
(13 times on 3*2.81 - Table 3*5 and 4 times on 22.1.81 - Table 3 . ? ) , 9Cffo 
of impacts occurred on the flood tide and ^Ofo on the ebb. This lack of 
simultaneoiis v e r t i c a l impacts at Ilfracombe i s due, i n part, to the 
large spacing between the two lower transducers (l . 6 m ) , and the lower than 
average wave height. No simultaneous impacts i n a ve r t i c a l plane were 
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measured at Seaford. 
At Ilfracombe the horizontal transducer array was located at level 
3 .2m, so again very few simultaneous impacts occurred (a total of 19) 
because the waves generally broke at a lower elevation on the 7;all. 
At Seaford simultaneous impacts occiirred at two transducers i n the 
horizontal plane on only 4 occasions, so no representative pressure 
distributions can be inferred from this limited data. 
3 . 9 . 1 Spatial Distribution of Impact Piessures on the Ilfracombe 
Seawall 
Various authors (Hayashi et al^^"^^ and Carr'^ "'-^ '') have found impact 
pressures to be very localised i n extent and hence have allowed these 
pressures no structural significance. During this investigation impact 
pressures have been measured simultaneously on four pressure transducers 
covering an area of 1-.6m x 1 .5ni , as shown below; 
, ( 3 9 ) ' 
0.75m 0.75m 
1.6m 
1 
This data indicates that impact pressures are not as localised as 
previously thought, and can occasionally occur over large areas of the 
breaking 7/ave front. The implications are that impact pressures occur 
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over a large enough area to he credited with some structural significance 
in the design of seawalls, (this i s investigated further i n Chapter 
Seven). 
The v e r t i c a l pressure distrihution measured on-the -Ilfracomhe seawall 
is only defined hy two points (transducers 1 and 3) which are 1.6m apart, 
as the largest significant wave height measured at Ilfracomhe was only 
1.3m then i t i s l i k e l y that these two transducers measured, pressures 
near the -top and bottom extremes of the breaking waves. These two 
points alone are not sufficient for any conclusive predictions about 
the vertical pressiire distribution, ideally at least another three points 
would be required for a better description of the distribution. 
I f the simultaneous impact pressures at transducers No. 1 and 3 are 
examined (given i n tables 3.5> 3 .7 and 3 . 8 ) , they are foimd to have 
similar magnitudes at each transducer for each impact. Out of the 17 
simultaneous impacts measured, the maximum occurred at transducer No. 1 
on 9 occasions, (i.e. approximately 50^ of "the time). A l l 17 simultaneoiis 
impacts at transducers 1 and 3 are shown i n Figure 3 . 33 , the average 
presstires at these two transducers are 12.38 KN/m and 12.92 KN/m at 
No. 1 and 3 respectively, which stiggests an almost vertical pressure 
distribution over the height of the breaking wave. The impact pressures 
at transducers 1 and 3 are not identical for every wave because impact 
pressure depends on the percentage of air entrained i n the wave and i t 
i s unlikely that the entrained air w i l l be evenly distributed throughout 
the height of the wave. 
On the basis of the very limited data available, the best v e r t i c a l 
impact pressure distribution would seem to be a uniform distribution 
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ovex the height of the hxeaking v/ave v/ith the magnitude calculated from 
equation 3 . 3 9 ' This pressure must nov/ be located v/ith respect to 
S.W.L., this v / i l l vary for different types of incident v/aves. For 
oscillatory v/aves S.W.L. occurs at a distance H / 2 down from the wave 
crest, and for solitary waves S.Y/.L. occurs at a distance H down from 
the wave crest, for real seav/aves S.W.L. w i l l l i e between these two 
extremes. The worst case from the point of view of over turning i s the 
solitary wave, but for the general case i t i s proposed that S.W.L. be taken 
at mid wave height i m t i l l fuxthei data becomes available. This pxoposed 
impact pxessuie distiibution i s shown i n Piguie 3 .34 combined with 
the hydiostatic piessuie distiibution. 
The aveiage hoiizontal impact piessiiie distiibution was expected to be 
unifoim acioss tiansducers ' 2 , 3 and 4 at level 3.2m, but from Piguie 
3.35 i t i s seen that this i s not the case, tiansducei No. 2 consistently 
measuies lowei piessuies than Nos. 3 0 1 4 . This could be due to some 
featuie i n the locky beach which sets up some consistent i i i e g u l a i i t y 
i n the incident wavej 0 1 moie l i k e l y by a faulty tiansducei, although 
checks show the tiansducei to be functioning coiiectly. Ignoiing 
tiansducei No. 2 , the aveiage piessuie measuied at tiansduceis 1, 3 and 
4 aie 12.38 KN/m^ , 12.92 YS/x^ and 12.72 KN/m^  lespectively, this 
suggests a unifoim impact piessuie distiibution over- the height and 
breadth of the wave front. 
3 . 9 . 2 Temporal Distribution of Wave .Impact Pressures on the 
Ilfracombe Seawall 
The time lag (x) between pressuies a i i i v i n g at adjacent tiansduceis 
i s dependent on the v/ave fiont steepness (to the veitical) and on 
the angle of incidence of the wave ciest i n the hoiizontal plane 
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Therefore a normal incident wave with a vertical face should result i n 
a simultaneous impact at a l l points on the wall. 
The 17 simultaneous impacts were replayed on a six channel Watanahe 
Hulticorder- (Model No. MC-6721) with compensator to a-llow-synchronization 
of a l l s i x channels', although only four channels were required. Two 
samples of simiiltaneous impacts are shown i n Figure 3 .36 , sample (a) was 
recorded'on 3'2.81 and shows the largest measured impact at Ilfracomhe 
(26.7 KlT/m^  on transducer No. 4 ) 5 sample (h) was recorded, on 22.1.81 and 
shows almost identical impact pressures at transducers 2 , 3 and 4- In 
hoth samples the hydrostatic pressure (second peak) i s very much larger 
at transducer No. T hecause this transducer i s 1.6m helow the level of 
transducers 2, -3 and 4- The time lag hetween the occurrence of the maximum 
presstires at transducers 2, 3 and 4 appeared to he zero ± O.OO5 seconds, 
this was the greatest accuracy that could he achieved with the multicorder. 
In order to ohtain a more accurate estimate of the time lag the signal 
would need to he digitised at a high sampling rate (say 1000- samples 
per second). 
The time lag hetween the occurrence of maximum pressures at transducers 
1 and 3 ( i n the v e r t i c a l plane) varied according to the magnitude of 
the pressure measured at the upper transducer (No. 3 ) . Y/hen the pressure 
at the upper transducer was of the same order, or greater than the 
pressure at the lower transducer (sample (a) i n Figure 3 .36) then the 
time lag was found to he zero + 0.005 seconds, hut when the pressure 
on the upper transducer was lower than that on the lower transducer 
(sample (h) i n Figtire 3 .36) then a f i n i t e value of X was observed. This 
value of X was i n a l l cases found to he less than the ri s e time, and 
usually of the order of 0 .05 seconds, the impact presstire always 
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occTixied at the hottom tiansducex f i x s t . 
These temporal impact piessuxe distrihutions demonstrate^ that a near" 
v e i t i c a l wave front imparts a gieatei foice on a seawall than a non-
v e i t i c a l wave fiont, for a wave of . similar characteristics. 
3.10 Extreme Wave Statistics 
A knowledge of the long term st a t i s t i c s of wave impact pressures on 
coastal structures, p a i t i c u l a i l y the distiihution of peak piessoires, 
would he of immense use to designers as i t would allow- the direct 
selection of a design pressiire without f i r s t selecting a design wave. 
This type of information can only he reliably predicted from wave 
pressiire records spanning several years. The impact data collected to 
date-is only considered reliable from the end of 1 9 8 0 (due to problems 
with the instrumentation already discussed i n Chapter Two), therefore 
only one-winters data i s available on which to base any predictions. 
Furthermore, as the winter 1 9 8 O / 8 I was particularly mild i t cannot 
be assumed typical of an average winter, so ideally this data shoiild be 
adjusted to the data from a typical winter before i t i s used. 
Success or fa i l u r e of a seawall rests solely on i t s a b i l i t y to 
withstand the maximum wave loading to which i t i s subjected, which might 
only occur once i n say 50 or 100 years. Therefore extreme values of wave 
loading are clearly important and must necessarily be estimated by 
s t a t i s t i c a l methods, (Eefs 97 to 100) . 
Since hydrostatic and impact pressures are generated by different, 
largely uncorrelated mechanisms, then each data set must be treated 
separately. 
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3.10 .1 Distribution of Extieme Hydrostatic Wave .Press-ures 
Many authois have ca i i i e d out s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of wave records 
(Refs 101 to 104) and have found that the prohahility density function 
(p.d.f.) of wave heights i s gaussisin, and that the distiihution of the 
largest wave heights from any wave recoid can he approximated to the 
Rayleigh distrihution as followsj 
2 
- a 
P(a) 2 . - . (3 .41) 2 
a 
for the peak values of the wave height distiihution at level 'a' 
Simplified relationships were developed hy Putz (^ ^^ ) hased on the 
Rayleigh distrihution, as follows; 
H = 0 .625 H ; .' (3 .42) 
' ni s 
Smax= 1-770 . . . . ( 3 . 4 3 ) 
W = 2.832 H^ (3 .44) 
Prom Section 3*3.1 i t was found that the distiihution of hydrostatic 
wave pressures was approximately gaussian, therefore i t follows that, 
i f extreme wave heights are Rayleigh distributed then extreme hydrostatic 
wave pressures should also be Rayleigh distributed (being dependent 
solely upon wave height). In which case equations 3 .42 , 3.43> and 3 .44 
shoiild also relate to hydrostatic wave pressures by substituting the 
hydiostatic wave pressure P^ ^ for wave height H . A relationship of 
this type was also found by Tic k e l l et a l ^^^5) ^^io found that long 
term peak forces on offshoie stiuctuies had a Rayleigh distiibution 
i f non-lineai effects such as diag were not included. 
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ThTis i t seems that extieme hydiostatic wave piessuies might he Hayleigh 
distiihuted, hut as hydiostatic wave piessuie i s so easily calculated 
f o i a given wave height (hy the method of Sainflou) then i t i s hettei 
to estimate extieme hydiostatic wave piessuie fiom the design wave height, 
hecause theie i s usually a laige data base of wave height data availahle 
from which to make these piedictions wheieas theie i s only one winters 
hydrostatic wave pressure data availahle. 
3 . 1 0 . 2 Distrihution of Vfave Impact Pressuies 
Theie i s l e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e impact piessToie data availahle fiom which to 
make assumptions as to the paient distiihution, and as this data spans 
only seven months, fiom Octohei to eaily llay, theie w i l l he seasonal 
vaiiations intioduced which w i l l hias the distiihution towards the larger 
values of pressure measured diaring the winter months. Additionally, the 
parent distrihution must he constant, which i s probably a.satisfactory 
assumption for each individual s i t e but does not apply to the combined data 
from a l l sites because Teignmouth and Seafoid data have dispioportionately 
l a i g e i pressure maxima than the Ilfracombe data due to the smaller 
peicentages of entrained a i r . Thus the data from each site must be 
treated separately, but as there i s a scarcity of data from Seaford 
and Teignmouth the analysis i s concentrated on the Ilfracombe data. 
The obseived cumiflative distiibution fmction (c.d.f.) of the 
ilfiacombe data i s calculated fiom the following; 
P (x) = numbei of obseivations which exceed x . . . . ( 3 . 
n 
wheie n i s the t o t a l numbei of samples, 
and i s shown i n Piguie 3 ' 3 7(a), the distiibution i s unimodal and skewed 
and shows a best f i t to the Weibull distiibution^-^-^'^although the Bayleigh 
and log-noimal distiibutions^^^^ piovide an almost equally good f i t . 
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(106) 
Kuznetsov et a l also found that the impact piessure data fiom 
t h e i i model studies had a V/eihull distiihution. 
The effects of comhining a l l impact piessuie data can cl e a i l y he 
seen i n Figuie 3.37(h) wheie the main body of the distiihution i s veiy 
sim i l a i to Figuie 3.37(a) (their modes equal 13.68 and 12.39 respectively) 
hut there i s a prounced hias towards the larger pressure i n Figuie 
3.37(h) which demonstrates that the comhined impact data distrihution 
would catise gross over estimations of the extreme presstiies i f use_d 
f o i the Ilfiacomhe s i t e . 
The c.d.f. F ( X ) of a continuous landom vaiiahle having a V/eihull 
distiihution i s given hy the following expiession, (Eef 99 ) ; 
F(2) = 
0 , i f X < V 
(3 .46) 
1 - exp - i ^ E J L ^ , i f X > v 
wheie V i s the lowest limiting value of x, a i s a scale 
paiametei and (3 i s a shape paiametei (see Appendix A^  
Equation 3 .46 gives the piohahility that a value of X i s not exceeded, 
the piohahility of the exceedence of X i s of.moie inteiest, theiefoie 
equation 3 .46 is wiitten as; 
1 - F(x) 
1, 
exp - ( J ^ ) ^ , 
a 
i f X < V 
(3 .47) 
i f X > V 
The exact form of the parent distiihution hetween the log - rioimal, 
Eayleigh and Vfeihull is not c i i t i c a l hecause as shown below a l l thiee 
distiibutions have the same extieme value distiibution. 
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3 .10 .3 Extreme Yalue Distiibution of V/ave Impact Pressirce 
The basis for extreme value analysis i s based on -work by. Fisher and 
Tippett (100) later expanded by Gumbel ^^7) originally for the 
estimation of extreme flood levels but now used extensively i n the f i e l d 
of extieme wind prediction (Eef I 0 7 ) . The method i s based on landom 
sampling of the paient distiibution (each sample to be of the same size) 
and selecting the maximum value fiom each sample. These maxima aie 
then legaided as vaiiates i n t h e i i own right with their own distiibution, 
Fishei and Tippett found that only thiee extieme value distiibutions 
were possible and hence called them Type I, Type I I and Type I I I . 
I f the parent distribution i s of the V/eibull form ( 0 1 the log-noimal 
0 1 Eayleigh) then the extieme value distiibution w i l l be Fishei - Tippett 
Type 1 ( 1 0 ° ) (also called Gumbel distiibution). The c.d.f. of a Type I 
distiibution i s given by 
F ( X ) = exp - exp - a ( x - u . ) . , . . ( 3 . 4 8 ) 
wheie • u is the mode of the distiibution = x - 0 .577 / a 
a is the dispeision = 1.282 / a 
(97) 
The standaid method of estimating these paiameteis is due to Gumbel ^ ^ 
and consists of lanking the maxima by magnitude and plotting these 
values as oidinate against a leduced vaiiate y as abscissa, 
(see Table 3 .13) this tiansforms the c.d.f. to a straight l i n e , where y 
i s given by 
y =- - In ( - m ^ ) (3 .49) 
where m i s the rank of the ordinate 
n i s the number of extreme values 
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Gumbel suggests- f i t t i n g the hest straight l i n e 'hy eye' or hy least 
squares, hut hoth of these methods lead to biased estimates of u 
and a becaTise each point i s given equal weighting whereas less confidence 
w i l l be attached to those points at either end of the line and clearly 
the largest point w i l l have the least confidence because i t i s not 
exceeded, so no information i s available on i t s probability of 
exceedence. A method has been proposed by Lieblein .^ ''^ ^^  tising what 
he calls BLUE (best linear unbiased estimators) which gives each point 
the correct weighting which leads to ixnbiased estimates of u and 
Ct (see Appendix A ) . 
The impact pressure data from Ilfracombe was sampled chronologically 
using a sample size of eight which gave fourteen extreme values, these 
extreme values are plotted i n Pigure 3 ' 3 8 , where they show a f a i r l y 
good f i t to a straight line and so suggest that extreme impact pressure 
has a Type I distribution as asstimed from the parent distribution. 
The mode and dispersion were calculated after weighting the data using 
Liebleins BLUB, this then allows calculation of the return period 
(see Appendix A) which i s also shown on Pigure 3 . 3 8 . 
Projections to 50 year return periods from only seven months data 
are clearly not sensible as can be seen from Pigiire 3 .38 , where the 
•z 
largest measured extreme equals the ^0 year return value. A minimum, 
of about three f u l l years data would be required for predictions of 
return period, this would give more confidence i n the values of the 
mode and dispersion and so allow better estimates of the 10, 20, or 
50 year return impact pressures, although for reliable estimates 10 
or more years data would be necessary. Thus Pigure 3 '38 serves only 
to demonstrate the method and to establish that the extreme value 
distribution f i t s the assumed Pisher - Tippett Type I distribution. 
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3.11 The Effects of Seawall Shape on V/aye Piessuies 
It i s d i f f i c u l t to deteimine the effects of seawall shape on the 
iesultant_wave impact piessuies especially fiom this investigation 
hecause the seawalls at Seafoid and Ilfracomhe (stepped and cuived walls 
lespectively) aie subjected to such diffeient incident waves that no 
diiect compaiisons can be made. The wave impact piessuies at Seafoid 
weie geneially highei than those at Ilfiacombe f o i the same size waves, 
but then the incident waves at Seafoid weie much sraoothei and moie 
legulai than those at Ilfiacombe. So unless diffeient shaped seawalls aie 
constiucted at the same s i t e (so that they aie subjected to identical 
incident waves'), then i t w i l l be extiemely d i f f i c u l t to deteimine the 
effects ( i f any) of seawall shape on l e a l wave impact piessuies. 
3)uiing this investigation seawall shape was found to have a 
significant effect on the magnitude of the hydiostatic piessuies which 
occuiied immediately a f t e i a wave impact. A typical piessuie histoiy of 
a wave impact at Ilfiacombe i s shown i n Figuie 3.39, this figuie has the 
(7) (17) 
familial twin peaked tiace obseived by othei investigatois^'''^ but a 
typical piessuie histoiy of a wave impact at Seafoid (Piguie 3 .40) has only 
the f i i s t peak which decays i n an exponential manner, the second peak i s 
absent. The reason no well defined hydrostatic pressure peak occurs at 
Seaford becomes apparent when one considers the process of a wave striking 
a stepped wall. Y/hen a wave with a near v e r t i c a l front strikes the f i r s t 
step, i t s momentum i s destroyed over the height of the step giving rise 
to an impact piessure which developes i n r i s e time t^, duiing which time 
the wave above this level has passed ovei the f i i s t step and impacted 
against the second step. Thus the hydiostatic piessuie measuied at the 
f i i s t step i s due to the wave above this level (which has by 'now expended 
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i t s energy) s p i l l i n g back down the v/all. I f the incident v/aves do not 
have a v e r t i c a l face (e.g. sv/ell) then the impact pressures do not occur 
and l i t t l e turbulence i s generated and the resulting hydrostatic 
pressure measured at the transducer has the familiar slow rise and f a l l 
normally associated with hydrostatic v/ave pressures. 
3.12 Relationship Between Impact and Hydrostatic Pressures for 
Breaking waves 
Every impact pressure history measured on the Ilfracombe seawall had 
two peaks, the f i r s t peak was -caused by the impacting of the wave front 
and had a magnitude dependent upon the v/ave celerity, period, percentage 
of entrained a i r , etc., and the second was the hydrostatic pressure 
exerted by the following body of the wave. The mechanism by which these 
two pressures are produced i s different, thus an increase i n hydrostatic 
pressure v / i l l not necessarily imply an increase i n impact pressure and 
vice versa although some relationship might be expected. 
To investigate this relationship ( i f any) a frequency'histogram of the 
ratio of impact pressure (P^) to hydrostatic pressure (BJJ)J as gi-yen i n 
Tables 3.3 to 3 .12 , was produced, (Pigure 3 . 4 1 ) - Bata measured at the 
Brunei seawall i s also included i n Pigure 3.41 and so i s any data from 
Seaford where the hydrostatic pressure peak clearly occurs. 
The histogram of B ^ / B J J i s seen to be excessively skewed v/ith a long 
upper t a i l , most of the data l i e s between B^/Pj^ = 1 and 2 . The data 
was f i t t e d to several skew type probability distributions i n order to 
obtain a probability description for the ratio P ^ / B J J J the results are 
as follows; 
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(i) Lognormal distribution; the theoretical lognormal distribution 
was calculated from the following; 
1 
exp 
r r-
'In X 
In (x/m^) • (3 .50) 
where 0 
In X In ( V / + 1) 
X 2 
m X 
^x 
= M-y.exp (- In x> 
|X.^  and 0^ are the mean and standard deviation respectively 
The lognormal p.d.f. i s shown i n Pigure 3*41, i t does not f i t the observed 
data very closely except at the upper t a i l and the degree of skew i s 
insufficient. 
To determine the goodness of f i t of the lognormal distribution the 
Chi-squared test was used, (found i n Kefs. 98 and 99 ) , 13 class intervals 
were used which gave a degree of freedom of 10. The theoretical 
Ghi-squafed (X ) value at a level of significance of ^  was found to 
be; 
2 
^ 0 .05 ,10 " " " ^ - ^ l 
2 2 
The actual X from the data was 49*22, so as X (j^^a la^Se^: than 
2 
X 0 05 10 there i s a greater than 5?^  chance of a measured value of 
P^/Pj^ not f i t t i n g the lognormal distribution, so this distribution i s 
rejected at the 5^ level of significance. 
( i i ) Hayleigh distribution; this distribution i s a particular form of 
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2 
the X distrihution with two degrees of freedom, and i s given hy the 
following expression; 
^x^ 
4 wo^y (3 .51) 
The Eayleigh distribution (shown i n Pigure 3.41) has a similar 
degree of skew to the observed data but tends to over estimate 
small values of P^/Pjj and under estimate large values. 
( i i i ) Gamma distribution; the gamma p.d.f. i s a two parameter 
distribution given by; 
K-1 - X X 
r(K) 
(3 .52) 
where X = 
K = 
• •r(K) = the-incomplete Gamma function - - • 
The Gamma distribution as shown i n Pigure 3 .4I models the 
observed p.d.f. at about P^/Pjj = 1 . 5 quite closely, but greatly 
under estimates the density at larger values of P^/Pj^. Overall 
the Gamma distribution displays a poor f i t to the observed data. 
(iv) Gumbel distribution; the Gumbel p.d.f. i s given by; 
f ( x ) = a e x p r - a ( x - u) - exp - a ( x - u)1 — (3.53) 
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where [i,^ = mean = u + 0.577/cx 
Q = standard deviation = 1.28/a 
The Gumhel'distribution is-also rshown i-n-Pigure-3«4-1'» does, 
not f i t the observed data very closely and has a general shape 
very similar to the lognormal distribution. 
These four theoretical p.d.f's. shown superimposed on the observed 
data i n Pigure 3 . 4 1 , form a good cross-section of the available skew 
type distributions. None of these distributions model the observed data 
over the entire range of values of P^/Pj^ , but most model small sections, 
quite closely so more data i s really required before these distributions 
can be safely rejected. 
Thus from the present data there seems to be no relationship between 
impact pressures and hydrostatic pressures, but from the observed data 
the mean value of the ratio Pj_/Pjj = 2 .025 , therefore the average impact 
pressure i s l i k e l y to be about twice the hydrostatic pressure, although 
i t could be as much as seven times the hydrostatic pressure. 
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Time (houis) 
Pigure 3.1 Typical condensed pressure/time histoiy showing non-lineai t i d a l effects 
(Hecoided at Ilfiacomhe on 23.2.81) 
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Figure 3 ,7 Sample pressure/time history for Ilfracombe seawall (19.3.80) 
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Figure 3 .9 Spectral density plot of background acceleration of Seaford seawall. 
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Fig- 3.10 Spectral density plots of peak and average accelerations of Seaford sea wall. 
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i^gure 3.13(b) Correlogram of transducer No. 1 i l l u s t r a t i n g 
data i s non-stationary over long time periods. 
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Figure 3»14(a) Cross-correlogram between transducers No, 1 
and No. 3 , i n a v e r t i c a l plane. 
Tape Number I 4 (ilfracombe) 
Figure 3.14(t>) Cross-correlogram betA7een transducers No. 1 
and No. 4 , showing expanded T scale 
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Tape Numbei I4 (llfiacombe) 
Figure 3«15(a) Cioss-correlogram between tiansducers No. 3 
and No. 4 , i n a hoiizontal plane. 
Tape Nuiabei I 4 (ilfiacombe) 
No. of samples = I6384. 
time lag ( T ) seconds 
Figuie 3.15(1J) Cioss-coiielogiam between tiansduceis No.3 
and No. 4 , showing expanded T scale. 
• - 1 7 3 -
transducers 
Figure 3 .17 The angle of incidence of a wave crest 
to the seawall 
seawall 
Figure 3.16The approximate slope of the wave front as 
i t strikes the seawall. 
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Piguie .3 •'18 Relationship hetween maximum dynamic piessuie 
and wave c e l e i i t y . 
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Pigiice 3*19 " Histogiams of wave c e l e i i t y measured duiing the peiiods 
when wave impacts occuiied. 
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F o r Key to symbolB 
see F i g u r e 3.16. 
100 
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a 
=> tn in 
z: < 
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WAVE HEIGHT H (m) 
Figure 3.21 I^mic.pressure P versus wave height H 
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Ylguxe 3.22 P u l l scale data f i t t e d to momentum/impulse. 
lelationship hased on s o l i t a r y wave theory 
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between~pressure and 
rise time enveloped by 
the curve Pjj^=3.1/t^ 
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rise time t ^ (seconds) 
Figure 3 . 2 3 Impact pressure Vers-us rise time (ilfracombe data) 
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Figuie 3-24 Belationship hetween impulse and pC^ T 
showing dependance on Hj^L^^ 
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pHjjCjj T ( K H . B / O ) (pai null; width oT wave crest) 
Flgaxe 3«27 Relationship hetween imptilse and momenttun, 
showing the dependance upon l/.^ 
D 
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Figuie 3.28 Bypeibolic lelationship between l i s e time (t^) 
and dynamic (impact) piessuie (P.)» 
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1000 
^ a i r entrained 
Figure 3 . 2 9 V e l o c i t y of Bound i n water with entrained 
a i r ( a f t e r Lundgren 1 9 6 9 ) 
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Piguie 3 .30 The dependence of impact piessuie on the 'smoothness coefficient' (X) 

Figure 3.31 Typical pressure time history for standing waves (Recorded on Ilfracombe Seawall 25-11-80) 
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Figuie 3,32 Typical piessviie/time histoiy of hieaking waves 
(Eecoided at llfiacomhe 3.2.81) 
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Figure 3,33 Vertical distribution of impact pressure onjif^iacombe seawall 
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•Figure 3 . 3 4 Proposed ve r t i c a l pressure distrihution 
for dynamic and st a t i c pressures. 
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Figure 3 .36 Synchronized pressure/time histories for 
impact on four transducers simulteineoiisly 
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(H) . Piessuxe (KN/ra^) (V,^ impact pressure ( K N / D F ) 
Piguxe 3 .37 Obsexved and theoretical parent impact pressure distrihutions 
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Piguxe 3 ,40 Typical presstiie/time history of wave impact on Seaford seawall 
Figu?e_ 3A411 .Irequency histogram of the ratio of 
impact pressure/hydrostatic pressure 
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Table 3.1 Summary of data recording sessions 
at Ilfracombe and Seaford 
Tape 
Nxjmber Site Date 
Length 
of Record 
bhannels 
of data 
No. of 
impacts 
2 
V 
Ilfracombe I 4 . 3 . 8 O ' 1 .'6 hr 1 . 0 
n 15.3.80 1.5 br 0 
II 16.3.80 1.5 hr 1 0 
II I 7 . 3 . 8 O 1.1 hr 1 0 
II 18.3.80 1.7 hr r 0 
3 Seaford. 26.11.80 1.7 br 2 0 
n 27.11 .80 3 .0 hr 4 31 
•4 
Teignmouth 7 .11 .78 2.1 hr 3 0 
II 6 .12 .78 1.1 hr 5 0 
II 7 .12 .78 2 .8 hr •5 0 
5 
Ilfracombe • 19.3.80 1,5 hr 3 0 
II 20.3.80 1.5 hr 3 0 
It 21.3.80 1.9 hr 3 0 
6 
Ilfracomhe 24.11.80 4 . 5 hr 6 0 
II 25.11.80 3 . 5 hr 4 0 
7 
Seaford 20,9.80 1.9 hr 2 0 
Ilfracombe 24 .9 .8O 1.0 hr 2 0 
8 
Seaford 18,3.80 2 .0 hr 2 0 
II I 9 . 3 . 8 O 3.1 hr 2 0 
It 20,3.80 1.7 hr' 2 0 
9 Seaford 23.1.80 3 .9 hr 1 6 
11 
Seaford 20.10.80 2.0 hr 5 0 
tl 21.10.80 3 .2 hr 4 17 
12 
Ilfracombe 1 7 . 7 .80 ,2.0 hr 3 0 
It I 8 . 7 . 8 0 ' 5 . 0 hr 4 0 
.--J13 x.:iSeaf ord 1 4 , 7 . 8 0 - 2.6 hr ; - 1 0 . . 
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Table 3.1 .(cont.) 
Tape 
Number Site Date 
Length 
of Eecord 
3hannels 
of data 
No. of 
impacts 
14 ilfracombe 21.1.81 3 .0 hr 6 21 
It 22.1.81 3 . 7 hr 6 11 
15 
Ilfracombe 22,1.81 3 .6 hr 6 14 
II 23.1.81 2.8 hr 6 0 
16 Ilfracombe 3.2.81 3 .5 hr 6 51 
II 4.2,81 2 .9 hr 6 ' 11 
17 
Ilfracombe 9.3.81 3 .5 hr 7 4 
n 10,3.81 4 . 0 hr 7 0 
19 Ilfracombe 6 . 4 . 8 I 3 .4 hr 7 = 0 
It 7 . 4 . 8 I 3.3 hr 7 0 • 
18 Ilfracombe 23.2.81 • 8 ,0 hr 6 0 
- 1 9 9 -

Tape 
NO 
Date Site 
^b 
(m) 
^b 
(m/s) 
T 
(sec) 
P. 
(KN/m^ ) 
t. 
- 1 
(sec) 
Impiils e 
(KN.s/m^) 
^ 2 
(KN.g/m ) 
No. of 
Impacts 
P. 
1. max 
KN/m'^  
11 21.10.80 
pm 
Seaford 0.90 3.64 4 .3 20.44 0 .16 1.89 51.28 17 48 .9 
14 21.01.81 
pm 
Ilfracombe 0.85 4.71 2.67 9.98 0.24 1.21 50.34 21 15.3 
14 22.01.81' 
am 
Ilfracombe 0.80 4.07 3.22 8.16 0 .29 1.28 42.67 11 11.4 
15 22.01.81 
pm 
ilfracombe 1.00 4.16 3.87 10.31 0 .25 1.25 66.97 14 . 26.7 
16 03.02.81 
pm 
Ilfracombe 1r30 4 .67 4 .42 12.89 0.18 1.22 125.31 51 14.4 
16 04.02.81 
am 
Ilfracombe 1.10 4 .29 4 .36 9.61 0.26 1.24 88 .27 11 16.2 
17 09.03.81 Ilfracombe 0.90 3.56 8 .50 9.32 0.28 1.12 96.95 4 9 .9 
13 21.03.81 Teignmouth 0.90 3.30 4 .00 12.62 0 .22 1.29 39.20 17 19.1 
5 07.05.81 Teignmouth 0.80 3.40 4 .50 .11.99 0 .12 0 .65 41:62 18 18.7 
3 27.11.80 Seaford 1.20 4 .22 4 .12 14.05 0 .12 0.88 8 8 . 0 4 31 27.7 
Table No. 3 .2 Summary of f i e l d data (quantities with a bar denote mean valueg). 
Impact piessure data 
Table MO. 3 . 3 
Tape Ko. 11 
Seaford 21.10.80 
O 0) 
I I 
L 
S ' i 
Impact 
Pressure 
Rise 
Time 
\ 
(kec) 
Hydro­
static 
Pressure 
'EN/m^ ^ 
Total 
Pressure 
Duration 
T . 
(sec") 
t^/T 
r v i o - 2 v 
Impulse 
V i / 2 
KN.~s?m^  
1 
18.5 0 . 1 4 1.30 -
2 • 5.5 0.16 0 . 4 4 
3 13.0 0.21 t . 3 7 
2 
1 5.6 0.16 _ 0v85 18.8 0 . 4 5 
• 2 • 9.8 0 . 1 5 - 1 .05 1 4 . 3 0 . 7 4 -
3 10.5 0.22 - 1.12 1 9 . 6 1.16 -
3 2 4 7 . 2 0 . 2 7 _ 3 . 7 5 7 . 2 6 . 4 
4 2 2 4 . 0 0.13 - 0.85 1 5 . 3 1 .56 -
5 2 1 9 . 3 0 . 1 5 - 0.80 I 8 . 7 1.41 -
6 2 21.6 0 . 1 4 — 1 . 4 0 10.0 1.51 
7 2 16.1 0.16 1.20 1 3 . 3 1.28 
8. 2 10.8 0 . 1 5 •0.98 1 5 . 3 0.81 
9 2 33.2 0 . 1 7 - 2 . 1 5 7.9" 2.82 -
10 2 . 1 9 . 6 0 . 1 4 - 1 . 0 5 1 3 . 3 1.37 -
11 2 48.9 0.21 - 1.35 1 5 . 5 5 . 1 3 -
12 2 2 7 . 6 0.20 - 1.20 1 6 . 7 • 2 . 7 6 -
13 1 16.3 0 . 1 7 - 0.98 . 1 7 . 3 1.38 -
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Impact piessuie data 
Table No. 3 . 4 
Tape No. I4 (cont) 
Ilfiacombe 22.1.81 
+» H 
0 0) 11 
H 
I I : 
Impact 
?iessuie 
Else 
Time 
\ 
(s%c) 
Bydio-
static 
Pressuie 
(K^m^)-
Total 
PressuK 
Duiatia 
T tseo) (xlO - 2 ) 
Impulse 
P.t./2 
(]df.s/m? 
23 1 8 . 7 0 . 2 7 7 .1 1.89 1 4 . 3 1 . 1 7 1.2 
1 11.0 0 . 2 5 11.8 2.61 9.6 1.37 0 . 9 
OA • 
2 6.6 0 . 3 0 4 . 7 2 . 0 5 1 4 . 6 0 . 9 9 1 .4 
3 9 . 8 0.22 7 .8 1.62 1 3 . 6 1.08 1.3 
•4". 7 . 2 0 . 2 3 7 .8 1.71 1 3 . 5 0.83 0 . 9 
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Impact piesstiie data 
Table No. 3 . 5 
Tape No. 15 
Ilfxacom'be 22.1.81 
4^ H 0 0) 
1 1 
M S 
1 g 
Impact 
Piessuxe 
_\ 
KN/m'^  
Else 
Time 
* i 
sec 
Hydio­
static 
PieSSU3E 
EN/m^  
Total 
Piessxue 
Duiatia 
_ T , 
sec x i o 
Impulse 
KN.s/m^  
1 1 11 .7 0 .22 8.4 1.31 16.8 1.29 1.4 
2 1 8.1 0.23 6.2 1.38 16 .7 0 .93 1.3 
3 1 8.6 0.22 • 8.2 1.58 13 .9 0 .95 1.0 
4 . 1 9.5 0.29 9.4 1.95 14 .9 1.38 1.0 
5 • 1. • 8 .3 0.31 6.8 1.81 17.1 1.29 1.2 
6 1 8.5 0 .37 8.0 1.94 19.1 1.57 1.1 
• 7 1 12.0 0 .20 10.6 2 .5 8 .0 1.20 1.1 
8 1 8.0 0 .30 7.4 2.05 14.6 1.20 1.1 
9 1 9.1 0 .24 7.8 1.55 15 .5 1.09 1.2 
10 1 14.4 0 .19 8.9 2 . 0 = 1.37 1.6 
11 1 11 .7 0.21 9.6 1.85 11.3 1.23 1.2 
12 1 16.2 , 0 .16- 8.8 1.69 9.5 1.30 1.8 
13 1 7.7 0.29 8.1 1.9 15.3 1.12 1.0 
14 1 10 .6 0.31 9.7 2.15 14 .4 1.64 1.1 
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Wave impact pressvire data 
Table No. 3.6 
Tape No. 16 
Ilfracom'be 3.2.81 
O 0) 
P i ' S 
M 
H 
1 
U 
Impact 
E^essxire 
\ 
KN/m^  
Rise 
Time 
sec 
Bydro-
static 
Pressure 
Total 
Pressure 
Duration 
_ T 
sec xio~ 2 
Impxd.se 
EN.s/m^  
1 1 1 4 . 5 0 . 1 5 1 1 . 2 2 . 0 5 7 . 3 1 . 0 9 1 .3 
2 
1 1 1 . 5 0 . 2 7 8 . 0 2 .21 1 2 . 2 1 .55 1 . 4 
2 7 . 2 0 . 1 7 2 , 3 1.35 1 2 . 6 0 . 6 2 3 .1 
3 8 . 3 0 . 1 9 4 . 4 1.31 1 4 . 6 0 . 7 9 1 .9 
4 1 4 . 4 0 . 1 4 4 . 5 1.33 8 . 4 1.01 3 . 2 
3 • 
1 1 1 . 8 0 . 3 2 9 . 5 2 . 1 5 1 4 . 9 1 . 8 9 1 . 2 
2 5 . 6 0 . 2 0 1 .5 1 .30 1 5 . 4 0 . 5 6 3 . 7 
3 1 3 . 1 0 . 1 9 4 . 0 1.31 1 4 . 5 1 . 2 4 3 . 3 
4 9 . 4 0.19 4 . 5 1 .24 1 5 . 3 0 . 8 9 2 . 1 
4 
1 1 9 . 1 0 . 4 6 1 3 . 0 2 . 0 5 7 . 8 1.53 1 .5 
2 9 . 3 0.18 2 . 6 1 .42 1 2 . 7 0 . 8 4 3 . 6 
3. . 1 9 . 6 0 . 1 4 6.1 1 .45 8 . 3 1 . 3 7 3 . 2 
4 2 6 . 7 0 . 1 2 6 . 5 1 .35 8 . 9 1 . 6 0 4 . 1 
1 2 0 . 9 0 . 1 4 1 3 . 7 2 . 2 5 6 . 2 1 .46 1 .5 
2 8 . 0 0.28 4 . 3 1 .45 1 9 . 3 1 . 1 2 1 . 9 
5 
3 1 6 . 9 0 . 1 6 4 . 8 1 . 5 . 1 0 . 7 1 .35 3 . 5 • 
4 I 8 . 4 0 . 1 4 5 . 8 1 .46 8 . 9 1 . 2 9 3w2 
6 1 . 6 . 8 0.28 4 . 8 2 . 0 1 4 . 0 0 . 9 5 1 . 4 
7 
1 1 0 . 8 0.23 8 . 3 2 ,1 1 1 . 0 1 . 2 4 1 .3 
2 8*0 0 . 1 6 2 . 1 1 .5 1 0 . 7 0 . 6 4 3 . 8 
3 1 4 . 9 0 . 1 5 5 . 6 1.31 1 1 . 5 1 .12 2 . 7 
4 1 4 . 7 0.18 5 . 4 1.28 7 . 8 1.32 2 . 7 
8 
3 1 3 . 4 0 . 2 0 3 . 6 1*20 1 6 . 7 1 . 3 4 3 . 7 
4 1 1 . 3 0 . 1 7 4 . 2 1 .15 1 3 . 9 0 . 9 6 2 . 7 
9 
1 1 2 . 2 0 . 3 5 1 2 . 2 2 . 7 0 1 3 . 0 2 . 1 4 1 . 0 ' 
3 1 1 . 4 0.18 9 . 8 1 . 6 0 1 1 . 3 1 .03 1 . 2 
4 1 3 . 3 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 6 1.71 1 2 . 3 1 .40 1 .3 
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Ioj)act preBBuxo data 
Table Hp. 3.6 
Tape No. 16 (cont.) 
ILfiacombe 3.2.81 
o o> 
M 
O 
Impact 
RresBxrte 
« ^ t 7 - 2 
Else 
Time 
* i • 
Btatic 
^essuie 
Total 
^esBvire 
Duiatim 
a? 
h/T 
oclG—~ 
Impulse 
KN.e/m sec Bee 
10 
1 1 7 . 6 0.16 13 .6 2 . 0 5 r . 8 1.41 1 .3 
2 5 . 6 0 . 1 9 2.1 1 . 6 5 1 3 . 3 0 . 5 3 2 . 7 
3 13 .0 0 . 1 4 5 . 8 1 . 6 0 8 . 8 0 . 9 1 2 . 2 
4 1 1 . 4 0.18 5 . 2 1 . 5 0 1 2 . 0 • 1 . 0 3 2 . 2 
11 
•1 15 .3 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 2 2 . 5 8 . 4 1.61 1 . 5 
2 1 1 . 2 0.16 2 . 3 1 . 2 5 12.8 0 . 9 1 4 . 9 
3 1 5 . 6 0 . 1 7 5 . 0 1 . 2 7 . 11.8 1 . 3 3 3 . 1 
4 1 4 . 6 0 . 1 6 6 . 3 1 . 3 0 1 0 . 0 • 1 . 1 7 2 . 3 
1 2 
1 1 2 . 1 0 . 1 9 8 . 5 2 . 2 3 8 . 5 1 i 1 5 1 .4 
2 7 . 9 0 . 1 6 2 . 3 1.50 1 0 . 7 0 . 6 3 3 - 4 
3 16 .6 0 . 1 5 6 . 4 1 . 5 5 9 . 7 1 .24 . 2 . 6 
4 1 5 . 4 0 . 1 6 6 . 3 1 . 5 2 1 0 . 5 1 . 2 3 2 . 4 . 
13 
1 1 4 . 8 0 . 1 7 1 0 . 7 2 . 0 5 6 . 3 . 1 . 2 6 1 . 4 
2 1 3 . 0 0 . 1 6 5 . 6 1 . 5 9 8 . 8 1 . 0 4 2 . 3 
' 3 , . 21 .Q 0 , 1 4 , 6 . 6 , 1 . 6 0 . 8.8 1 . 4 9 3.-3 
4 1 9 . 3 0 . 1 3 6 . 0 1 . 6 5 7 . 3 1 . 2 5 3 . 2 
14 
1 7 . 8 0 . 3 9 • 6 . 6 2 . 1 5 18.1 1 . 5 2 1 . 2 
2 ^- 6 . 5 0 . 2 0 2 . 9 1 . 3 5 1 4 . 8 0 . 6 5 2 . 2 
3 1 0 . 2 0 . 2 4 7 . 3 1 . 5 0 1 6 . 0 1 . 2 2 1 . 4 
4 9 . 6 0 . 2 5 7 . 1 1 . 4 5 1 7 . 2 1 . 2 0 1 . 4 
15 
-.1 1 2 . 4 0 . 2 4 1 3 . 2 2 . 3 2 1 0 . 3 1 . 4 9 0 . 9 
2 5 . 7 0 . 2 2 5 . 9 1 . 7 2 1 2 . 8 0 . 6 3 1 . 0 
3 11.8 0 . 1 7 1 1 . 4 I'.BO 9 . 4 1.01 1 . 0 
4 I5.Q' 0.1.8 1 1 . 2 2 . 1 8 . 6 . . 1 . 3 5 1 . 3 . 
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Impact piessuie data 
Table No. 3 . 7 
Tape No. 16 
Ilfiacoabe 4 .2 .81 
0 <0 
55 -2 
I H S 
1 " 
§ 'a 
Impact 
Piessuie 
\' 
'KN/m^ 
Rise 
Time 
* i 
,sec 
Biydio-
static 
FiessTxe 
K N / I ? 
Total 
Piessuie 
Duiatim 
T 
sec 
\/T 
xlO-2 
Impuls 
KN.s/m^ 
3 
1 
1 11.8 0 . 35 1 1 . 4 2 . 4 0 1 4 . 6 2.00 1.0 
3 0 . 3 0 8 . 9 1 .7 1 7 . 6 1 .36 1.0 
4 6 . 7 0 . 4 1 9 . 2 1.8 •22 .7 1 . 3 7 0 . 7 
'2 
1 10.0 0 . 2 7 7 . 7 2.0 1 3 . 5 1.35 1.3 
.3 1 1 . 9 0 . 1 7 4 . 3 1 . 3 2 1 2 . 9 1.01 2.8 
4 5.9.. 0.28 4 . 9 1 .45 1 9 . 3 0.83 1.2 
3 
3 11.8 ' - 0 . 2 5 5 . 4 1 .55 16 .1 1 .48 2.2 
4 1 4 . 4 0.18 . 5 . 6 1 .45 1 2 . 4 • 1.30 2 .6 
4 1 7 . 0 0 . 2 9 6 . 5 2.0 1 4 . 5 1.02 1.1 
5 1 6 . 5 0 . 2 7 4 . 4 1 .6 1 6 . 9 0.88 1 .5 
6 1 11.2 0.20 7 . 3 1.88 10.6 1.12 1.5 
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Impact •pxes3^3xe data 
Table No. 3.8 
Tape No. I7 
Ilfiacombe 10.3.81 
4* H 
0 a> 
P i ' S 
H !2; 
g • 
1 
1 g 
ul 
Impact 
P r e s B u i E 
/ 2 
-KN/m-
Rise 
Time 
\ 
s e c 
Hydio-
s t s t i c 
Pressme \ KN/m^ -• 
Total 
Piessij-m 
Duiaticn 
T 
s e c Xio 
Impulse 
KN.s/m^  
v . . 
1 1 8 .3 0 . 2 7 7 .8 1 .65 1 6 . 4 1 .12 1.1 
2 1 9 . 7 0 . 2 4 6 . 6 1 .64 1 4 . 6 1 .16 1 .5 
3 • 1 9 . 4 0 . 3 2 6 . 5 1.88 1 7 . 0 1 .50 1 .4 
4 . 1 9 . 9 0 . 2 9 6 . 5 2 . 1 13.-8 1.43 1 .5 
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Impact presstiie data 
Table No. 3 * 9 
Tape No. 5 
Teignmouth 7.5«81 
O 0) 
I t 
g 
0 H 
1 " i 
Impact 
E^ressure 
K^N/m^  
Bise 
Time 
* i 
sec . 
Bydio-
s t s t i c 
Piessure 
^ ^ 2 
Total 
PieSSUTR 
Duiatim 
T 
sec 
*i/T 
xlO"^ 
Impulse 
h \ / 2 
KN.s/m^  
1 1 1 2 . 1 0 . 1 2 2 . 4 1.3 ' 9 . 2 3 0 . 7 3 5 . 0 
2 ' 8 . 0 0 . 1 3 1 .7 1 .05 1 2 . 3 8 0 . 5 2 4 . 7 
3 1 7 . 5 
0 . 1 4 3 . 3 1.1 1 2 . 7 3 0 . 5 3 2 . 3 
4 . 1 1 4 . 5 0 . 1 4 4 . 0 1.1 1 2 . 7 3 1 . 0 2 3 . 5 
5 • I • 6 . 6 0 . 2 4 3 . 3 1 .4 1 5 . 7 0 . 7 3 2 . 0 
6 1 6 . 4 0.18 3 . 2 1 .2 1 5 . 0 0 . 5 8 5 . 3 
7 1 8 . 0 0 . 0 9 2 . 8 1.1 8.18 0 . 3 6 2 . 9 
8 1 1 0 . 7 0.08 2 . 9 1 .2 6 . 6 7 0 . 4 3 3 . 7 
9 1 9 . 5 0 . 1 0 3 . 3 . 1 .35 7 .41 0 . 4 8 2 . 9 
10 1 . 1 0 . 4 0 . 0 9 2 . 6 1 .2 7 . 5 0 . 4 7 4 . 0 
11 1 1 1 . 5 0 . 1 2 2 . 8 . 1 . 3 5 8 . 8 9 0 . 6 9 4 . 1 
12 1 1 1 . 3 0 . 0 7 2 . 2 1 .25 5 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 5 .1 
13 1 18.7 0 . 0 9 2 . 8 1 .2 7 . 5 0 . 8 4 6 . 7 
14 1 . 1 3 . 5 0.08 2 . 9 1 .2 6 . 6 7 0 . 5 4 4 . 7 
15 1 18.3 0 . 1 0 ' 2 . 8 1 . 3 5 7 .41 0 . 9 2 6 . 5 
16 1 18.6 0.08 3 . 5 1 .25 6 . 4 0 0 . 7 4 5 . 3 - • 
17 1 18.1 0 , 0 9 5 . 2 1 .45 6.21 0.81 3 . 5 
18 1. 12 .1 0 . 1 6 6 . 0 1 .5 1 0 . 6 7 0 . 9 7 2 . 0 
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Impact pressure data 
Table No. 3.10 
Tape No. 13 
Teignmouth 21.3.81 
+= H 
O <D if 
H 
1 
If 
impact 
pressure 
^ i 
rise 
time 
^ i 
(sec) -
hydro­
static 
pressure 
(KN/m^ ) 
total 
pressure 
duration 
T 
"(sec) 
*i/T 
( x 1 0 - 2 ) | 
impulse 
V i / 2 
KN.s/m^ ) 
1 
1 1 2 . 7 0 . 1 2 5 . 2 1 .55 7 . 7 4 0 . 7 6 2 . 4 
2 8 . 4 0 . 2 2 5 . 3 1 .5 1 4 . 7 0 . 9 2 1 .6 
2 
1 1 2 . 6 0 . 2 5 1 0 . 3 1 .9 13 .16 1 . 5 7 1 .2 
2 1 2 . 4 0 . 3 2 8 . 3 1 .8 1 7 . 7 8 1 .98 1 .5 
3 
1 1 1 . 2 0 . 1 4 8 . 4 1.8 7 . 7 8 0 . 7 8 1.3 
2 9 . 4 0 . 1 9 5 . 8 1 .7 11.18 0.89 1.6 
4 
1 9 . 4 0 . 2 9 8 .1 2 . 3 12.61 1 .36 • 1 .2 
2 8 . 0 • 0 . 1 5 7 . 0 2 . 1 7 . 1 4 0 . 6 0 •1.1 
5 
1 , 10 .2 0 . 2 2 7 . 9 2 . 2 5 9 . 7 8 1 .12 1.3 
2 1 2 . 3 0.31 7 . 6 1 . 8 5 1 6 . 7 6 1.91 1.6 
6 2 1 2 . 5 0 . 1 2 7 . 3 2 . 2 5 . 4 5 0 . 7 5 1 .7 
7 
1 1 6 . 5 0 . 2 0 1 1 . 0 2 . 2 9 . 1 0 1 .65 1 .5 
2 1 5 . 3 0 . 2 6 9 . 2 2 . 0 5 1 2 . 6 8 1.98 1 .7 
8 1 13.0 0 . 2 0 7 . 0 1 .6 1 2 . 6 1 .30 1 .9 
. 2 19...1. . 0 . 1 9 5 . 0 1 . 5 5 1 2 . 2 6 1.81 . 3 . 8 . . 
10 -
1 1 6 . 0 0 . 1 7 1 0 . 5 2 . 1 5 7 .91 1 .36 1 .5 
2 1 5 . 6 0 . 3 2 1 0 . 2 2 . 0 1 6 . 0 2 . 5 0 1 .5 
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Impact pressTOie data 
Table No. 3.11 
Tape No. 3 
Seafoid 27 -11 . 
o <a 
g 
a "a 
Impact 
Piessuie 
KN7m^  
Rise 
Time 
sec 
Hydio­
static 
Piessuie 
\ 
KN/m • 
Total 
Piesstiie 
Duiation 
.T 
sec 
*i/T 
- 2 
xio 
Impulse 
KN.s/m^  
1 1 12.4 0 . 1 2 — 1 .2 1 0 . 0 0 . 7 4 -
2 1 3 . 2 0.08 1.4 5 . 7 0 . 5 3 
3 1 1 1 . 9 0 . 1 7 1 .35 1 2 . 6 1.01 • -
4 . 1 2 7 . 7 0 . 1 5 5.1 1 .9 7 . 9 2.08 5^4 
5' 1 9 . 4 0 . 1 0 — 1 . 2 5 8 . 0 0 . 4 7 — 
6 1 0 . 6 0 . 0 9 1 .45 6 . 2 0 . 4 8 
7 1 1 7 . 3 0.18 5 . 8 1 .55 1 1 . 6 1 .56 3 . 0 
8 1 1 7 . 0 0 . 1 2 _ 1 .7 7 .1 1 . 0 2 _ 
9 1 1 1 . 0 0 . 1 0 — 1 . 1 5 8 . 7 0 . 5 5 — 
10 1 1 6 . 0 0 . 1 2 8 . 6 1 . 6 2 7 . 4 0 . 9 6 1 .9 
11 1 9 . 4 0 . G 8 1 .75 4 . 6 0 . 7 8 — 
12 s 1 0 . 4 - 0 . 1 1 . 4 . 3 1 . 3 0 8 . 5 - 0 . 5 7 2 . 4 
13 1 2 . 4 0 . 1 2 1 .55 7 . 7 0 . 7 4 mm 
1 4 1 . 1 3 . 0 , 0.13 — 1 . 7 0 7 . 6 0 . 8 4 -
.15- ..1 . 21 .9 . . . ,Q.15 • 1.55 - 7 . 7 1 . 6 4 
16 9 . 5 0 . 1 4 mm 0 . 9 0 1 4 . 7 0 . 6 7 
17 1 8 . 9 0 . 1 4 mm 1 . 7 8 . 2 0 . 6 2 
18 1 6 . 9 0 . 1 2 1 . 5 5 7 . 7 1.01 
19 i ' 1 6 . 2 0.18 - 1 . 0 5 1 7 . 1 1 . 4 6 -
2 0 1 3 . 8 o;io — 1 . 6 0 6 . 2 0 . 6 9 
21 1 1 2 . 4 0.09 - 1 .35 6 . 7 0 . 5 6 -
22 1 1 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 5.1 1 . 5 0 6 . 7 0 . 5 6 2 . 2 
23 1 1 . 9 0 . 1 6 6 . 2 - 1 . 7 5 9 .1 0 . 9 5 1.9 
2 4 1 1 1 . 2 0 . 1 9 — 1 . 4 0 1 3 . 6 1 .06 
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Impact piessttre data 
Table No. 3.11 
Tape No. 3 (cont) 
Seafoid 27.11.80 
O O 
pf"! 
H 
1 
1 g 
Impact 
Piessxiie 
KN/m^  
Rise 
Time 
\ 
sec 
Bydio-
static 
Piessme-
Total 
Piesstiie 
Duration 
T 
sec Xio 
Impulse 
KN.s/m^ 
25 13.0 0 . 1 1 1 .35 8 .1 0 . 7 1 
26 1 1 3 . 0 0.16 8 . 2 1 . 9 0 8 . 4 1 . 0 4 1.6 
27 1 1 4 . 2 0 . 1 1 1.31 8 . 4 0 . 7 9 
28 1 1 5 . 4 0 . 0 9 1 .40 6 . 4 0 . 6 9 -
29 1 • 1 5 . 9 0 . 1 0 — 1 .70 5 . 9 0 . 7 9 — 
30 1 1 2 . 0 0 . 1 1 5 . 0 1 .25 8 . 8 0 . 6 6 2 . 4 
31 1 1 4 . 1 0 . 1 2 6 . 4 . 1 . 7 5 6 . 8 0 . 8 5 2 . 2 
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f! 
Site Date Tape No. Spectral density analysis Correlation Visual 
range of pre­
dominant wave 
periods 
length of 
sample 
analysed 
average •wave 
period from 
correlograms 
inin & max 
observed 
wave .period 
number of 
obs ervations 
average 
wave 
period 
Seaford 21-10-80 11 10 to 2 sec 3 3 ' 3 minutes 3 . 9 sec 2 to 8 sec 37 4*3 sec 
Seaford 27-11-80 3 10 to 2 sec 3 3 ' 3 minutes 3 . 7 sec 3 to 10 sec 61 4 . 2 sec 
Ilfracom'be. 21-1-81 14 6 . 7 to 2 . 5 s 66 i 6 minutes- 2 . 6 sec 2 to 6 sec 42 2 . 7 sec 
Ilfracombe 22-1-81 14 . 10 to 2 . 5 s 6 6 . 6 minutes 2 . 9 sec 2 to 7 sec 92 3 . 2 sec 
Ilfracombe 22-1-81 15 10 to - 3 s 3 s 33•3 minutes 3 . 5 sec 2 to 7 sec 31 3 . 9 sec 
Ilfracombe 3-2-81 16 - - 2 to 10 sec 46 4 . 4 sec 
Ilfracombe 4-2-81 16 
- -
2 to 9 sec 52 4 . 4 sec 
Ilfracombe 9-3-r81 17 1 3 . 3 to 4 s 2 9 . 2 minutes 7 . 7 sec 6 to 11 sec 27 8 .5 sec 
Table 3 . 1 2 Comparison between visual measurements of wave period and those obtained from 
spectral density and correlation analysis. 
Sample 
Nximber 
Maxima 
• (KN/m^ ) 
Rank Cumulative Piob 
m-
n.+ 1 
Reduced 
Yaiiate (y) 
1 13.5 4 .267 • - ; a . 278 
• 2 12.6 3 .200 - 0.476 
3 15.3 8 .533 0.436 
• 4 11 .4 1 .067 - 0.990 
5 12 .0 2 
.133 - 0.700 
6 
.16.2 9 .600 0.672 
7 19.1 11 .733 1.169 
8 26 .7 14 .933 2.668 
9 14 .9 6 .400 0.087 
10 17.6 10 
.667 0 .904 
11 21.6 13 .867 1.947 
12 19.3 12 .800 1.500 
13 .15.0 7 .467 0.273 
14 14 .4 5 .333 - 0 .095 
Table 3.13 Reduced vaiiate y f o i a Fishei - Tippett . type I extieme 
value distiibution. 
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CHAPTER mm 
3DISCTTSSIGIT-
There have heen only twelve previous f u l l scale investigations (Table 1 
which have tneasured wave impact pressures on coastal structures, and 
of this data most is either unreliable due to crude instrumentation 
or inconclusive because of insufficient quantity. The d i f f i c u l t y 
i n measuring real wave impact pressures led to many model studies 
i n the laboratory, imder these controlled conditions large quantities 
of data were generated but satisfactory scaling of this- data up to 
f u l l size waves was not achieved. Therefore there i s an obvious need 
for additional reliable f u l l scale data on the pressiires produced 
by breaking waves i n a real sea and the distribution of these press-ures 
over the face of a structure. 
This investigation has gone a long way towards f u l f i l l i n g this 
need and has amassed more wave impact pressure data than the sum 
of a l l previous f u l l scale investigations. The transducers developed 
to measure these pressures are capable of responding to wave impacts 
of less than one milli-second duration, are cheap to manufacture, 
self contained and versatile. This pressure measuring system i s 
attached to the seawalls by a single bolt fixi n g and so i s suitable 
for mounting on the face of almost any type of seawall or similar 
coastal structure with a minimum of expense and in s t a l l a t i o n 
problems. 
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4« 1 'The IfeastLrement of V/ave Paiameters 
The local wave parameters C^ , and T were measured as close to 
the seawalls as was possihle, so for most purposes these values can 
he assumed to he those actually occurring at the seawalls"at the 
moment of impact. The exact location at which these parameters were 
measured v/as a compromise hetween heing close to the wall and heing 
out of the region of disturbance caused hy the wall, so that individual 
wave crests could s t i l l he picked out. By measuring wave parameters at 
the seawalls the total numher of variables needed to define the 
conditions at impact were reduced to just three (C^, and T), as shown 
i n Section 3 ' 5 ' Previous equations for estimating wave impact pressures 
were often written i n terms of parameters which were not clearly defined 
or else were d i f f i c u l t to measure, i.e. Salih-Kirgoz^^^^ gave an 
equation derived from his model studies i n terms of beach slope, 
most beaches do not have a perfectly uniform slope and some are uneven 
and rocky and affected -by scour which could -change the slope during 
the course of each tide (as at Seaford), therefore beach slope i s not 
easy to estimate for real beaches. Molitor^^^ gave an impact pressure 
equation i n terms of water particle orbital velocity, this cannot be 
easily measured at the instant of impact i n a real sea and cannot be 
calculated because waves i n shoaling water generally change, from 
oscillatory to translatory as they approach the wall, so the exact 
(72) 
orbital velocity at any point cannot be found, liinikin's equation^ ' 
was developed for composite breakwaters i n f a i r l y deep water and so 
contains a parameter of water depth at the toe of the mound (D ) . 
This equation was modified i n Ref.74 use on seawalls but i t 
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s t i l l contains this deep water parameter which now becomes irrelevant 
and d i f f i c u l t to measure. Other impact pressure equations, from Gaillard^^^, 
Hirpi^^^ and others contain the parameters H (wave height) and C (wave 
c e l e r i t y ) b u t dp not specify where 'these parameters were measured i n 
relation to the seawall. 
Thus by specifing the measurement of C^ , H^^ and T at the seawall i t 
reduces the number of variables to three because the influence of 
factors such as beach slope and water depth i s already included i n 
G^, and T when measured at the seawall. 
The parameters 0^, H^^ and T were a l l measured i n a number of ways • 
by both visual and instrumental methods, as discussed i n Chapter Two. 
At Ilfracombe, especially, the instrumental records were very 
d i f f i c u l t to interpret because individual wave crests could not often 
be picked out due to wave breaking i n the region of the pressure 
transducers and because of the severe reflection and refraction induced 
by the rocky seabed. V/ave celerity calculated from the relationship 
C = (gd)^ was necessarily prone to errors because of changes i n the 
S,V/.L. caused by the tide and more importantly the level of the rocky 
seabed between the wave- staff and the seawall was so irregular that the 
wave celerity did not have time to adjust to each new change i n level, (d 
could vary by over 1m i n a 20cm length of seabed at Ilfracombe, Figure 
2 . 2 1 ) . So, as the wave celerity could not respond instantly to changes 
i n water depth then the value calculated from C = (gd)^' could only be 
expected to be very approximate, hence the f a i r l y large differences 
between this value and the value obtained visually. 
Therefore the most reliable measures of C, , JE, and T were regarded 
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as being those obtained visually. Visual measurements of v/ave 
parameters at rocky sites such as Ilfracombe have important advantages 
over instrxamental measurements because i n a confused sea state ivith a 
high degree of wave reflection-it^ds- possible -to -be selective wi-th •-
visual measurements and so obtain f a i r estimates of the wave 
parameters by ignoring reflected waves. V/hereas instrumental records 
obtained close to the wall are l i k e l y to be contaminated by reflected 
waves, and so give distorted estimates of the wave parameters. 
4 .2 The Impulse Momentum Relationship 
The impulse momentum relationship (eqiiations 3.35 and 3 .36) appears 
to describe the phenomenon of wave breaking qtiite well, as evidenced 
by Figure 3 .24 . Equations 3 '35 and 3-36 are based on the gross 
kinematics of the wave impact and are written i n terms of the local 
wave celerity {C^), wave period (T) and local wave height {U^). 
The equations were written i n these general terms at breaking so that 
they would be applicable to waves of any type (i.e. oscillatory, 
solitary, random) assuming wave celerity can be used to represent the 
actual water particle velocity. Other authors (Denny^''^\ Carr^^^^) 
derived equations based on the impulse-momentum equation but for the 
particular case of a solitary wave, they reduced the equation by 
making various approximations so that the impact pressure was a 
function solely of wave height, thereby limiting, the applicability 
of their equations to solitary waves of maximum height and 
steepness. 
From their model studies Denny and Ciarr found that the fraction of 
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wave momentTim des.tToyed i n pioducing the shock impulse on the wall 
appioached a definite maximxim value, given as 0 .07 (Denny) and 0.11 
(Cair). These values aie d i i e c t l y equivalent to the coefficient K' i n 
equation 3«35, the maximTim value of K' possihle from equation 3.35 i s 
0.044 (for Hj^/l^ =1/7) > •this is. s l i g h t l y lower than the values given 
hy Denny and Carr.: This difference in.K' values was shown to he due to 
the approximations made hy Denny and Carr (see Chapter Three Section 
3.5) which tended to overestimate K' for waves of less than limiting 
steepness. 
The. relationship between wave momentum and wave impulse at breaking 
appears to be linear, (Figure 3 . 2 4 ) , this means a fixed percentage 
of wave momentum is transformed into impulse energy, the exact 
percentage (given by equation 3 ' 3 5 ) depends on the wave steepness 
at breaking and varies from about |- to I^o. Eqiiation 3..35 applies 
equally well to both model and f u l l scale breaking waves, but the 
exact value of the coefficient K' i s open to discussion because the 
lack of data i n Figure 3•25' allows a range of slopes to be chosen. 
This lack of data from other investigations i s also apparent in 
Figure 3 ' 2 4 , this i s because very few authors have measured the. breaking 
wave impulse ( or measured the rise time, which woTild allow calculation 
of the impulse), so their data cannot be used for comparison. 
4 '3 V/ave impact Pressures 
4.3 .1 Proposed Equations 
Gaillard^^^, i n the late iTineteehth Century was the f i r s t to 
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consider the phenomenon of -.vave breaking i n any great detail. He 
•came to the conclusion that a breaking wave impact was similar to a 
jet of water impacting upon a f l a t plate, and gave the wave impact 
pressure i n terms of the stagnation pressure (^-pV^), with an 
additional coefficient to account for non-steady flow. Most other 
f u l l scale investigations adopted this equation with differing 
empirical coefficients. Then i n the 1930's Bagnold^''''^^ from his 
model studies, developed a theoretical model to explain the generation 
of wave impact pressures, he came to the conclusion that impact 
pressures were the result of the compression of a thin lens of air 
trapped between the wave front and the seawall. The thickness of this 
hypothetical a i r cushion was never actually measured by Bagnold and 
so his theoretical model was not validated by his experimental data. 
The above two theories were the most popular for explaining the 
generation of wave impact pressures and later investigations 
generally adopted either one or the other. 
In this investigation, pressure transducers were moxanted on the 
seawalls i n such a way as to exclude an a i r cushion from between the 
wave front and the wall, but impact presstires s t i l l occurred. So i t 
seems that the compression of a trapped a i r cushion i s not the 
major factor governing the generation of wave impact pressures. 
Gaillards equation was found to provide a poor f i t to the available 
data, which included data from this investigation and some model 
scale data, as shown i n Figure 3.18. This suggested that there was 
some additional unknown parameter influencing the generation of 
wave impact presstires. Upon examination of the impact pressure 
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h i s t o r i e s of hoth r e a l and model wave impacts there was found to be 
l i t t l e difference i n the magnitudes of the maximum impact jpressures, but 
the r i s e times of r e a l sea wave impacts were found to l a s t 2 o i 3 times 
longer than those of model waves, (Figure 3.28). The r i s e time i s the time 
taken for the wave impact to reach i t s maximum value and depends on 
the density of the impinging air/water mixture i n the wave^^^\ 
V/hen a i r i s entrained i n the wave the speed of sound through th i s 
• air/water mixture i s greatly reduced (Figure 3 » 2 9 ) , as r e a l waves generally 
contain r e l a t i v e l y large volmea of entrained a i r then t h e i i impact 
pressxires w i l l be developed much more slowly than model wave impabt pxessuzea* 
A breaking wave was found to convert a f i x e d percentage of i t s 
momentum i n t o impulse energy (Figure 3 . 2 4 ) , thus as impulse ^ t 
i f the r i s e time increases then the impact pressure must decrease. 
So wave impact pressiire seems to be d i r e c t l y proportional t o the 
percentage of a i r entrained i n the breiaking wave. The volume of a i r 
• entrained i n a r e a l sea wave cannot be measured, especially Where 
the wave brealffl and reforms as i n shoaling waters. This percentage of 
entrained a i r , while not lending i t s e l f to precise measurement, tnust 
be related i n shoaling water to the type of seabed (among other things). 
A"rocky beach i s l i k e l y to produce a confused sea state and a 
large amount of 'white water' , whereas a smooth beach with uniform 
slope w i l l not generally cause a wave to break u n t i l i t becomes diepth 
l i m i t e d . None of thei many previoxjs empirical equations for estimating 
impaqt pressure have considered the effect of a i r entraihment, and the 
phenomenon of wave breaking i s s t i l l i n s u f f i c i e n t l y well imderstood f o r a 
rigorous mathematical approach, so equation 3*39 (as shown below) i s 
proposed as the best r a t i o n a l compromise available at present, 
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e.g. 
P. = XpC^^T 
where X i s a-smoothness-coefficient (from Section 3 .6) related to.the 
type of seahed i n front of the seawall. Por model studies with"' 
unrealistically smooth wave forms and small yoltimes of entrained a i r , 
X varies hetween 1 and 10 and for real seawalls X ranges from 0.1 to 
0.5 (Figure 3«30). It i s not possihle to physically measure X hut from 
the data i n Pigure 3 .30 various values of X can be tentatively assigned 
to the different beach types as follows; for smooth beaches with uniform 
slopes, a X value of 0 .5 i s suggested and for rocky beaches values of 
X from 0.1 to 0 .2 appear to be more suitable. This manner of 
classification i s very much over simplified because wave breaking 
and air entrainment i s not solely dependent upon the beach type, but 
is also affected by wind speed and direction, beach slope, water 
depth and wave reflection. But, because there i s limited data available 
i t i s more convenient to include a l l of these, variables into a single 
quantity ( X ) , the value of which w i l l remain largely subjective u n t i l 
more well docximented data becomes available. 
In Chapter Three, equation 3 .39 was compared with the equations for 
breaking and broken wave pressures given i n the Shore Protection 
Manual^ '''^ .^ The pressures calculated from equation 3 .39 using X = O.5 
were significantly lower than those given by the Shore Protection 
ifenvial equation for bfeaking waves, but equation 3.39 f i t s the data 
measured during this investigation (as shown i n Figirre 3.30.) and so 
appears to be more applicable than the Shore Protection L'lanual 
equation, (which was based on model data). Using X = 0.1 i n eqtiation 
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3 '39 gave pressures similar to those given by the Shore Protection 
Manual for broken waves. So equation 3.39 seems to apply to both 
breaking and broken waves. This implies that breaking and broken waves 
both convert a similar percentage of their momentum into impulse 
energy.,..-but as broken-waves., contain a^very large volume..-of entrained 
air then their momentum i s transformed more slowly resulting i n 
lower impact pressures. 
4 ' 3 . 2 "Comparison of Measured Yfave Impact Pressures 
The impact pressures measured during this investigation were 
(11") 
of a similar order of magnitude to those measured by Millar et a l ^ 
the most recent investigation, but considerably lower than those 
measured by other f u l l scale investigations. The reasons for this 
(7) 
can be found by examining the different sites-used, Kouville et al^'*^, 
Cot^^^ and Kuribayashi et a l ^ ^ ^ a l l used harbour walls where there 
was deep water, whereas this investigation and that of Millar were 
conducted i n shoaling water. The deep water sites have the potential 
for large waves with high celerity, but i n shoaling water both wave 
height and celerity are restricted by water depth thereby limiting 
the wave momentum and consequently the impact pressures. I f Millar's 
data i s compared with that from Ilfracombe and Seaford (as shown on 
page 224) , i t can be seen that the Seaford data has impact pressures 
quite similar to those measured by itLll a r , this i s to be expected because 
,both sites have unobstructed foreshores with f a i r l y regular slopes and 
both sites experienced similar waves. The beach at Seaford i s steeper 
than at Cape Cod hence the higher maximum impact pressure v/hich probably 
occurred because higher waves with greater celerity can approach closer 
to the Seaford wall before breaking. 
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The impact pressures measured at Ilfracomhe are significantly 
lower than those at either Seaford or Cape Cod. This is because 
the foreshore at Ilfracombe i s very rocky which creates a confused 
sea state and generally causes waves to at least partially break 
before reaching the wall, thereby entraining large volumes of a i r . 
Thus even though the majority of impact pressure data was measured 
at Ilfracombe ( l 1 2 impacts i n six recording sessions compared with 
48 impacts i n two sessions at Seaford), the maximum impact pressure 
i s relatively low when compared with the Seaford data. This i s 
because the comparatively large volume of a i r entrained i n a breakdLng 
wave at Ilfracombe means.it w i l l have a smaller X value and 
consequently w i l l produce smaller impact pressures, (as deduced from 
Section 3 ' 6 ) . . 
Average Kaximum Average Y/ave 
Pressure Pressure Height 
Ilfracombe 
Seaford 
Cape Cod 
(Millar et al) 
10.1 ZN/m^  26 .7 m/m^ 0 .99 m 
17.2 KS/m^ 48 .9 Kff/m^ I . 0 5 m 
19.0 KN/m^  41 .4 KN/m^  0 .90 m 
4-4 Vertical Impact Pressure Distribution 
Prom previous investigations, both model and fvll scale, there 
has been disagreement as to the location of the maximum impact 
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piessure i n the vertical plane. Many investigators, measured the 
maximum impact pressure at s t i l l water level (S.W.L.), i..e. H i i o i ^ ^ \ 
Luiggi^^^ and Gaillaid^-^\ this led Ivlinikin^'^^^ to pioduce his well 
known v e i t i c a l impact piessuie distiihution (Piguie 1^.8.) with i t s 
maximum at S.V/.L., leducing paiaholically to zeio at hoth the wave 
ciest and tiough. Othei investigatois measuied the maximum impact 
piessuie neai the wave ciest (Bagnold^''^)) 0 1 neai the wave tiough 
(Himdgien^^^^). Duiing this investigation, at Ilfiacorahe, the 
location of the maximum impact piess.uie was found to vaiy hetween 
the top and hottom of the wave, although the aveiage impact piessuie 
distiihution appealed to he unifoim ovei the height of the hieaking 
wave. 
The extent of the wave impact duiing hieaking has geneially heen 
paid less attention than the location of the maximum piessuie. 
Howevei, Bagnold considered impact pressures could only occur ovei 
the height of a compiessed a i i cushion which extended fiom the wave 
ciest to a level 0.4Hj^ below the ciest, .Eoss^"^^^ foiuad impact piessuies 
occuiied fiom neai the ciest to some distance below S.W.L., and 
Laiias^^^^ found impact piessuies occuiied ovei a laige zone neai 
S.W.L. 
Thus theie seems to be a consideiable amount of disagieement as to 
the extent of the wave impact piessuie ovei the face of the wall, as 
well as to the location of the maximum impact piessuie. Even wheie 
two investigations use waves of similai chaiacteiistics, theie i s s t i l l 
no guaiantee of similar lesults. This i s due, i n pait, to the vaiious 
types of bieaking waves encounteied, H i l l a i et a l ^ found a 
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plunging wave generated a maximuni pressure near the hase of the wave -
yet a bore generated a maximum near the wave crest, these two 
extremes of breaking wave types were both encountered at the same 
site. Therefore i t would seem that the maximum impact pressure and 
the v e r t i c a l pressure distribution are governed by the type of 
breaking wave. The wave type i s very d i f f i c u l t to characterise i n a 
real sea at the instant of impact, and as the designer i s only 
generally interested i n the maximum possible impact pressure then i t 
i s not practicia;!- (or possible) to produce v e r t i c a l impact, pressure 
distributions for each breaking wave type. 
Most seawalls w i l l be subjected to a l l conditions of breaking 
waves during their lifetimes, therefore i t would be unwise to design 
a seawall using a ver t i c a l pressure distribution for a specific type 
of breaking wave, (unless i t . was the worst case). Hence the vertical impact 
pressiire distributions of Molitor^^\ L u i g g i ^ ^ \ Miinkin^'^^^ etc., 
which have a maximum value at S.W.L. v/ith a triangular type 
distribution above and below this level do not generally represent 
the worst case of loading (for overturning). The worst case would 
probably occur for a maximum pressure at or near the wave crest. At 
Ilfracombe the maximum impact pressure was measured at the wave crest for 
approximately .567^ of a l l recorded v e r t i c a l pressure distributions. 
So i n the l i g h t of current data, these triangular type distributions 
appear suspect. Therefore a uniform v e r t i c a l impact pressure 
distribution, which probably represents the worst case for sliding 
and'overturning, i s proposed. The impact pressure calculated from 
equation 3 .39 i s applied uniformly over the height of the breaking 
wave as shown i n Figure 3 ' 3 4 ' There is some evidence to support this 
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pxoposed impact pressuie distribution, the Shore Protection- Lianual 
gives the same ve r t i c a l pressure distribution but for broken waves only 
(95) 
and Muir-V/ood^ -'^ '^ ' also gives the same distribution, for breaking 
v/aves, but extending only over height 0.75Hj^ (measured dov/n from the • 
v/ave crest). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLIJSIOHS ML SUGGESTIONS PGR FURTHER EESEABCH 
Concl-usioaa 
The high pxesstu:e uiansient -wave impacts appear to.he caused 
hy the wave front striking the seawall and not hy the 
compression of an a i r cushion. 
Wave impact pressures of up to seven times the hydrostatic 
pressure were measured, although very high pressvire impacts 
(as measxired hy Rouville et 31^ "^ ^ were ahsent, prohahly due 
to the high percentage of air entrained i n the breaking wave. 
Yon Karman's^^^^ water hammer expression (pY-^Tl/) does not 
seem to apply to wave impact, pressures, even allowing for the 
reduction i n due to air entrainment. 
None of the many previous empirical or semi-empirical equations 
used to estimate wave impact pressures apply throughout the 
range of model and f v i l l scale impacts. Each equation seems 
only to f i t a particular set of circumstances. 
Wave impact pressures were found to last appreciably longer 
than previously thought, of the order of 100 to 200 milli-seconds 
This i s about 100 times longer than most model scale impacts 
and from 4 to 10 times longer than those measured by. 
Rouville et a l . 
No explicit mathematical relationship was found to relate the 
wave impact pressure to measured wave parameters, although impact 
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pressure was found to be a function of wave celerity (C^) and 
wave period (T) in the following form (equation 3 . 3 9 ) , 
e.g. = XpC^^T 
where the coefficient \ i s essentially dependent upon the 
percentage of air entrained i n the wave at breaking. HecommenJ^eJ. 
values for X are given i n Chapter Three. 
Y/ave impact pressures cannot be scaled from model to f u l l size 
waves with any degree of certainty because the major factor 
i n the generation of impact pressures i s the percentage of air 
entrained i n the breaking wave. This percentage of entrained 
air cannot be calculated or scaled and w i l l always be 
disproportionately lower i n model scale waves' becaus'e of 
siirface tension effects. . 
The largest impact pressures occurred when the wave front was 
ve r t i c a l or nearly v e r t i c a l . 
Y/ave impact pressxires were measured, on occasion, simultaneously 
by up to fovir pressure transducers, of these four transducers, 
two were.located 1.6m apart v e r t i c a l l y (approximately at the 
wave crest and trough) and two were spaced 1.5m apart 
horizontally. Therefore i t seems .that wave impact-pressures can 
occur simultaneously over large areas (covering the height of 
the breaking wave) and are not jiist isolated, localised events 
as previously thought. 
The ver t i c a l impact pressure distribution appears, from the 
limited data available, to be substantially ixniform over the 
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height of the breaking wave, any localised high pressures 
are probably due to an uneven dispersion of the entrained 
a i r over the height of the wave. 
The wave impulse measured on the seawalls was found to be a 
fixed percentage of the wave momentum dependent only upon the 
loc a l wave steepness (H ^ / I ^ ) , this percentage increased as 
Hj^/l^ increased. 
The impulse momentum relationship (equation 3.35) applies to 
a l l cases of breaking waves examined including, model scale 
waves, data from this investigation and data from Rouville et a l . 
The scaling law for the impiilse between model and f u l l scale 
waves appear to be linear. 
Suggestions For Further Reasearch 
More data i s required on the ve r t i c a l distribution of real 
wave impact pressures, this could be obtained by increasing the 
number of pressure transducers over the' height of the breaking 
wave from the two i n use at present to say five. This, would 
enable "the assumption of a linear distribution to be assessed. 
Wave height, celerity and period v;ere not measured for every 
individxial wave that produced an impact pressure, only-average 
values were estimated for each recording session. This has 
meant that over 150 individual wave impacts have had to be 
reduced to just 8 average values so- that they could be plotted 
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i n Figures 3.24 to 3 .27 . These average values are sufficient 
for an i n i t i a l appraisal hut. hecause the exact position of 
each data point i s unknown then the degree of error i n any 
relationship found from this data can not he assessed._!.So.. 
ideally the wave height, celerity and period need to he ' 
measured for every incident wave, this w i l l allow better 
estimates of the relationships i n Figures 3.24 to 3.27 and 
give some indication of their accuracy. 
( i i i ) This investigation needs to be extended to include other 
seawalls with a range of incident wave characteristics different 
to those encountered at either Ilfracombe or Seaford. This w i l l 
give an indication of the applicability of equations 3 .39 and 
3-35 to waves outside of the particular range for which these 
equations were developed. Also, i t i s worth investigating 
further, the effects of wall profile on the wave impact pressure. 
This would be best carried out at two sites with very similar 
beaches and prevailing incident waves, so that any differences 
i n pressTore would be due mainly to the differences i n wall 
profi l e and not confused by differences i n the -incident waves, 
as at Ilfracombe and Seaford; 
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PART B 
ANALYTICAL SEAWALL MODELLING 
INTROPgCTION TO PAST B 
When waves hieak on.a seawall there is a possiblity that tiansient 
impact piessuies many times the hydiostatic piessme w i l l occui. 
Methods of estimating the magnitude of these impact piessuies aie 
availahle (see Pait A of this thesis), hut veiy l i t t l e i s known of 
the lesponse of the seawalls when subjected to these piessuies. Some 
authois (ROSS^-^^'^ and Hayashi et al^^"^^) assumed that these shoit 
duiation tiansient piessuies had no st i u c t u i a l significance on f u l l 
size seawalls, (these conclusions weie diawn fiom model expeiiments). 
Yet the majoiity of the empiiical and semi-empiiical equations used hy 
seawall designeis aie hased on the magnitude of the impact piessuie. 
Theiefoie i f impact piessuies have no. s t i u c t u i a l significance then 
seawalls designed to withstand the- impact piessuie w i l l he veiy 
conseivative stiuctuies. 
Thus theie i s a need f o i piototjrpe data on the st i u c t u i a l hehavio-ui 
of l e a l seawalls subjected to wave impact piessuies. The only pievious 
investigation to attempt to measuie the st i u c t u i a l lesponse of a coastal 
( 9 ) 
stiuctuie subjected to wave loading was that of Kuiibayashi et a l ^ 
although they limited the scope of t h e i i investigation to measuiing 
the period of violation of the bieakwatei. 
The f i r s t prototype data on the response of real seawalls was 
measured during this investigation by using accelerometers mounted on 
top of the seawalls, (the data i s presented i n Part A). This data 
seemed to indicate that seawalls did respond to the transient wave 
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impact pressuies, as shown i n Figure 3 . 8 , although this could not he 
determined conclusively hecause i t was not possihle to isolate the 
seav/all response to a single v/ave impact. Therefore i t i s necessary 
to produce analytical models of the seawalls based on the prototype 
data available i n Part A of this thesis. These analytical models 
v / i l l then be subjected to various wave impact loads, covering the 
whole range of model and f u l l scale wave impacts as measured during 
this investigation and by other authors. This should then lead to a 
good -understanding of the dynamic and static behaviour of real 
seawalls under a l l types of v/ave loading. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DYNAI.1IC SEAWALL ANALYSIS 
6.1 Intioduction 
Seawall design i s geneially tieated as a static pioblem, with the 
l e a l seawaves heing leplaced hy a maximum oi design wave f o i a given 
letuin peiiod. This i s piohahly sufficient f o i most components of 
wave, loading which have a f a i i l y low fiequency and so geneiate small 
i n e i t i a l foices i n the stiuctuie which can he neglected. But i n a 
l e a l sea there aie l i k e l y to he waves with a range of frequencies, 
some of which might induce a dynamic response i n the structure. There 
i s also the occasional tiansient wave impact load which i s definitely 
of a dynamic natuie, hut hecause of i t s veiy shoit duiation i t i s 
uncleai whethei i t has any st i u c t u i a l significance. Theiefoie the 
dynamic analysis must he consideied fiom two diffeient appioaches; 
A s t a t i s t i c a l analysis, w i l l he jcequiied to evaltiate the 
seawall lesponse to the landom hydiostatic wave loading. 
A deteiministic analysis w i l l he lequiied to evaluate 
the seawall lesponse to the impulsive wave impact load. 
In any dynamic piohlem the main paiameteis needed to f u l l y define 
the s t i u c t u i a l lesponse and hehavioui of the system aie the mass, 
stiffness and damping, and i n marine structures there are the 
additional effects of scour, changes i n poie watei piessuie i n the 
foundations and the added mass of watei constiained to move with the 
(1) 
(2) 
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structure. The struct\iral response i s also closely related to the 
loading conditions, i.e. a periodic load w i l l produce a harmonic 
response, although hot necessarily i n phase. In the case of seawalls 
i n the breaker zone the wave loading w i l l be of a random dynamic 
nattire for which the resulting structural response (deflection,, stress) 
w i l l also be random and dynamic. As a f i r s t order of approximation 
the seawalls can be assumed to be simple single degree of freedom 
systems, higher order models can then be produced at a later stage i f 
and when required. 
6.2 Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) Seawall Models 
The idealisation of a structure as a SDOF system may seem to be too 
cirude to be worthwhile, but i n most cases i t w i l l provide an insight 
into the behaviour of the structure and w i l l give a f a i r indication 
of -the magnitude of the natural frequency at the fundamental mode 
•of vibration. 
The basic dynamic equation for the natural frequency, with no 
damping and free vibration i s ; 
The simplest representation of a seawall i s a cantilever of height 
h and uniform cross section, as shown over page. 
(6 .1) 
where 10.^  = angular natural frequency (rads/sec) 
K = stiffness (KN/m) 
M = mass (K N ) 
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fundamental mode 
of vibration 
uniform cross section 
and mass 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // I I / I / / . / / / / / 
The mass of the cantilever i s made the same as the mass of the 
real seawall, the second moment of area ( l ) of the real seawall changes 
with height h therefore I i n the model i s taken to be the average 
second moment of area of the real seawall. Thus i f both the height 
and second moment of area of the cantilever model are similar to 
those of the real seawall then the model stiffness w i l l also be 
similar; 
The undamped natural frequency of this model can be foimd from the 
following equation (Harris and Crede^*^^^) for free vibration; 
^1 - 2Ti: ^ i 11 h 
Hz (6 .2 ) 
where f.^ = natural frequency 
E = modulus of el a s t i c i t y (KIT/m ) 
jl = mass per unit height of seawall (kg/m) 
height of seawall (m) 
second moment of area (m'''') 
h 
I 
g 
X. 
1 
2 
= acceleration due to gravity (m/s ) 
= a coefficient = 3.52 for ftmdamental mode 
22.40 for second mode 
61.70 for third mode .. 
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from equations 6.1 and 6 .2 the stiffness (K) approximates to; 
K - X. H , ••••• 
The frequencies of the f i r s t three modes of vibration and the 
approximate stiffness for both the Seaford and Ilfracombe sea.walls 
are given below; 
Mode of vibration Seaford Ilfracombe 
Fundamental mode 34.0 Hz 18.4 Hz 
Second mode 216.7 Hz 117-1 Hz 
Third mode 597.0 Hz 322.5 Hz 
Seav/all stiffness m/m 637 X 10^ 204 X 10^ 
From this idealized model i t i s seen that the Seaford seawall i s 
s t i f f e r and so i t s natural frequencies of vibration are comparatively 
higher than those of the Ilfracombe seawall. 
The S value (modulus of elasticity) iised i n the above calculations ' 
9 2 
was taken as 30.10 KN/m , but for dynamic loading B i s not a 
constant but increases with increasing frequency of load. For f u l l 
details see Eefs. 109, 110 and 111 . 
The frequencies given above are l i k e l y to be over estimates of the 
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natural frequencies because i n practise a proportion of the foxmdations, 
b a c k f i l l and sea water w i l l be constrained .to move with the seawalls, 
thereby increasing the. overall effective mass of the structure which 
i n turn leads to a lowering of the natural frequencies of vibration, 
(natural frequency is proportional to l/mass). 
In Chapter Three the fundamental mode of vibration for the- Ilfracombe 
and Seaford seawalls was found to be 8.9 Hz and 10.3 Hz respectively. 
These values are significantly lower than those obtained above, this 
indicates that the seawalls cannot be analysed i n isolation from the 
surrounding foundations and b a c k f i l l because their mass contributes 
significantly to the. response of the structure. So any seawall model 
must allow for the effects of the foundations. / 
6.3 Structural Damping 
The degree of dampiiig i n a structiire can not be calculated at the 
design stage, so values are tsually obtained by examining the response 
of similar completed structures. Damping can increase for modes of 
vibration higher than the f i r s t , this increase i s approximately 
(Q2) 
proportional to the amount oif strain energy i n each mode^  '• 
Damping may be estimated from either a correlogram or spectral-
density plpt of structural vibration, measured during this investigation 
by accelerometers. For a correlogram to be useful, a single natural 
frequency must be isolated by f i l t e r i n g , auto-correlation analysis w i l l 
then result i n a correlogram which decays i n a logrithmic maimer, (as 
for a l i g h t l y damped single degree of freedom structure subjected to an 
impulse). The logrithmic decrement (5) can be estimated from the 
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following equation; 
5 = I log. ^  (6 .4 ) n ^e a 
n 
where n = the numher of cycles hetween the peaks a and a 
o n 
a^ = the amplitude of the i n i t i a l peak 
a^ = the amplitude after h cycles 
5 = 271^ 
^ = proportion of c r i t i c a l damping (damping ratio) 
Damping values were not estimated from auto-correlation analysis 
for this investigation hecause suitable bandpass f i l t e r s were not 
available. 
The other method of estimating structural damping via spectral 
density analysis i s based on the width of the peak at the fundamental 
(bending-)^.natural frequency of vibration. 
The damping ratio (^ )^ i s estimated from the following; 
g = 4^ ( 6 .5 ) 
where A O ) = the width of the spectral density curve at (JO^ J 
(i)^ = the resonant natural frequency 
The width of the spectral density curv-e at the structures natural 
frequency (cO.) i s measured at an amplitude of D / 2 , this level i s 
xefexxed to as the half power point, and D i s the maximum amplitude 
max 
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of the peakCO^j. If the spectral density axis i s i n db's then the 
half power point becomes the level 3 db down from D 
max 
If the spectral- density -ciorves-(-of response) for the -lifracombe and 
Seaford seawalls are examined, (Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively) 
the percentage c r i t i c a l damping from equation 6 .5 i s ; 
• Seawall jo c r i t i c a l damping 
Ilfracombe 27.6 
Seaford 19.8 
These values are extrem'^y high for the type of structure^^^^^ and 
taken at face value would probably mean the seawalls were excessively 
cracked. The highest value was measured at Ilfracombe and could 
indicate that the precast blocks were not fixed securely enoiigh and 
so the wall was not behaving as a monolithic structure, (there i s 
evidence at Ilfracbmbe that some blocks are free to move relative to 
each other because the edges between some ajoining blocks are broken 
away, particularly between the top two rows of blocks). But the most 
l i k e l y explanation for these large values i s the effect of the 
hydrodynamic damping and the added mass of water. The hydrodynamic 
damping w i l l vary for the seawalls from a value of zero when there i s 
no water at the wall, to a maximum value at high tide. Therefore the 
hydrodynamic damping w i l l be constantly varying, which i n turn means 
the natural frequencies of the structure w i l l be affected. The added 
mass of water constrained to move v/ith the seawalls i s also changing 
i n the same way as the hydrodynamic damping, and w i l l therefore also 
cause fluctuations i n the resonant natural frequency. So because the 
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the natural frequencies are continuously varying (although only 
s l i g h t l y ) , then spectral density plots such as Figures 3.11 and 3 .12 , 
7/hich were necessarily produced from long samples of data, w i l l show 
wide peaks at ahout the natural frequency. A better estimate of the 
structural damping could be obtained by exciting the seawall at low 
water with a rotating mass vibrator (or similar means of excitation), 
the structural damping could then be found by the methods previously 
discussed, but now the effects of hydrodynamic damping and added mass 
would be absent thus allowing better estimates to be made. 
The value of the added niass of water i s generally calculated from 
potential flow theory (for offshore structures) by assuming the 
structure i s small i n relation to the wave length and so does not 
disturb the flow. But seawalls are large i n relation to the wave length 
and there i s generally no flow past them, so potential flow theory 
can not be used to calculate the added mass. Therefore this added mass 
of water constrained to move with the seawalls can not be quantified 
and would need to be determined experimentally. 
6.4 Mvati-Degree of Freedom Systems (M B O F ) . 
•Whilst the idealised single degree of freedom system may be suitable 
for the i n i t i a l appraisal of the dynamics of a structure, i t is often 
insufficiently accurate for a more detailed study. Hence the need to 
model the structure allowing a suitable number of degrees of freedom' 
to f u l l y define the response at the frequencies of interest. In a 
dynamic analysis the loading causes an acceleration of the mass which 
i s resisted by the inert i a forces, because i n most real structures the 
mass i s distributed continuously then the accelerations and displacements 
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i 
'I 
must be defined at a l l points to completely define the inertia forces. 
Therefore some form of discretisation of the mass would greatly 
simplify the analysis. The two most conmion methods are by lumping the 
mass at discrete nodal points and assuming inertia forces are only 
developed at these points, or by using a f i n i t e element analysis 
where the structiire i s divided into a number of elements connected by 
nodes at their edges, (this method i s discussed i n more detail i n 
Chapter Seven). 
Each node i n the idealised structure i s then allowed a specified 
number of degrees of freedom. Generally the more degrees of freedom a 
structure i s allowed the more accurate w i l l be the resulting analysis 
point w i l l obviously be reached where i t becomes uneconomic to 
extend the number of degrees of -freedom any further). Damping forces 
w i l l almost certainly be included i n a more rigorous analysis. Damping 
can be included i n structures such as seawalls by considering the 
damping force to be represented by^  a force proportional to the velocity 
of the structure bu't with opposite sign, this i s known as viscous 
damping. 
The general dynamic equation of motion for a SDOP system with 
damping i s ; • 
M*x+Cx + K x = P(t) (6 .6 ) 
where M.x i s the inertia term, 0 x i s the damping term, K x i s 
the stiffness term and F(t) the applied force. 
To solve equation 6.6 for the case of a MDOP system, first'consider 
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the particxilai case when applied foice and damping teims equal 
zeio ( i . e . .fiee vihiation). 
The equation df motion can he wiitten i n matrix foim as 5 
x + K X = 0 ( 6 . 7 ) 
this expands, f o i n degiees of fieedom, to equation 6 . 8 ; . . 
^^ 1 
0 
1 
0 0 
\ 
\ 
\ 
0 
n 
^11 ^12 
^21 ^22 
- K 1n 
\ 
\ 
\ 
K 
nl K nn 
^1 
^2 
X 
n 
. . . ( 6 .8 ) 
mass matiix stiffness matiix 
acceleiations displacements 
In dynamics piohlems the mass and stiffness matiices aie always 
sjrmmetiical ahout the leading diagonal, assuming the lesponse i s haimonic 
then the solution hecomes; 
X = Xg cos(u)t -ip) 
i = -X^ Si:n(C0t -^P)(JO 
X = -X^ cos (cot -xp)a)^ 2 
-CU X 
(6 .9 ) 
thus' equation 6 .7 can be wiitten as ; 
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' ( - [ M J 0 0 ' ' K ] ) X = 0 (6 .10) 
The non-txivial solution i s found, fxom the determinant of the terms i n 
i n brackets, i.e. 
M K = 0 (6 .11) 
the solution of which w i l l y i e l d n natiiral frequencies corresponding' 
to the n degrees of freedom of the system. 
This method of solving equation 6 .7 has i t s limitations, i t hecomes 
very unwieldy to use hy hand with a l l hut the simplest of structures, 
and i t proves d i f f i c u l t to work with on the computer. Therefore for 
hand calculations this method i s hest employed with structures with 
relatively few degrees of freedom, which usually means l a t t i c e or frame 
type structures for which i t i s convenient to lump the mass of the 
structure at a few discrete points, usually taken as the joints. 
Generally three dimensional solids such as seawalls are analysed using 
the f i n i t e element method, as each three dimensional f i n i t e element 
w i l l have a minimum of eight comer nodes this means this technique 
generates large volumes of data hest tackled on a computer. The most 
widely used method to overcome these d i f f i c u l t i e s is to treat the 
problem as an eigen value problem and reduce equation 6 .7 to the 
standard eigen value form, found i n most dynamics books (Refs. 82 and 
112 to 114) . 
i . e 
- 1 
K Tl y - X y = 0 (6 .12) 
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where = upper uriangular maurix. of decomposed M 
= transpose of 
= eigenvectors 
\ = CO = eigen values 
In this form equation 6 . 1 2 can.he solved"using the many availahle 
computer programs written for this purpose. 
6 . 4 . 1 The Transfer Function (Receptance) Method 
Another powerful method of analysing HDOF systems i s to use the 
transfer function or receptance method. This technique relates the 
response of a system to the input (excitation) force via a transfer 
function. Taking the simple case of a damped SDOF system subjected to 
a sintisoidal force, the dynamic equation of motion may-be written 
as; 
Mx + C x + K x = F e jcot (6.13) 
disregarding the imaginary terms, the solution becomes; 
X = X exp j (cot - 41 ) 
X = jtoX^ exp j(u)t -c|)) = jcox 
X = -CO X^ exp j(cot - ({)) -CO^  X 
( 6 . 1 4 ) 
substituting equation 6 . I 4 into 6.13 gives 
X = 
-MO^ + K + j (Cto) 
F exp jcot ( 6 . 1 5 ) 
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The transfer function relating input force F to output displacement 
X i s contained within the brackets, i.e. 
• . 1 
Transfer function H(3(O)-= -^ ^^ ^^ 2^ -^ ^ ^ "o(CCO)" < ^ . - l 6 ) - - - -
replacing 0) by 2TCf, equation 6.16 becomes 
H ( a f ) = ^ . . . . ( 6 : i 7 ) 
- M (2Ttf)'^ + K + C:j(2TIf) 
The input and output do not need to be restricted to force and displacement 
as any system with a linear input/output relationship w i l l 
theoretically be linked by a transfer fvmction of the type shown i n 
equation 6 .16 . 
For a ICDOF system equation 6.13 becomes; 
M CO + j CO + x(t) = F(t) (6.18) 
and the transfer function, equation 6 .16 , becomes; 
- M ] C O ^ + J[Q|CO + [ K 
(6.19) 
These preceeding methods of dynamic analysis assume the time variation 
of the loading i s f u l l y known, so the analysis i s deterministic. 
Therefore the seawall response to a measured wave impact can be found 
using these methods, but-not seawall response to random wave, loading, 
(random loading i s discussed further i n Section 6 . 6 ) . 
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6.5 Response to Impact Loading 
An approximation of the seawall response to a wave impact can he 
obtained hy considering the seawall as a SDOP system with no damping, 
V 
as follows-; --- - . 
Assuming the wave impact can he represented hy a traingular impulse 
as shown helow, (ignoring the slowly varying hydrostatic pressure 
which can he treated as a static load). 
the magnitude of this applied force, i n equation form, i s 
Po (-^) 0 < t < t^ 
thus equation 6 .6 hecomes 
M X + K X = Po (|-) 0 < t < t.j (6 .20) 
1 
The seawalls response w i l l he divided into tv/o distinct phases, (l) the 
loading phase and (2) the free vihration'phase. The wall response during 
the free vihration phase i s important hecause for very short duration 
impacts when t.^  < T (where T i s the period of vihration of the 
structure), the maximum displacement occurs after the load has heen 
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v/ithdiawn. 
The response during phase 1 i s due to a combination of free vibration 
and the loading condition. I f the load i s of short duration then the 
maximum displacement is dependent mainly upon the magnitude of the 
applied impulse and i s not much affected by the form of the loading^^^^^. 
Thus an approximate method may be used to evaluate the maximum response 
(displacement) to a short duration impulsive loading as follows; 
from the impulse momentum relationship 
M A X = P(t) dt (6.21) 
or A i = :h 
1 P(t) dt (6.22) 
where Ax i s the change i n velocity produced by the applied load. 
In phase 2 the free vibration can be represented by simple harmonic 
motion (S H M), given by (^ ''5) 
cot. 
x(t2) = i(t.,) s i n - ^ + x(t.,) cos OJtg (6.23) 
for tg = t - t.j > 0 
The displacement at the end of phase 1 ( x(t.j)) i s small and so 
can be neglected. The velocity at the start of phase 2 ( x(t.j) ) i s 
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approximately equal to Ax, so substituting equation 6.22 into equation 
6.23 gives; 
^(t^) 1 
M(JO 
r t . 
P(t) dt si n 0) t. 
... (6 .24) 
Equation 6.24 can only be used to estimate the displacement for 
short duration loads where the maximum displacement can be assumed 
to occur i n phase 2 . 
e.g. applying the following impulsive load to the. idealised model 
of• the Ilfracombe seawall from Section 6 . 2 , 
50 KN r t . 
0 
P(t) dt = 0 .5 KN.s 
10 mS 
The fundamental natural frequency of the ilfracombe seawall model 
i n Section 6.2 was found to be 18.4 Hz, 
therefore CO = 211 f = 115.6 rads/sec 
and from Eq. 6.24 ( M = 370.10^ kg) 
x ^ 9-81 0 .5 
370.10^ 115.6 
s i n cot 
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X w i l l O C C U I when sinOJt = 1 
max 
-so X = 1.1 . 10"'^ mm 
max 
This method i s only suitable f o i SDOF systems subjected to shoit 
diiiation impacts, but i t does piovide a quick and simple f i r s t oidei 
appioximation of the stiuctuial deflection. 
Y/hen the duiation of the impact i s of the same oidei oi gieatei than 
the natuial peiiod of the stiuctuie, then equation 6.20 v / i l l have to be 
solved fiom f i i s t piinciples by finding the p a i t i c u l a i and complementaiy 
solutions to the dynamic equation of motion and adding them to give 
the equation f o i the stiu c t u i a l lesponse. Also, i n geneial the loading 
w i l l not be integiable so w i l l need to be evaluated by numeiical 
integiation, and damping w i l l also piobably need to be consideied. Thus 
l e a l s t i u c t t i i a l dynamics pioblems aie often solved using one of the 
many f i n i t e element packages available. The f i n i t e element method i s 
used i n Chaptei Seven to analyse a imOF model of the Ilfiacombe 
seawall subjected to impulsive loading. 
6.6 Response to Bandom Wave Loading 
The wave loading on seawalls i n shoaling watei i s geneially landom, 
thus the analysis must be s t a t i s t i c a l because of the lack of piecise 
infoimation on the foicing function. It- i s convenient to peifoim this 
analysis i n the fiequency domain since spectral density infoimation on 
the foicing function is leadily available. 
By assuming the foicing fxmction i s stationaiy and peiiodic of 
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time T (= 211/0) ), i t may be lepresented by the following Fouriex 
series; 
Hi) = I 
T / 2 
- T / 2 
CO 
r 
p(t) dt .+ Y1 
r T / 2 
P ( t ) cos r c o t d t ) 
- T / 2 
r 
cos r c o t + ( J 
T / 2 
P(t) sin rcot dt) sin rCOt / ... (6 .25) 
- T / 2 
which i n complex form i s ; 
OO 
i ' ( t ) . ( T 
C=—66 
r T / 2 
- T / 2 
F ( t ) exp - j co ' t d t ) exp j w t dCO ... (6 .26) 
I f the period T i s extended to i n f i n i t y then tends to zero, and i n 
the l i m i t eqtiation 6.26 becomes the following Fourier integral; 
.00 
F(t) = 211 F ( t ) exp - 0 c o t d t ) exp j c o t dCO ( 6 .2? ) 
1^ oa 
where F(t) exp -jcot dt = F(j03) (6.28) 
K) -OO 
F(t) i s i n the time domain and F(ja)) i s i n the frequency domain, 
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replacing CO "by 2uf , equation 6 .2? becomes; 
r 
OO 
m = F(jf) exp j2TT;ft df (6 .29) 
and equation 6.28 becomes 
I'(t) exp -j2TIft dt (6 .30) 
Equations 6 .29 and 6 .30 are almost symmetrical apart from the 
negative sign i n the exponential term of equation 6.30 and are known 
as the Fourier transform pair, they allow a quantity F t o be expressed 
i n terms of either the time or frequency domain. 
(82) 
From equation 6 .29 i t can be shown that^ '; 
OO 
F^(t) dt = 
J _ oo 
OO 
df (6 .31) 
changing the limits to consider only the single sided (positive) 
spectral density, 
,2 F'^(t) dt = 2 
OO 
F(Df) df (6 .32) 
^ - o*' 
0 
to allow the Fourier integral to converge, only a f i n i t e time record of 
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length - T / 2 < t < T / 2 is considexed, this xesults i n a mean squaxe time 
averaged value of F(t) of ; 
1 
r V2 
- T / 2 
F^(t) dt 
comhining equations 6.33 and 6 .32 ; 
- (6 .33) 
r CO 
< F^(t)> 2 T df (6.34) 
where F ( jf) = Sjrp(f) which i s the single sided spectral density, 
i n this, case i t i s the force spectxal density as a function of 
fxequency. The mean squaxe value of the foxcing function (pxessure i n 
this case) i s related to the force spectral density as follows; 
OO 
< F 2 ( t ) > = (6 .35) 
This equation unlike the Fourier integrals, w i l l converge to a steady 
value which i s represented hy the area under the force spectral 
density versus frequency curve. Similarly the mean square value of 
the response i s given hy the area under the response spectral density 
versus frequency curve, given i n equation form as; 
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OO 
< x ^ ( t ) > S ^ ( f ) df (6.36) 
0 
It can be shown by use of the Duhamel integral (Eefs. 115 to 118) that 
S ^ ( f ) = H(jf) S^,(f) (6.37) 
Equation 6.37 i s shown graphically i n Pigure 6.1 
Por MDOP systems equation 6.37 becomes; .(82) 
CO OO 1 \ 1 
1 H 
r=1 s=1 r s 
(6.38) 
The transfer fimction now becomes a complex n by n matrix and the 
output spectral density terms contain cross spectral density components. 
.An equation of the form of Eq. 6.38 w i l l be req-uired for the response 
i n each degree of freedom from i = 1 to n. 
Therefore for most structures this method w i l l be very lengthy tmless 
there are few degrees of freedomj or i f the cross spectral densities 
are not required or can be assumed to be zero. 
An alternative approach which gives essentially the same results 
as the above method but avoids the need to consider cross spectral 
density terms uses a time domain analysis to build up a transfer function. 
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This is achieved hy applying a sinusoidal force of unit amplitude to 
the structure, the resulting displacement is found at that frequency 
and gives a single point on the frequency domain transfer .function. 
This process, i s repeated .using .sinusoidal .forces of varying frequencies 
u n t i l a transfer function covering the range of frequencies required 
i s set up. This transfer function can then he used with the force 
spectral density as for a SDOF system, (equation 6.37 and Figure 6 . 1 ) . 
This alternative method i s used i n Chapter Seven to set up a 
transfer function for a MDOF model of the Ilfiacombe seawall, over the 
frequency range zero to 20 Hz, (the fundamental mode of vihration 
occurs at 8 .9 Hz). 
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Spectial densi-fcy 
of foicing (input) 
function 
f. 
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Spectral density 
of response 
f 
Figioie 6.1 Input-output spectral relationship 
for a linear system. 
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CHAFTER ShYEU 
SEAV/ALL MODELLING BY FINITE ELE1.1ENTS 
7.1 Intioduction 
The seawalls analysed duiing this investigation may he consideied 
as continuous systems hecause heing monolithic, there is; no obvious 
way i n which they can be divided into discrete mass/spring systems. 
As continuous systems they theoretically have an i n f i n i t e number of 
natural frequencies because of their i n f i n i t e degrees of freedom, 
and so lend themselves to f i n i t e element -analysis. 
The f i n i t e element concept i s essentially a method by which a 
continuous system may be approximated to, by i t s subdivison into 
discrete regions ( f i n i t e elements) interconnected through nodal points 
on each region^''''. Each individual element has i t s material properties 
specified and i s allowed a f i n i t e number of degrees of freedom, the 
f i n i t e element approach i s particularly useful for irregular shaped 
structures or anisotropic materials. The degree of accuracy of the 
analysis i s proportional to the number of degrees of freedom and 
number of elements used. 
The particular f i n i t e element package used for this analysis was 
developed at Nottingham University and i s known as PAFEC 75 (Program 
for Automatic Finite Element Calculations). The PAFEC package, whilst 
being able to calculate the usual stresses, deflections, mode shapes 
and natural frequencies, can also be used for non-linear problems 
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such as creep, large displacements and pla s t i c i t y and for dynamic 
problems with either sinusoidal or transient forces. The a b i l i t y to 
carry out a plastic analysis i s made use of i n Section 7 ' 10 . where 
the forces-necessary--to •piastical'ly-deform''the transduex -diajdiragm - • 
are calculated. In Sections 7.6 and 7 ' 7 i t i s the a b i l i t y to ' 
calculate the structural response to sinusoidal and transient forces 
that i s made particular use of. 
7.2 The Need for a Finite Element Analysis 
In the previous chapters the confusion over the structural 
significance of impact pressures has been made apparent. .The majority 
of i^roposed equations for estimating the maximum (design) wave pressure 
(including those developed from this investigation, and those actually 
used by many seawall designers) are based upon the infrequently 
occurring impact pressure. Yet some authors (Pioss^-^^^ Hayashi et al^^'''^) 
have suggested these impact pressures have no structural significance 
and hence should not be the basis for the design pressxire. 
It has already been shown that impact pressures occasionally act 
over large areas and have a significant duration, (Chapter Three) but 
the only evidence so far that impact pressiires have any effect other 
than localised i s found when wave pressure histories on the seawalls 
are compared with corresponding wall accelerations. Figure 3-9 i s an 
example, here i t can be seen that when an impact pressure spike occurs 
superimposed upon the hydrostatic pressure (impacts 1 and 4 ) , the 
resulting wall accelerations, and hence displacements, are generally 
larger than for the hydrostatic pressures alone. This indicates that 
impact pressures are having a gross effect on v/all response 'not just 
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a localised effect, this i s not conclusive and needs cotroboratinj by 
means of a mathematical model v/hich accurately describes the dynamic 
and static characteristics of the real seav/alls. 
The f i n i t e element models v/ere developed for the Ilfracombe and 
Seaford seawalls using the main frame computer at Plymouth Polytechnic 
(a Prime dual 550) at level 3.4 i n the PAPEC suite. 
7«3 Modelling Techniques 
The accuracy of the solutions obtained by f i n i t e element modelling 
is dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom allowed, which 
is i n turn dependent upon the number, of f i n i t e elements used. The 
more complicated the structure the more degrees of freedom are required 
to acheive a desired accuracy, but i n most cases 60 degrees of freedom 
w i l l result i n accuracies of the order of 95jJ (this refers to the 
fundamental natural frequency), when using the PAPEC suite of programs. 
The rate of erosion at Seaford (35nmi/year) was such that i t was 
decided to model the wall both before and after refacing to determine 
the changes i n deflections, natural frequencies, etc. brought about 
by erosion. These two Seaford seawalls were modelled using eight noded 
quadrilateral .isoparametric and six noded triangular isoparametric 
plate elements. Each plate element was allowed two degrees of freedom 
at each node i n the x (U ) and y (U ) directions, lonless otherwise 
X • y 
restrained. The elements (of unit width) could only be subjected to 
inplane forces, resulting i n inplane stresses and deflections, a l l 
longitudinal bending and twisting, effects were ignored. 
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The Ilfracomhe seawall was constructed from precast concrete blocks 
slotted onto dowel bars, these dowel bars were continuous over the 
height of the wall, so were included i n the f i n i t e element model. The 
wall was modelled using six and eight noded* elements as for Seaford, 
but i n addition beam elements were used to represent the dowel bars. 
These beam elements were allowed only two degrees of freedom at each 
node (i. e . U and U ), freedoms U .tp , m and o) were a l l 
X ' z ' ^  X ' ^ y ^z 
clamped. -. . . 
The Seaford seawall model without erosion had 125 plate elements, 
438 nodes and 810 degrees of freedom,, the Seaford model with erosion 
had 117 plate elements, 415 nodes and 734 degrees of freedom. The 
Ilfracombe seawall model had, I75 plate elements, 65 beam elements, 
559 nodes and 1294 degrees of freedom, see Figures 7*1, 7*2 and 
7.3 respectively. 
7.3 .1 Model Constraints 
As a f i r s t step the models were assumed f u l l y fixed at a l l 
interfaces between the structtire and surrounding s o i l , this assumption, 
as expected, resulted i n unrealistic deflections and natural frequencies 
because ground/structure interaction was not taken into account. 
Althoiigh the models did serve as a useful proving ground to allow the 
correction of nimierous minor problems associated with the running .of 
the PAFEC package. 
The seawall models were accurately constructed to the same physical 
shape and density as the real seawalls, but this meant that natural 
frequencies and deflections of the models could only be corrected by 
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modifing the properties or physical shape of the model, hoth of which 
were unacceptable. Therefore improved models were developed to 
incorporate strips of foundation and b a c k f i l l aroxmd the wall, the 
properties of v/hich could be changed until' the desired frequencies, 
deflections, etc. were acheived, this enabled the seawall properties 
and shape to remain true. The width of this s t r i p of foundation 
and b a c k f i l l had to be a compromise between'including sufficient area 
to alloTv local distortions around the structure to dissipate and 
keeping the size of the model within the limits of the computer core 
space available. By including a large amount of stirrounding s o i l i n 
the model the number of degrees of freedom, and hence the cost of 
the analysis, were considerably increased. The width of the s t r i p 
of foundation and b a c k f i l l was limited to about 1m by the amount of 
computer core available, this was insufficient to allow local 
distortions and stress concentrations to dissipate. Also the boundary 
conditions imposed on this s t r i p were not representative of the 
actual boundary conditions .existing at the real structures. These 
problems were pa r t i a l l y solved by includir^ very r i g i d , dense elements 
i n the foundations and b a c k f i l l at strategic points around the 
structure, this was not a mathematically rigorous solution but i t did 
produce satisfactory results. (Figures 7 . 4 , 7 . 5 and l-G). 
7 . 4 Modelling Seawall Response 
The seawalls can be assumed to be subjected to both dynamic and 
static forces, where the dynamic component i s due to breaking v/aves, 
and the stat i c component i s due to the head of water at the wall, 
including the contribution from the wave height. The (nydro)static 
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pxessure at the v/all is a combination of the height of S.-.i.L. above 
the toe and the v/ave height H, the pressure exerted by the height of 
the v/ave i s actually of a dynamic nature but of such low frequency (of 
the order of 0.2^  Hz) that i t may be considered as static, provided -
impact pressures do not occur. 
7'4-1 Static Modelling Considerations 
A stati c analysis of the Seaford and Ilfracombe seav/alls was carried 
out to help provide a complete picture of the structural behaviour of 
the seawalls, and as a check on the continuity between f i n i t e elements 
provided by the stress contours. 
The modelling- far a. static analysis i s f a i r l y simple provided the 
exact physical shape and properties of the structure are knov/n. i n the 
case of the Ilfracombe and Seaford seawalls good estimations of the 
modulus of e l a s t i c i t y E and density p of the walls, foiindations and 
b a c k f i l l were obtained from the construction documents and drawings, 
as were the dimensions of the seawalls. 
In a s t a t i c analysis the only structural parameters normally of 
interest are the stress and deflection, the accuracy of model deflections 
could be assessed against deflections measured on the real seawalls. 
No stress measurements were made on the real seawalls, therefore the 
accuracy of the stress contours could only be assessed by engineexing 
judgement, i.e. checking that stiess coneentxations wexe occuxxing 
neax the point of application of the loads, etc. The stxess cbntoirrs 
piovided a useful check on the accuxacy of the model because the 
degxee of accuxacy was pxopoitional to the amount of mis-match i n the 
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continuity of stresses at element boundaries. 
Seawall deflections were measured using linear drive servo 
accelerometers which could respond to low frequency vibrations, but 
not static loads. Therefore the only wall movements measured were those 
caused by the fluctuations i n the wave height at the wall, the 
contribution of the static head of water at the v/all could not be 
measured directly. The accelerometers were suitable for either horizontal 
or vertical operation, by"rotating the unit through 90" from the 
horizontal to the vertical an output of +5 volts was produced, at any 
other angle of rotation between 0° and 90° a voltage of V = sinip x 5 volts 
was produced, (where 9 = the angle through which the -accelerometer i s 
rotated). Therefore an estimate of the wall deflection caused by static 
loading can be- made at any state of the tide by measuring the d.c. 
offset i n the accelerometer output. This voltage is proportional to 
the angle of wall rotation, from which an estimate of horizontal wall 
deflection can be calculated, (the accelerometer must be zeroed with 
no water at the wall for the estimate to be valid, amplifier d r i f t must 
also be avoided). 
The only wall deflection which can be equated to the forces producing 
i t with any degree of certainty i s that caused by the hydrostatic wave 
pressure, therefore only the hydrostatic pressure exerted by the wave 
height i s applied to the f i n i t e element models, this pressure i s 
calculated by assuming the waves to be f u l l y reflected from the seawall 
(i.e. standing waves), as shown i n Figure 7 ' 7 ' The theory of Miche 
(83) 
was used to calculate the standing wave pressure because V/iegel^ ' 
(71) 
considers this theory to be better than that of SainfIbu^' ', the 
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contribution of the static head of water at the wall was not included. 
e.g. from Miche^ ,^ the pressure at the base of the wall due to 
the wave height i s ; 
cosh 2Kd/L 
1 ) coth ZKd/L 
4 cosh (2Ti;d/E) 
where H is the wave height that would exist at the wall were 
the wall not there. 
Sh i s the mean level of the standing wave above S.V/.L. 
The characteristics of the waves used are given below^ these waves 
were used because corresponding accelerometer measurements were 
available thus allowing the wall deflections to be calculated. 
and Sh . (1 + , J 
4 sinh'^ (2Trd/L) 
H L d h H wall deflection 
•(m) (m) (m) (m) cosh 27rd/L from accelerometer 
Ilfracombe 0.85 12.6 1.5 0 . 5 6 0 . 6 5 8 m O .O3O8 mm 
Seaford 
no erosion 
0 . 9 0 1 5 . 6 2.0 0 . 4 9 0 . 6 6 9 m 0.0258 mm 
These pressures were applied to the Ilfracombe model at a S.Y/.L. of 
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2.5DI ( A . O . D . ) and to the Seaford models at a S.V/.L. of 2.0m ( A . O . D . ) , . 
hecause wall deflections were availahle at these states of the tide. 
The accelerometer on top of the Ilfracombe seawall (corresponding to 
node 153 i n the model) indicated a mean wall deflection of 0.031mm and 
at Seaford a deflection bf 0.026mm was indicated at node 139,. for the 
above wave action. The properties of the foundations and b a c k f i l l i n the 
models were then modified so that the models gave the same static 
deflections as measured on the real seawalls. Deflections'were'only 
measxired at one point on the real seawalls and the models were then 
modified so that they gave a corresponding deflection at that point 
i n the model, but there was no way of knowing i f the overall deflected 
shapes were the same. 
Stress contours were also plotted for the above loading conditions 
and checked for continuity especially at areas of "high stress 
concentrations, i f the mis-match was greater than 5?^  of the magnitude 
of the stress then the elements at that point were re-meshed. Sample 
stress contour plots are shown i n Figures 7 . 8 , 7 .9 and 7 . I O . 
7 . 4 ' 2 Dynamic Modelling Considerations 
The relevant structural parameters necessary for a dynamic analysis 
are d i f f i c t d t to quantify because i n many cases they cannot be measured. 
Two of the most important parameters affecting a dynamic analysis are 
the stiffness and the damping, neither of which could be measured directly 
during this investigation but had to be obtained by t r i a l and error. 
Additional problems also occur due to the added mass of water 
constrained to move with the structure, this, and the structures 
natural frequencies change as the t i d e l level rises and falls.- Then 
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there i s the soil/structure interaction and the hydrocJynamic damping 
hoth of which are largely indeterminable. One further problem which 
might affect seawalls i s the change i n poor water pressure i n the 
foundations due to the varying heads of water at the wall, this could 
introduce u p l i f t and/or back pressures, this problem does not occur at 
Ilfracombe or Seaford as both walls are founded upon rock. 
The basic dynamic equation governing the natural frequencies-of a 
structure i s ; 
where g i s the damping ratio = G/2(iIK)^ 
0 0 ^ i s the angxilar natiuial frequency 
and K, M and G are the stiffness, mass and damping terms. 
The natural frequency of a structure may therefore be increased by 
c i v i l engineering structxnies the damping term i s so small that i t 
has very l i t t l e effect upon the natural frequency and can be neglected 
for most applications, thus equation 7 ' 2 reduces to; 
i . 
increasing the stiffness, or reducing the mass or damping. Por many 
(7 .3 ) 
The mass term i s a function of volume V and density p ; 
M 
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and the stiffness term K is a function of modulus of elasticity E, 
second moment of area I and length L;. 
v/here -A-is-soroe- coefficient 
To maintain the same physical shape i n the model as i n the real 
structure, then V, I and L must remain unchanged leaving only p and 
E as the'variable parameters v?ith v/hich to alter the natural frequency 
of the model. Thus to increase 0) , E must he increased and p decreased. 
n ' 
To decide whether i t i s more appropriate to modify the stiffness or 
mass terms i t i s necessary to know the approximate values of the 
forcing and natural frequencies and whether the structural response i s 
governed primarily hy the stiffness or mass terms, as shown i n 
Figtire 7 . 1 1 . 
From Figure 7 .11 the structural response is governed by the 
following; 
0)^ > U) response i s controlled by stiffness 
OJ^ = OL) response i s controlled by damping 
CO < U) response i s controlled'by mass 
K E I 
The frequency of gravity waves i s i n the range O.05 to 1 .0 Hz (20 to 
1 second period), whilst the natural frequencies of the seawalls are of 
the order of 8 to 10 Hz (fundamental natural frequency), thus w/w^^ < 1 
and the structural response i s controlled by the stiffness term. "When 
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iiiipact pressures are considered (Section 7 ' 5 ) the forcing frequency is 
of a similar order to the fundamental frequency and the response is 
governed mainly by the damping. 
In the PAFBC system structural damping i s catered for hy either 
including damping as a percentage of c r i t i c a l damping i n the damping 
ratio (= g X lOC^ fa), this percentage of c r i t i c a l damping i s then specified 
for each mode of vihration. Or alternatively, damping can he included 
as a proportion of the stiffness and/or mass matrices as a damping 
matrix, e.g. returning to equation 6 .6 ; 
{x| + [ G ] ( X ] + [ K ] { : 
•where K + Y M ( 7 . 4 ) 
f| = p r o p o r t i o n o f s t i f f n e s s m a t r i x used i n damping m a t r i x 
Y = p r o p o r t i o n of mass ma t r i x used i n damping m a t r i x 
As response to wave l o a d i n g i s l a r g e l y c o n t r o l l e d hy s t i f f n e s s , 
equa t ion 7 ' 4 oan he reduced t o ; 
= Tl K ( 7 . 5 ) 
7] can he related to the -damping ratio & hy introducing ; 
U • which i s a matrix of the normalised modes of vihration 
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and v/hich is the transpose of 
resulting i n ; U K U (7 .6 ) 
and U (7 .7 ) 
where i s a diagonal matrix with terms U) 
i s a diagonal matrix with terms 2gaj, 
i s the kth natural frequency 
comhining equations 7 . 5 , 7.6 and 7.7 
gives 
or 
U (7.8) 
(7 .9 ) 
Equation 7 .9 can also he written as 
-
2g = Tl (7 .10) 
thus the damping ratio (^ ) = g-tl^ J^ v (7 .11) 
Therefore the proportion of the stiffness matrix used as a damping 
matrix i s approximately half of the damping ratio. A typical value 
of the damping ratio for c i v i l engineering structures of this type 
is 0 .02 (Ref.83), the very large values of g found i n Chapter Six 
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(i.e. 2 7 . 6 and I^ .S^ b for Ilfracoinbe and Seaford respectively) are not 
used because they are unrealistically high as explained i n Chapter Six. 
Whemnodelilng-the-seav/alls, the natural frequency of the fundamental 
bending model can be modelled exactly, but a l l higher modes of-
vibration w i l l be subject to slight errors because the model boundary 
conditions are not exactly representative of the real structiires. 
This does not introduce large inaccuracies into the models, because 
the higher modes of vibration are not greatly excited so- the majority 
of the energy i s contained i n the fiuidamental mode of vibration. 
The fundamental modes of vibration for the Ilfracombe and Seaford 
(no erosion) seawalls are 8 .9 and 1 0 . 3 Hz respectively, these values 
were obtained from the spectral density plots of seawall -accelerations 
(see Section 3 . 2 . 3 ) . The properties of the foundation and b a c k f i l l 
i n the models were altered (by t r i a l and error) u n t i l both static 
deflections and fundamental natural frequencies were the same as those 
of the real structures. VVhen these conditions were acheived i t could 
confidently be assumed that the models closely reproduced both the 
static and dynamic response of the real seawalls to -the degree 
necessary for further analysis. 
7 . 5 Seawalls Subjected to Transient Excitation 
As already mentioned, many authors are of the opinion that 
transient impact pressures have no structural significance, i.e. 
Ross^-^^^ states "the larger pressures are of too short duration for a 
structure of much weight to be moved appreciably", he concludes "usually 
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the high pressures w i l l not he important". Hayashi and Hattori^ ' 
conclude "when the duration (of the impact pressure) is very small, the 
wave pressure, even i f i t s intensity i s very large, may not have the 
effect of a force". These comments resulted from model experiments in v/ave 
tanks-where-the-transients-last ed~in i;he-order of- one milii-^eT;ond7- -
whilst f u l l scale transients generally have a duration of 0.1 to 0 .2 
seconds, (see Chapter Three). 
In this section the effects of real transient pressures on seawalls 
are investigated, with particular regard to the resulting structural 
response. 
7.5 '1 Transient Response Analysis hy PAFEC 
Because of the random, nature of the transient wave forces, they can 
not he represented hy an excitation force derived hy the superposition 
of a numher of sinusoids. Therefore an analytical solution i s not 
possihle, hence a deterministic method must he used, enabling the 
solution to proceed by a stepwise or numerical intergration technique, 
(the forcing function must be known at a l l points i n time before this 
technique can be used, s t a t i s t i c a l data alone i s not sufficient).-
The most inherently stable of the commonly used numerical methods i s 
the Newmark-Beta method, hence this method i s used for the transient 
analysis. 
In "a numerical approach the displacements at time t + 6t are needed, 
they can be found by introducing the Hewmark-Beta parameter (p) as 
follows; 
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•when comhined with equation 6.6 i.e M |^xj + C K 
this leads to the lecurience xelationship (^^'^). 
r 1 
X t+6t R, Wt-5t ^ P 5 t ' R, t+6t 
+ (1/3 - 2)(p}.j. + [p ; t+ 5 t (7 .13) 
the matxices R. R. and R. ahove , axe given hy; 
R. = ( [ M ] + 5t/2[cl + ( 3 5 t V 2 ) " ^ 
R, R. ( [ M ] - 5t/2[c] + ^5± K ) 
R. R. (2 [ M ] - (1 - 2 p ) . 5 t ^ K ) 
The (jp] teims i n equation 7.13 aie the l i s t s of the values of the 
foices at the times indicated hy the suhsciipt. 
This piocess tises the displacements vectoi [x] at times t - 5 t and t 
i n oidei to find [xj at times t + 5 t , theiefoie at time t = 0 a staitins 
algoiithim i s lequiied, as follows; 
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{xjg^= ( M (6t[c])/2 ^ 6 t ^ ( 3 - ^ ) M ) [x]^ - 6 - t [L i][xj^ 
, ( [ M ] + (5t[cJ)/2 + 5t '^3[Kj) 
this equation assumes the i n i t i a l displacements ^ x j ^ and velocities ^iij^ 
are known. 
The value of p chosen refers to the way i n which the accelerations 
^x| vary through each time step, as shown helow; 
value Remarks 
0 Acceleration constant over each time step, 
to start value 
equal 
1 
' 8 
Acceleration has a time step change at times t + 
5 t / 2 , t + 3 6 1 / 2 , etc. 
1 
6 
.Linear variation of acceleration over each 
step. 
time 
1 
4 
Acceleration constant over each time step, 
to mid-step value 
equal 
values of l / 6 or I / 4 v / i l l he suitable for most applications, 3 = 1 / 4 
gives unconditional numerical s t a b i l i t y but may distort vibratory 
period, j3= I / 6 gives less numerical s t a b i l i t y but more s t a b i l i t y of 
vibratory period, j3= 1/6 was used i n this analysis. 
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7 « 5 ' 2 Response to d'ave Impact Pressure 
Seawall response to real wave impact pressures was only investigated 
with the Ilfracombe seawall model because this was the only s i t e at 
which any simultaneous v e r t i c a l impact pressure distributions were 
measured. Because the method of analysis i s deterministic-, the time 
history of the wave impact must be known for a l l time, so a ve r t i c a l 
pressure distribution (containing both impact and hydrostatic components) 
as actually measured, was applied to the Ilfracombe model as shown i n 
Pigure 7 . 1 2 . 
Impact pressures were only measured at transducers number 1 and 3 
(nodes I I 5 and 77 i n the model) a distance of 1.6m apart, pressures 
were assumed, to act over the whole area between these two transducers 
with the pressures at the intermediate nodes (nodes 104 and 91) found 
by linear interpolation. The maximvun impact pressure at transducer Ko. 1 
occurs fractionally before that on -transducer No. 3, this delay appears 
to be about O.OO5 seconds, therefore the time step gt i n the Newmark-
Beta analysis was taken as O.OO5 seconds and the percentage c r i t i c a l 
damping was taken as 0 . 02 . The resulting structural response (deflection) 
i s shown i n Pigure 7 ' 1 3 . This figure shows a large dynamic deflection 
due to the impact pressure followed by a lower almost static deflection 
caused by the second (hydrostatic) peak i n the pressure history. The 
magnitude of this dynamic deflection is about four times the s t a t i c 
deflection, although the dynamic (impact) pressure i s only two to three 
times larger than the stati c pressure. Therefore this large dynamic 
deflection must be the result of dynamic amplification caused by the 
impact pressure, (this i s investigated i n more detail i n Section 7 . 7 ) ' 
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Thus i t seesns l i k e l y that impact piessiiies occuiing i n l e a l seas,.v/ith 
ri s e times of the order of 0 . 1 seconds, cause significant structural 
response. 
The magnitude of this impact generated response i s 0.115mm (at node 
193) and occurs after O.5O seconds. The applied impact presstire reached 
i t s maximum after O.47 seconds, thus the response of the seawall i s 
lagging hehind the applied force hy ahout 30 milli-seconds. This shows 
that a large structtire, such as a seawall, cannot respond instantly to 
changes i n the loading conditions. 
The actual seawall deflection was not measured for this individual 
impact, hut the average deflection for this period of impacts was ahout 
0 . 0 3 5 E m , so i t seems that the predicted maximum deflection of 0.115nmi i s 
of the correct order of magnitude. This also indicates that the 
percentage of c r i t i c a l damping used for this analysis {0.02fo) i s of the 
right order. 
7 . 6 The Effects of Damping on Structural Response 
Seawalls are generally constructed from natural stone, mass or 
reinforced concrete, i n i t i a l l y these structures w i l l have a dampirig 
(83) 
ratio of ahout 0 . 0 2 ^ , hut during their lifetime they are l i a h l e to 
cracking, either through shrinkage, subsidence, harsh service conditions 
etc., also erosion i s l i k e l y i n some cases. Both erosion and cracking 
w i l l cause the structral damping to vary during the lifetime of the 
structure. The effects, on damping, of changes i n mass of a structure 
(due to erosion) can be calculated from equation 6 . 6 , but the effects of 
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Clacking can not be quantified. 
The degree of cracking i n concrete structures i s important because 
cracking.increases the damping ratio (g), even i f the cracks are not. 
discernable by eye they can s t i l l increase g , and as cracking-
continues g can be increased tv/o or three fold^^^^. Therefore as the 
degree of seawall damping i s l i k e l y to change during i t s lifetime, i t i s 
useful to investigate the effects of changes i n damp.ing on structural 
response. The dampirjg ratio of the Ilfracombe seawall model was varied 
from 0 . 0 0 5 to 0.08 i n increments of 0 . 0 1 5 to cover the expected range 
of values for seawalls. The model was subjected to the v e r t i c a l pressure 
history, shown i n Figure 7 ' 1 2 , the resulting wall displacement i s -
plotted against the damping ratio, as i n Figure 7 . I 4 . 
In Figvire 7«14 wall displacement i s seen to decrease with increasing 
damping ratio, this was the expected outcome as indicated by Figure 7.II. 
The reduction i n displacement i s not linear with increasing damping 
ratio, probably due to rounding errors and the relatively large time step 
used i n the Newmark-Beta analysis, but there i s a defimte downwards 
trend. 
The undamped wall response gives a maximum displacement of 0 .120mm, 
whilst the displacement at the damping ratio assumed for the Ilfracombe 
seawall = 0 . 0 2 ) i s 0 .115mm, a difference of less than Even 
the displacement for a damping ratio of 0.08 i s only .19?^ less than the 
undamped displacement. Therefore i t appears that small changes i n 
damping caused by cracking or erosion of seawalls w i l l have l i t t l e 
effect on the response, although, of course, cracking w i l l effect the 
integrity of the structtire and could lead to failure. 
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So i f the stTTicture can he assumed to he l i g h t l y damped then only a 
small exxox i s intioduced hy taking i t to he undamped, hut a laige 
saving i s made i n computations. Thus seawalls similar to that at 
Ilfiacomhe can piohahly he assumed to he undamped f o i most puiposes 
with only a small loss of accuiacy. 
7 . 7 The Effects of Rise Time on Stiuctuial Response 
Impact piessuies have heen measuied i n the lahoiatoiy with minimum 
l i s e times of the oidei of 0 . 5 m i l l i - s e c o n d s ^ ^ , i t was on the hasis 
of this soit of data that authois suggested that impact piessuies have 
no s t i u c t u i a l significance.- Yet f u l l scale impacts i n a l e a l sea can 
have l i s e times of the oidei of 100 to 200 milli-seconds, as measuied 
duiing this investigation. Impact piessuies with these longei duiations 
have heen shown i n Section 7»5«2 to cause appieciahle deflections i n a 
l e a l seawall. 
In Chaptei Thiee, Section 3«4» i"*^ was seen that l i s e time was laigely 
dependent upon the peicentage of a i i entiained i n the oieaking wave, 
geneially i n a l e a l sea theie w i l l he consideiahle a i i entiainment, hut 
because millions of waves impinge on a sea7/all duiing i t s lifetime theie 
i s a p o s s i b i l i t y that a perfect bieaking wave with veiy l i t t l e 
entiained a i i w i l l s t i i k e the wall. I f this happens then an extierae shock 
(7) 
piessuie with shoit duiation w i l l occui, Rouville et a l ^ ' measured 
just such a pressure of 69O KN/m^  with a rise time of about 25 milli-seconds. 
Therefore i t would be useful to know i f these short duration impacts 
generate a response i n a real seawall. This would determine whether 
the high pressuies, with siaoit l i s e times, measuied i n model studies 
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are a stjitable basis, on: which to design real seawalls. So with this i n 
mind, an arbitary impact pressure was applied to the Ilfracombe seawall 
model = 0 . 0 2 ) at nodes- 1 1 5 , I O 4 , 91' and 7 7 . The total impulse of 
this arbitary impact was fixed at 1 .22 KN.s/m (this was the average 
impact impulse measiored on the Ilfracombe seawall), and the ris e time 
was varied between 1 and 200 milli-secpnds to cover the range of both 
model and f u l l scale wave impacts. 
The six cases of loading chosen are shown below; 
load case rise time impact pressure impulse = P t / 2 
(t) (P) 
1 1 mS 2440 O/m^ 
2 10 mS 244 KB/m^  
P 
3 50 mS 4 8 . 8 o/m^ 
> 
4 100 mS 2 4 . 4 KN/m^  - — t — 
5 150 mS 1 6 . 3 m/m- The impulse i s 
- constant at 
6 200 mS 1 2 . 2 m/m- 1.22 KN.s/ 2 
' m 
In this table load cases 4 to 6 correspond to the -fcype of rise times 
and impact pressures measured during this investigation, and load cases 
1 and 2 show the very high pressures possible (for the same impulse) but 
for very short rise times. The resulting dynamic, deflections of the 
Ilfracombe seawall model for the above six loading- cases are compared 
i n Pigure 7 ' 1 5 with the deflections produced by the static application of 
the same loads. 
- 2 7 a -
I 
Prom Pigure 7 . 1 5 i t i s seen that the'ratio dynamic deflection/ 
•static deflection reaches a maximum value at a ris e timef of ahout 
4 0 mS. This represents a st a t i c .deflection of 1 2 ^ 2 ^ and remains 
constant at this value for a l l r i s e times greater than 40 mS, hut 
for rise times less -than 40 mS this percentage f a l l s very rapidly 
to a value of 0 . 0 2 ^ at a r i s e time of 1 mS. This indicates that the 
seawall cannot respond fxilly to forces of less than about 40 mS 
duration, as was found i n Section 7 . 5 • 2 . 
The maximum dynamic deflection does not approach the value of 
the eqtiivalent sta t i c deflection because the applied load i s not 
stationary and only reaches i t s maximum value for an instant 
(e.g.. a cusp), hence the load has dissipated before the structure 
has had time to respond f u l l y . 
'Pigure 7*15 was produced assuming a damping ratio of' 2 ^ , the 
dynamic deflection i s l i k e l y to be reduced for larger values of 
the damping ratio, as demonstrated by Figures 7«11 and 7*14* 
For a wave impact lasting 7 milli-seconds the Ilfracombe seawall 
model has a dynamic deflection which i s only 1^ of that produced 
by the s t a t i c application of the same load, so i t seems unlikely 
that impacts of this duration, or less, w i l l have any significant 
gross effect on the- deflection of the real seawall, althotigh the 
high pressures associated with these impacts might have a localised 
-effect. As most model investigations measxired rise times less 
than 7 milli-seconds then i t would appear that the model test data 
is not sxiitable for the basis of f u l l scale seawall design and 
i f used,- would produce highly conservative structxires,. 
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Pigtiie 7 » 1 5 i s shown i n non-dimensionalised foim i n Figuie 7'16,. 
hy plotting the l a t i o t^/T against dynamic amplification,, (wheie t ^ 
i s the l i s e time and T i s the natuial peiiod of vihiation of the 
seawall). Fiom this figuie i t can he seen that the maximum dynamic 
amplification occuis at a value of t^/T of appioximately 0 . 5 , thus 
i t seems that the seawall cannot lespond f u l l y to impacts with 
duiations less than ahout half the natiiial peiiod of vihiation of. 
the stiuctuie. The dynamic amplification f o i impacts lasting longei 
T / 2 seconds seems to he governed hy the magiutude of the impulse, 
as i s seen fiom load cases 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 which a l l have l i s e times 
r=T / 2 . seconds with the same, value impulse and so have the same 
djmamic amplifications. Whilst the dynamic amplification f o i impacts 
lasting less: than T / 2 seconds is. goveined hy the l i s e time t ^ as 
can he seen fiom load cases 1 and 2 wheie the dynamic amplification 
incieases as the l i s e time incieases f o i impacts with t^<;7T/2 
seconds, even though the impulse lemains constant. 
7 . 7 « 1 The Effects of Multiple Impacts on Stiuctuial Response 
In Figuie 7 ' 1 5 i t was. seen that a tiiangulai impulse geneiated a 
maximum dynamic deflection which was only ahout 1 2 ^ of that pioduced 
by the stati c application of the same load. This, idealized tiiangulai 
impulse lepiesents the case where a single (veitical) wave fiont 
impinges against a seawall leaching i t s maximum value simultaneously 
ovei the whole wave fiont. In a l e a l sea i t i s possihle that two 
bi moie waves covld. impinge on a wall i n quick succession peihaps 
due to wave l e f l e c t i o n (which i s a distinct p o s s i b i l i t y at Ilfiacombe 
due to rocky foreshoie). Thus i f two oi moie impacts occui i n quick 
succession then the wall w i l l s t i l l be lesponding to the f i i s t impact 
when the second impact occuis i n which case the dynamic deflection 
is l i k e l y to be gieatei than that shown i n Figuie 7«15« 
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As already seen the seawall cannot respond instantly to- wave impact 
loading (maximum response generally occurs ahout 30 milli.-seconds 
after the impulse has reached i t s maximum value, see Figure 7 . 1 7 ) , 
therefore the maximum-seawall deflection occurs, after^iihe-impulse .on • 
the wall has finished. a?hus when the w.ave impulse has finished the 
seawall i s s t i l l accelerating i n the direction of the wave impact 
(Figure 7 - 1 7 ) , so i f a second impulse occurs soon after the f i r s t then 
the wall w i l l already he moving i n the direction of the impact so there 
w i l l he- less resistence to overcome, so large deflections might he 
expected. I f the second impulse occurs more than ahout i milli-seconds 
after the f i r s t then the seawall w i l l have started to return to i t s 
eqtiilihrium position, so the second impulse w i l l have to overcome the 
opposing seawall inertia, thiis the cumulative deflection w i l l prohahly he 
smaller than i f the impacts occur within -X milli-seconds of each other. 
To examine the effects on seawall response of two successive wave 
impacts, each of the six triangular impulsive load cases from Section 
7 . 7 were applied twice i n quick succession to the Ilfracomhe seawall 
model. The time delay hetween these successive impacts was made r£ m i l l i 
8 
-seconds for the f i r s t case and then increased to 31 milli-seconds for 
8 • 
the secbnd case, the resulting structural response is shown i n Figure 
7-18-
In this figure i t i s seen that the greatest dynamic amplification 
occurs when the time delay hetween impacts i s Z. milli-seconds, when the 
8 
time delay i s increased to 31 milli-seconds then the dynamic 
8 
amplification i s only'slightly greater than that for an individual 
impact. The maximum dynamic amplification caused hy two successive 
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impulses ^ milli-seconds aoait reaches a value of I . 0 7 , whilst the 
o 
same two impulses applied3:T" milli-seconds apart produce^ a maximum 
8 
dynamic amplification of 0 .17 and the same impulse applied once only 
produces a maximum dynamic amplification of 0 . 1 2 . Therefore i t seems 
that i f a second impulse occurs whilst the seawall i s s t i l l responding 
to the f i r s t impulse then the cumulative structural response can he 
much greater than that caused hy two individual impacts, i.e. the 
deflection produced hy an individual impact was 12?^ of the equivalent 
static displacement, hut the deflection produced hy the same impact 
applied twice with a iL. milli-second time delay was 107?$ of the static 
8 
deflection, an increase i n deflection of over 800^. 
7 .7 -2 Eesonant Amplification 
The natural frequency of the Ilfracomhe seawall i s 8 .9 Hz, thtis load 
cas'e numher 4 (from Section 7-7)? with a rise time of 0.1 seconds, has e 
frequency of the same order as the natural frequency of the wall. No 
resonant amplification i s apparent at this, or any other frequency, i n 
Figure 7-15} the reason for this is that i t takes a numher of loading 
cycles to huild up resonance i n a structure (from rest), as shown 
1 
4g 
g=. 1 ^ . 0 5 / g= 0.02^,-—— 
/// No. of cycles 
i / 2- -4 ^ 8- Ip ^^ 
maximum resonant 
amplification ^ 
2^ 
Rate of build up of resonant.response from rest 
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Therefore a single impact, even i f i t s frequency is the- same as the 
structures natural frequency, w i l l cause an insignificant: amount of 
resonant amplification. Thus i n a real sea where impacts occur only 
during the impinging of the wave front, about every four seconds (at 
Ilfracombe), no resonant amplification w i l l occur because the effects 
of the f i r s t impact w i l l have died away i n the four seconds before the 
next impact occurs. 
7«8 The Transfer Function Between Wave Pressure and Seav;all Response 
The transfer function concept was introduced i n Chapter Six, where i t 
was shown that the input or excitation spectral density was related to 
the output or response spectral density by means of a frequency domain 
transfer function , (Eq. 6 . 3 7 ) ' To solve equation 6.37 for a LEDOF system 
would probably involve the computation of cross spectral density 
components, as shown i n equation-6.38, therefore the alternative method 
given i n Section 6 .6 i s used. This method sets up a frequency domain 
transfer function by applying a number of sinusoidal forces of single 
frequency and uxdt amplitude to the structure and finding the 
displacement for each frequency sinusoid used. 
For this investigation a transfer fimction was only constructed for -
the Ilfracombe seawall over the frequency range 0 Hz to 20 Hz. This 
transfer function, Figure 7 .19 , was set up by applying single frequency 
sinusoidal forces of unit amplitude i n 0 .5 Hz increments from 0 to 20 Hz, 
the seav/all displacement was found for each incremental force and 
plotted against the frequency of that force to form the transfer function. 
The v e r t i c a l axis of Figure 7.19 '''as normalised by dividing through 
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by the displacement at 0 Hz, this then gives a non-dimensionalised 
plot of the system gain. This transfer function can now be multiplied 
by the spectral density, of the excitation force on the seawall to give 
the spectral density of the-seawall—response—The-spectral-^density ofL.the__ 
excitation force i s shown i n Pigure 7.20. and has a peak at about 0 Hz 
and then flattens off to a f a i r l y steady level between 2 and 20 Hz. The 
product of Figures 7.19 and 7 '20 i s shown i n Pigure 7 -21 , where the 
predicted spectral density of seawall response i s shown along with the 
measured spectral density of seawall response. The measured spectral 
density plot shown i n Figure 7.21 i s an expansion of Figure 3'. 12 plotted 
on a log scale; 
The measured and predicted plots of seawall response show good 
correlation of spectral densities from 0 to 1 Hz and again at the 
fundamental natural frequency ( 8 .9 Hz), but at a l l other frequencies the 
meaSTored spectral density greatly exceeds the predicted values. There are 
a number of factors which could account for this and one of the most l i k e l y 
is that the excitation spectral density (Figure 7 '20) was only measured at 
one transducer and i s assumed to be the only excitation force on the wall, 
but the excitation force varies with elevation because the pressure varies 
with elevation. Thus the measured seawall response (Figure 7 ' 2 l ) i s not 
due solely to" the excitation force shown i n Figure 7*20. Also the f i n i t e 
element model takes no account of the constantly varying natural frequency 
brought about by continuous changes i n the hydrodynamic damping, which- i f 
included i n the model would cause the peak i n the transfer function 
(Pigure 7»19) to be much broader and more representative of the actual 
structural response. 
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7.9 The Effects of Erosion at Seaford 
The Seaford f i n i t e element model v/ithout erosion was modelled to 
give similar deflections_and-natural frequenei-es^o- the areal-seawall-j— 
the Seaford model with erosion was then given the same material, 
properties for the wall, foundations and h a c k f i l l as the model without 
erosion. As hoth models had exactly the same constraints and material 
properties then any changes i n response would he due solely to the 
erosion, of the wall. 
The following tahle summarises the changes i n static and dynamic 
response of the models when subjected to the wave pressure shown i n 
Figure 7*4 
Model Leflection at node 139 due to pressure 
shown i n Figure 7*4 
Fundamental 
natural 
frequency 
Seaford without 
erosion 
Seaford with 
erosion . 
0.026 mm 
0.004 mm 
10.3 Hz 
10.47 Hz 
The model with erosion has a smaller deflection at node 139 than 
the model without erosion,, this i s hecause i t i s tending to rotate 
rather than move horizontally, as shown i n Figures 7 .22 and 7 -23 . , 
This rotation occurs hecause the resultant force on the wall with 
erosion has a greater v e r t i c a l component than that on the wall without 
erosion. This difference i n angle of the resultant force occurs hecaus 
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the hycLcostatic pxessTice acts noimal to the face of the wall, so 
the wall without eiosion w i l l have a l a i g e i hoiizontal piessuie 
component hecause i t has a gieater surface aiea which i s p'ledominately 
v e r t i c a l due to the v e r t i c a l fronted steps. 
The natural frequency increases hy ahout 1 ^ for the wall with 
erosion, this increase i s proportional to the reduction i n mass of 
the wall due to the erosion. 
The stresses generated i n the wall without, erosion are seen to 
he highly concentrated on the face, i n the region of the steps 
(Figure 7«8), these stress concentrations are induced hy the sharp 
angles of the steps. Thtis, as expected, the wall with erosion has 
none of these stress concentrations on the wall face (Figure 7»9)* 
The stress concentrations around the- perimeter of the two models 
are caused hy approximations i n the modelling, i n the real seawall 
these stresses would he dissipated throughout the foundations and 
h a c k f i l l . 
Thus i t seems that the erosion of the wall at Seaford has very 
l i t t l e effect on i t s dynamic response, or st a t i c response as the 
deflections at the base of the wall are of the same order for hoth 
models. The main effect of the erosion seems to he i n relieving 
the stress concentrations i n the face of the wall, and i n changing 
the angle of the resultant hydrostatic force. In some circumstances 
this latter point might have an effect on the s t a b i l i t y of the wall 
when considering the overturning moments. 
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7.10 Finite Element Analysis of a Piessure Transducer Diaphragm 
The pressure transducers hu i l t into the seawall at Seaford quickly 
hecame" so severely damaged hy the shingle i n the impinging waves that 
they were rendered useless and so had to he replaced, (this damage i s 
discussed i n more detail i n Chapter Two). The transducer diaphragms 
(26mm dia. X 1mm thick stainless steel) generally a l l had a permanent 
deformation of 3nim at their centres, this was the limit of travel, as 
shown i n Plate 2 .16 . 
An approximation of the force necessary to cause this damage was 
sought i n order to allow comparison with the wave impact pressures 
actually measured hy the transducers (whilst they were s t i l l functioning 
correctly). The analysis was carried out using the PAFEC package, as 
the deformations were permanent, a plastic rather than elastic analysis 
was used, (plastic analysis i s catered for hy PAFEC). The 26mm diameter 
diaphragm was the only,part of the transducer to he modelled, (to save 
on computer time), so i n order to represent the constraints applied to 
the diaphragm hy the transducer hody the edges of the diaphragm were 
assumed f u l l y fixed. The diaphragm was divided into 48 elements, heing 
a combination of 3 and 4 sided two dimensional thin plate elements with 
a total of 49 nodes, as shown i n Figure 7*24-
The actual loading condition occurring i n the f i e l d due to the 
combined wave and shingle impact could not be determined, but was 
probably a combination of a uniformly distiibuted load due to the v/ave 
impact and a point load due to the shingle impact. Prom inspection of 
the damaged transduceisi, small indentations could be seen on the 
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deformed diaphragm. Thus the main damage was prohahly caused hy the 
impact of shingle, the area over which these impacts occurred would 
depend on the size and shape of the individual pieces of shingle, which 
again^could oiot-.^he^etermined. JHence-two J.oad cases were chosen, for-.- —-
the plastic analysis; ( i ) a central point load and ( i i ) a uniformly 
distributed load, these two load cases represent the two possible 
extremes of loading, (the loading was assumed as static, whereas i n 
practice i t would be dynamic). 
The PAPEC point load analysis (load case (i ) ) estimated an .18 KN 
load (Pigure 7 '25)» and the uniformly distributed load analysis (load 
case ( i i ) ) estimated a pressure of 125 x 10 KN/m (Pigure 7 . 2 6 ) , both 
to produce a 3mm plastic deformation at the centre of the diaphragm. 
Therefore i t i s possible to say that the transducer diaphragm was not 
deformed solely by a uniformly distributed hydrostatic pressure because 
this would require a pressure of 125 MN/m^  when the maximum wave 
pressure measured at Seaford was only 48 KN/m^ . The point load 
assumption requires a force of 18 KN to cause a 3mm deformation, this 
i s perhaps conceivable i f a very angular piece of shingle struck the 
centre of the diaphragm. But more ,likely the deformation was caused 
i n small stages by shingle impact over a matter of days, culmijiating 
i n the deformation shown i n Plate 2 .16 . 
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— J c* 
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Beam elements shown 
i n heavy lines 
Figuxe 7 . 3 Finite element model of the Ilfxacomhe seawall 
(element numhexs shovm) 
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Material properties 
Pigure 7 . 4 Pinite element model of the Seaford seawall 
(without erosion) showing the material properties 
of the foundation and h a c k f i l l necessary to ensure 
a model response similar to the real wall response. 
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Figuxe 7 . 5 Pinite element model of the Seaford seawall 
(with erosion) showing the material properties 
of the foundation and h a c k f i l l necessary to ensure 
a model response similar to the real wall'response. 
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ro ro 
3 3 3 
3 3 3 
Material piopertiea 
Material No. E (^/v?) p^/m'^j 
M11 
Ml 2. 
Ml 3 
Ml 4 
30 X W ,3000 
3 . 6 7 X 10^ 2352 
3 . 95 X 10^ 2996 
1 . 4 2 X 10^ 8230 
Figure 7 . 6 Finite element model of the Ilfxacomhe seawall 
showing the matexial pxopexties of the foundation 
and h a c k f i l l necessaxy to ensuxe a model xesponse 
similax to the actual wall response. 
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shaded aiea lepiesents piessuie 
exeited hy leflected v/ave —^ 
Figuie 7 . 7 Hydiostatic v/ave piessuie f o i f u l l y reflected 
v/aves (not to scale) 
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Figure 7'8 Stress contours on the Seaford seawall (no erosion) 
due to the pressure i n figure 5 ' 7 heing applied at 
a S.W.L. of 2.0m A.O.D. 
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LARGEST 
Piguie 7 . 9 Stiess contouis on the Seaford seav/all (with erosion) 
due to the pressure i n figtire 5«7 heing applied at 
a S.W.L. of 2 . 0m A.O.D. 
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MAXIMUM 
PRINCIPAL 
(MOST 
POSITIVE) 
STRESS 
2> 
A ft A 
c r 
J J J 
Pigme 7 . 10 Stxess contouxs due to the pxessuxe i n figux 
5.7 heing applied at a S.V/.L. of 2.5ni A.O.D. 
on the Ilfiacombe seawall. 
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Both real and model seawall response 
measixred at node 193 
O J 
o 
o 
impact pressiire measured at • 
transducer No. 3 arid applied 
to node 115 i n the model. 
the pressure applied to nodes 
104 and 91 was obtained by 
linear interpolation between 
the pressures at nodes, 115 & 77 
I 
impact pressure measured at 
transducer No. 1 and applied 
to node 77 i n the model. 
3 sec 
Figure f»^2 The impact pressure history as actually measured on the Ilfracombe seawall 
and as applied to the f i n i t e element model of this seawall. 
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Figure 7 . 1 4 The effects of changes i n damping ratio on structural response 
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Figure 7.15 The effect of r i s e time and impact pressure • 
on seawall response (deflection). 
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Piguie 7«16 Non-dimensionalised lesponse of'the Ilfiacombe 
seawall model when suhjected to impacts with ' 
varying l i s e times 
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Ilfracombe seawall 17-7-80 
Transducer Number 1 
Tape number 12 
Hanning F i l t e r 
B = 600 mHz 
e 
64 Averages 
0 
Figure 7 . 2 0 
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frequency (H Z ) 
Excitation spectral density measured on the Ilfracombe seawall 
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10 
0.01 I , ^ . . , , 1 
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 20 
fxequency (Hz) 
Piguxe 7'21 Compaxison between measuxed and estimated 
spectxal density of xesponse fox the 
Ilfxacombe seawall 
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Piguxe 7.22 Deflection of the Seafoid seawall (without eiosion) 
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Pigure 7.23 Deflection of the Seaford seawall (with erosion) 
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Figure 7 . 2 5 Deflected shape of transducer figure 7 . 2 6 Deflected shape of transducer 
due to a u.d.l. 3 p^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
DISCUSSION 
8.1, Modelling D i f f i c u l t i e s 
The idealised SDOP models of the Ilfracomhe and Seaford seav/alls • 
used i n Chapter Six gave poor estimates of the natural frequencies 
v/hen compared v/ith the actual values measured on the walls. These 
SDOP models over estimated the Seaford natraal frequency hy three times 
and the Ilfracomhe natural frequency hy more than twice. The reason 
for these poor estimates i s that the models were hased only on the 
seawalls themselves, no allowance was made for s o i l structure 
interaction.from the h a c k f i l l and foundations which act with the seav/alls. 
It i s not possihle to calculate the mass of the rock and s o i l etc. 
which acts with the seawall for a general case hecaiise i t depends on 
the material properties of the foundation and h a c k f i l l and on the 
degree to which the seawall i s tied into i t s surroundings, ( i . e . piled 
foundations w i l l transmit the forces on the wall to a larger mass of 
s o i l and so w i l l involve more material than a f l a t footing). The 
natural frequency of the Ilfracomhe seawall alone (from the SDOP model), 
is 18.4 Hz, "the measured value for the comhined wall and surrounding i s 
8 .9 Hz-, therefore using the relationship O)^ = (K / M ) ^ the approximate 
mass of the surroundings moving with the seawall can he found, (assuming 
the stiffness term remains the same). 
e.g. for the wall alone CO = 2TC18.4 (1) 
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for the wall and 
surroundings 
2Tt8 .9 = K (2) Mw + Ms 
rearranging 18.4^. Jaw=. K- (-3) 
rearranging (2) 8.9^ (Mw + Ms) = K (4) 
comhining eqixations (3) and (4) gives j 
Ms = Mw - Mw 
lils = 3 .2 Mw 
Therefore the mass of the surroundings moving with the Ilfracomhe 
seawall i s approximately 3 times the mass of the wall, similarly for 
Seaford the mass of the surroundings moving with the wall i s 
approximately 9 times the mass of the wall. This large difference i s 
partly accoxmted for hecause the h a c k f i l l at Ilfracomhe does not 
reach the top of the wall, so there i s no h a c k f i l l constrained to move 
with the wall at this level. Thus i t seems there i s l i t t l e point i n 
considering the seawalls i n isolation from thejF surroundings hecause 
of the large inaccuracies introduced. 
Therefore i t i s not worth emharking on.a MDOF analysis u n t i l the 
mass of the stirroundings acting with the wall, and the distrihution of 
this mass around the wall, have heen determined. It i s not possihle to 
calculate the value and distrihution of this mass except hy t r i a l and 
error, this can he a lengthy and tedio-us joh hest tackled using a 
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computer. Por this investigation I.ffiOP models were developed for the 
Ilfracomhe and Seaford seawalls using the PAPEC f i n i t e element package 
and a Prime 550 computer. The f i n a l distrihution and properties of the 
foundations and^hackfill -necessary to_giv.e the -correct..static-and- -— 
dynamic response are shown i n Figures 7.4 and 7 . 6 . The fundamental 
natural frequencies of these models were made the same as those of the 
real seawalls, as were the static deflections. But hecause an 
insufficient width of foundations and h a c k f i l l were included i n the 
models (due to lack of computer core space), the stresses in.the 
structure could not dissipate f u l l y , so i n Figures 7.8 and 7.10 stress 
concentrations can he seen along the hack edges of the foundations 
and h a c k f i l l , v/here i n the real structure these stresses would he ahsent. 
But the effects of these modelling approximations are slight and 
mainly affect the dynamic response of the models a;t the higher modes 
of vihration. 
8 .2 Seawall Response to Transient Y/ave Impacts 
Six cases of impact, a l l with the same t o t a l impulse hut with varying 
combinations of rise time and impact pressure were applied to the 
model of the Ilfracombe seawall. The optimum ris e time to produce the 
maximum seawall deflection was approximately T / 2 seconds. Impacts 
with r i s e times greater or less than T/2 seconds produced smaller 
deflections, as seen i n Figure 7-15- As a l l s i x load cases had the same 
impulse, then i t can be seen that for impacts lasting less than T / 2 
seconds, the value of the impulse i s not, of primary importance i n 
determining the resulting deflection, the deflection i n this region is 
controlled by the rise time and increases as"the rise time increases. 
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But f o i impacts lasting, l-jflger than T/2 seconds the l i s e time no longei 
hecomes impoitant and the deflection is now goveined hy the value of 
the impulse. Poi the Ilfiacomhe and Seafoid seawalls this optimum l i s e 
time i s of the oidei of 100 milli-seconds. Theiefoie the high impact 
piessuies measuied i n model studies w i l l have a negligible effect on 
f u l l size seawalls because of t h e i i veiy shoit l i s e times (of the oidei 
of 1 milli-second), so the equations f o i estimating, the wave impact 
(72) 
piessuie which aie based on model scale data, such as Minikin's^' ', aie 
not applicable to f u l l scale stiuctuies. 
In Section 7*7 i t was seen that a single tiiangulai impulse had 
l i t t l e effect on seawall lesponse, pioducing a maximum dynamic. 
amplification of 0.12 (Piguie 7'l6). But when the same impulse was 
applied twice i n quick succession then the lesulting dynamic amplification 
was much l a i g e i and i n some cases (when the time delay between impacts 
was i : milli-seconds), the dynamic .deflection could be even gieatei 8 
than the static deflection (Piguie 7'18)' 
These impulses weie applied to the Ilfiacombe seawall model assuming 
i t to .be i n i t i a l l y stationaiy, but i n a l e a l sea this i s unlikely 
because the wave piessuie (including the hydiostatic piessuie) i s 
dynamic so the tot a l foice on the wall i s nevei stationaiy (static) thus 
wave impacts w i l l piobably nevei be acting on a stationaiy seawall. 
Theiefoie a single wave impact could pioduce a much la i g e i deflection 
than that shown i n Figuie 7.15 i f the seawall happens to be moving in 
the same diiection as the wave impulse at the moment of impact, and 
conveisely i f the seawall i s moving i n the opposite diiection to the 
wave impulse then very small deflections would be expected. As millions 
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of waves w i l l impinge on a seav;all duiing i t s lifetime then i t i s 
possihle that the conditions w i l l be such that.very laige dynamic 
deflections w i l l be pioduced by a wave impact, which could mean the 
stiesses jji-ihe-^wall -wilL exceed_lhe_ultimate-J;ensile_oi compiessive. 
stiesses of the material thus causing a localised failure. 
8e3 The Frequency Domain Transfer Function 
In Section 7.8 a frequency domain transfer function was set up to 
relate the spectral density of wave pressure to the spectral density 
of seawall response, this transfer function was built up by applying a 
number of sinusoidal forces to the seawall model i n order to represent 
a random sea. The seawall response estimated by use of this transfer 
function bore l i t t l e resemblance to the measuied lesponse (Figuie ^^2^) 
and tended to undei estimate the spectial densities at most fiequencies 
above 1 Hz. This pooi coiielation i s caused by eithei the measuied 
excitation spectial density not being lepiesentative of the geneial 
excitation foices, 0 1 the tiansfei function being inaccuiate, 0 1 a 
combination of both. 
The seawall.lesponse at any point i s due to the diiect wave action 
plus the stiesses and vibiations tiansmitted along the wall fiom othei 
sections, thus the excitation force measured at the pressure transducer 
(Figure 2.20) i s only part of the total excitation force acting on 
that section of seawall, (the additional component of the excitation 
force cannot be measured). Therefore the-estimated response spectral 
density can not be expected to be the same as the measured value (even 
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i f a more accurate transfer function could be set up), but nevertheless 
the estimated response spectral density i n Pigure 7*21 does provide a 
good approximation of the spectral density at the fundamental natural 
frequency. 
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CHAPTER Eim 
COKCLUSIOMS AMD SUGGE3TI0I'?3 FOR PUETHER RESEARCH 
Concltisioiis 
(1) The f i n i t e element modelling suggests that the impact piessuies 
measuied duiing this investigation aie of sufficient dviiation 
to geneiate a significant dynamic lesponse i n the seawalls, 
and as these impacts occasionally act simultaneously ovei laige 
aieas (as seen i n Chaptei Thiee) then the total dynamic 
deflection can he substantial and of the same oidei, oi gieatei, 
than the static deflection. 
(2) The veiy high piessuie, shoit duiation wave impacts measuied i n 
model scale lahoiatoiy studies w i l l have a negligihle effect on 
the lesponse of f u l l size seawalls. 
(3) Poi a given impulse, a wave impact on the Ilfiacomhe seawall w i l l 
pioduce a maximum dynamic displacement when the l i s e time 
appioximately equals half of the natuial peiiod of vihiation of 
the stiuctuie. 
(4) Dynamic seawall deflection f o i wave impacts with l i s e times 
gieatei than T / 2 seconds i s piopoitional to the wave impulse, 
and foi.-impacts with l i s e times less than T / 2 seconds the 
deflection i s goveined hy the magnitude of the l i s e time (the 
magnitude of the impulse i s of secpndaiy impoitance within the 
lange 0 < t ^ < T / 2 ) . 
(5) The cumiolative effect on stiu c t u i a l lesponse of two-oi.moie 
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v;ave impacts occurring i n quick succession can greatly exceed 
the response caused hy the individual impacts. The magnitude of 
this increase i n deflection i s dependent upon the time delay 
hetween impacts, i.e. a single wave impact'approximated hy a 
triangular impulse, produced a maximum dynamic amplification i n 
the Ilfracomhe seawall model of 0 . 1 2 , when the same impact was 
applied twice i n -succession with a time delay hetween impacts of 
milli-seconds the maximum dynamic amplification was 0 .17 (a 
8 • 
hfjfo increase i n deflection for a lOOjJ increase i n impulse), hut 
when the time delay was reduced to milli-seconds the dynamic 
amplification increased to 1.07 (an increase of over 800?^  for a 
lOC^ c increase i n impulse). 
SUGGESTIONS FOR Jj'UKTHiilH RESEARCH 
) It would he useful to produce analytical models of other 
seawalls to investigate the effects on structural response, of 
impulses with varying ri s e times. Thus i t could he seen i f the 
optimum rise time of T / 2 seconds was a response particular to 
the Ilfracomhe seawall or whether i t i s a general result 
applicable to any seawall. 
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APPENDIX A 
A.I Calculation of the paiameteis of the ffeibull distiibution 
I f a landom vaiiable X has a Weibull distiibution then the p.d.f. 
f(x) of'X has the foim; 
a ^ a 
X -V ^ , X -V 
^ exp - ( a / , i f x > v 
f(x) = < ... (A.I) 
0 , i f X < V 
wheie a and (3 aie positive constants and V i s non-negative, i f a , j3 
andv aie known then the distiibution whose p.d.f. i s given by Eq. A.-1 
i s completely deteimined. It can be shown^^^^ that i f X has a Weibiill 
distiibution with paiameteis a , (3 andv then the c.d.f. P(x) of X i s 
given by; 
0, i f X < V 
P(x) = (A.2) 
v. 
1 - e x p - ( ^ ) ^ , i f x > V 
The paiametei V i s the smallest possible (non-negative) value- of the 
obseivations of a landom vaiiable X, i n the case of impact piessuies 
the smallest possible value of X must be zeio, (although the smallest 
2 
value measuied was 5 . 4 KN/m ) theiefoie V i s set to zeio. 
Piom Ref.. 99 
M.^  - V = a r (1 + i/p ) (A.3) 
- A l -
|i - V 
0^ a = , ........(A.4) • 
r ( i + l / (3) 
also fiom Ref. 99, (3 can be found from; 
• ( i i ^ - v ) 2 r ( i + V P ) r ( i + 1/3) 
— (A .5) 
oJ^ + (fi^ - v ) ^ r ( i + 2 / p ) 
where f ( ) i s a Gamma function and ]i and o are the mean and 
standard deviation of process X. Using the estimated value of V (i.e . v = 0 ) 
and tables of the-Gamma function F ( ), values of the parameters a 
and j3 can be found using equations A .4 and A . 5 ' 
Por a l l impact data the following parameters are obtained; -
0-^ = 6.125 m/ta - , [J, = 12.12 m/m , f3= 2.1 , a= 13-68 
and for the Ilfracombe data separately; 
0 ^ = 3 .92 m/m , = 11.10 m/m^ , P = 3 .125 , a = 12.39 
Equation A . 2 can now be solved for P(x) after rewriting^as; 
1 - P(x) = exp - T ( A . 6 ) 
where x = ( — — — ) 
- A2 -
A value of t can now be calculated for each value of x, then by 
uising tables of exp - T ( i . e . table T.8 i n Sef. 9 8 ) , a value of 
1 - F ( X ) fox each value of x i s obtained. 
Graphs of the function 1 - P(x) vexsus impact pressure are shown 
i n Figures 3.37(a) and 3 .37(b). The values of t , 1 - F(X ) (theoretical) 
and 1 - F ( X ) (observed) are given i n Table A.I. 
- A.3 -

Class Glass 
Piequency T • 1 - P (x) Observed c.d.f. 
Mid-point A l l I l f . • A l l data I l f . data A l l data I l f . data A l l data I l f . data 
4 - 6 5 8 6 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 6 0 . 8 8 7 o ;942 • 6 . 9 5 1 0 . 9 4 6 
6 - 8 7 21 18 0.25 0 . 1 7 0 . 7 7 9 0 . 8 4 4 0.823 0 . 7 8 6 
8 - 1 0 9 39 28 6 . 4 2 0 . 3 7 0 . 6 5 7 0 . 6 9 1 0 . 6 0 4 0 . 5 3 6 
10 - 12 11 38 23 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 9 0 . 5 2 7 0 . 5 0 2 0 . 4 1 5 0 . 3 3 0 
12 - 14 13 32 13 0 . 9 1 1.16 0 . 4 0 2 0 . 3 0 1 0 . 2 7 4 0 . 2 1 4 
14 - 16 
• ' ^ 
20 13 1 .23 1.82 0 . 3 0 1 0 , 1 6 5 0 . 1 7 7 0.098 
16-18 17 13 4 1 . 6 0 2 . 6 8 0 . 2 0 2 0 . 0 6 7 0.128 0 . 0 6 3 
18 - 20 19 13 4 2 . 0 2 3.80 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 0 2 7 
20 - 2 2 21 5 2 2 . 5 0 5 . 2 0 0.082 O 0 O O 6 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 0 0 9 
2 4 - 26 25 1 0 3 . 6 0 , 8 . 9 7 0 . 0 2 7 G 0 . 0 3 0 0 . 0 0 9 . 
26 - 28 •• 27 2 1 4 . 2 3 1 1 . 4 1 0 . 0 1 5 • 0 • • 0.018 0 
32 - 3 4 • 33 1 0 6 . 4 5 0 . 0 0 1 • 0 . 0 1 2 
46 - 48 47 1 0 1 3 . 5 6 0 
• 
0 . 0 0 6 . 
48 - 50 49 1 0 I 4 . 8 O 0 0 
Table A.I Theoretical impact values for a Weibull c.d.f. 
.A'2. Estimating The Paiameteis Of A Tsrpe I 
Extieme Value L i s t i i h u t i o n Via Liehleins BLUE 
In lefeience 108 Liehlein sets out a method f o i estimating the mode 
(u) and dispeision ( l / a ) of a Pishei - Tippett Type I distiibution 
using a weighting factoi Lieblein calls the 'Best Lineai Unbiased 
Estimatoi' (-BLUE). 
Lieblein's method lequiies that the extieme value data be oideied 
(as i n Table A.2), the data i s then multiplied by the weighting 
coefficients a^ and b^ (given i n Ref 108). • 
The lesulting h\imeiical estimates of the mode and dispeision aie 
given by the following; 
n 
i = 1 
mode = / a^ X (A. 7) 
n 
i = 1 
dispeision = J> b^ x ...(A. 8) 
4 
These values aie then inseited into equation 3 '48 which gives 
the extieme value distiibution of the data. 
i.e. using the mode and dispeision obtained fiom Table A.2-the 
extieme value distiibution f o i the Ilflacombe data becomes 
P(Pj^) = exp - exp - 3.13 (Pj^ - 14.5) ...(A. 9) 
This equation then allows estimates to be made of the piobability 
of occurence (oi escceedence) of a given impact piessuie. 
- A . 5 -
Sample 
Number 
Ordered • 
Maxima _, , P ord 
SLIIE 
Coefficient 
a.- -
BLUE 
Coefficient 
^ i 
4 11 .4 ' . 1 6 3 3 0 9 - . 0285316 
5 12.0 . 125966 
- . 098775 
2 12 .6 .108230 - . '645120 
1 1 3 . 5 .. 095223 - . 0 1 3 0 3 9 
14 1 4 . 4 .084619 ' . 008690 
3 1 4 . 9 .075484 .024282 
13 1 5 . 0 . 0 6 7 3 3 1 .035768 
3 1 5 . 3 .059866 . 0 4 4 2 6 2 
6 1 6 . 2 .052891 . 0 5 0 4 1 8 
10 1 7 - 6 . 0 4 6 2 6 0 . 0 5 4 6 2 4 
7 19.1 .039847 .O57O83 
12 1 9 . 3 . 0 3 3 5 2 6 .057829 
11 21 .6 . 0 2 7 1 3 1 . 0 5 6 6 5 2 
8 2 6 . 7 
.020317 .052646 
mode = ^2 ^ i ^ord = 14 , ' 499 , disp = ^ b. P^^^ = 3 : 1 3 2 
Table A . 2 Using Liebleins BLUE to estimate the mode and dispersion of a 
, - Fisher - Tippett Type I extreme value distribution. 
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A.3 Calculation of Retxun period-
The cumulative distiihution function (c.d.f.) of the Fishei -
Tippett Type I distiihution is given hy equation 3 .48 , 
i.e 
exp - a(x - u) 
wheie F ( X ) i s the piohahility that the maximum impact piessuie 
i s less than u. 
F ( X ) = exp 
Eqtiation 3.48 can he -wiitten i n teims of impact piessuie as 
follows; 
F(P.) exp - exp - a (P^ - u) .(A.10) 
I f the letuin peiiod associated with the given impact piessuie 
P^ i s T yeais, then the piohahility of exceedence i n any one yeai 
w i l l he 1/T, theiefoie; 
F(P.) 1 . - .(A.11) 
suhsU-tuting A.11 into A. 10 gives 
1 
T exp - exp - CC(P^ - u) ,(A.12) 
taking logaiithms of Eq A.12, twice, gives 
P. = u - -
i . a 
In - m (1 - ^) .(A.13) 
when the letuin peiiod T is laige then equation A.13 can he appioximated 
to; 
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• • • * • « • • ( A » 1 4 ) 
02: = u + ^ In T • .-...(A.I5) 
Having calculated the mode (u) and dispeision ( ^  ) from Appendix 
A . 2 , the impact piessuie P^ i s found hy substituting values of 
letuin peiiod T Into Equation A.15, as shown below; 
Impact piessxiie Return peiiod 
2 1 . 7 KN/m^  10 yeais 
2 3 . 9 m/m- . 20 yeais 
2 6 . 7 KN/m^  50 yeais 
These values of letuin peiiod. can then be supeiimposed on the 
extieme value distiibution plot, as i n Piguie 3 . 3 8 . 
" - a i n ,^  
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